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This thesis deals with the Fogel-Huang algorithm for the bounding by an ellipsoid of the in­ 
tersection of an ellipsoid and a strip bounded by parallel hyperplanes, as applied to the task 
of parameter estimation. Although the Fogel-Huang ellipsoid is the unique minimum-value 
(Behrend-Lowner/John — BLJ) ellipsoid containing this intersection, the ellipsoid resulting 
from an iteration of the Fogel-Huang algorithm to find an ellipsoid bounding the intersection 
of an ellipsoid and several such strips is not the BLJ ellipsoid for that intersection. 
After introductory material and a survey of the literature, the performance of the Fogel-Huang 
algorithm is examined, both in simulation and theoretically. This examination is made in terms 
of a characteristic length and the volume of the resulting ellipsoid, and comparisons are made 
with the BLJ ellipsoid containing the intersection of the strips.
In addition, the results of recycling the Fogel-Huang algorithm, with the hyperplane order fixed 
and varying, are examined in the same terms.
Two modifications of the Fogel-Huang algorithm are then proposed and examined. In the first, 
a family of ellipsoids containing the intersection of an ellipsoid and two strips is derived. The 
minimum-volume member of this family (not, in general, the BLJ ellipsoid for the intersection 
being bounded) is found.
In the second, a set of up to p (the dimension of the parameter space) strips is approximated 
by a more convenient set of strips whose intersection with the original ellipsoid contains the 
intersection of the original ellipsoid with the original strips. Then a family of ellipsoids contain­ 
ing the intersection of the original ellipsoid and the new strips is found. The volume-optimal 
member of this family is then determined.
The ellipsoids resulting from these modifications often have smaller volumes than the volume 
found by applying the Fogel-Huang algorithm, and so lead to closer approximations to the BLJ 
ellipsoid.
The fact that the first of these modifications leads to smaller bounding ellipsoids than the 
iterated Fogel-Huang algorithm motivates the investigation of methods resulting in the true 
BLJ ellipsoid for the intersection of an ellipsoid and two strips.
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Many physical, industrial and biological processes can be modelled using state variables: in 
continuous time, x — /(X,M,£), y = g(x,t), where x is a vector of variables describing the 
state of the process or system, u is a vector of inputs, and y is a vector of outputs; and in 
discrete time, Xk — fk(xk-i,Uk), yk = gk(xk)- The functions /, #, fk and <% encapsulate an 
understanding of the system, and, as this understanding is usually imperfect, the functions 
themselves will only be partially known.
If the number of state variables x is appropriate for the adequate explanation of the system, this 
uncertainty is often representable in the form of a finite number of unknown parameters, so that
t« /v
it is possible to write f(x,u,t) - f(0\x,u,i), g(x,t) = g(i/>]x,t), fk(xk-i,u) = fk (B\Xk-i,u), 
9k(xk) — 9k(i>\ xk} where the functions on the right-hand side are known and the task of 
improving knowledge of the functions / and gr, or fk and gk, becomes that of better specifying 
the statistics of the parameters 0 and ^>.
When this is done, the results can provide a check on the physical understanding which produced 
the model in the first place and allow better control over the system through the manipulation 
of those of the inputs u which are under human control.
In the absence of noise, or when noise is negligible, 0 and i/) can be found by making a sufficient 
number (r, say — usually equal to the number of parameters) of observations of the input 
and output of the system and inverting the equations x(ti) — f(x(ti),u(ti),ti) and y(ti) = 
g(x(ti),ti), or Xk = fkifaki-iiUki) and yk . = 5^(2*.), with i = l,...,r, in terms of 0 and i/> 
(which is not always a trivial task).
1
In the more common situation where noise is present, a precise determination of 0 and ip is 
rarely possible; instead, observations can serve to replace, at each step, an a priori knowledge 
of the statistics (in a wide sense) of the distributions of 0 and ^ by an a posteriori knowledge 
which is at least not less "certain". This requires known or assumed characteristics of the noise 
and possibly of the distribution of 0 and ij> before the first observation. 
Two methods which are often utilised are to assume
1. that the noise and initial a priori estimated distributions of 0 and ?/> have a Gaussian 
distribution with known mean and variance;
2. that the noise falls within a known, bounded region.
In the case where the models are linear in the parameters 0 and ip : approach 1 leads (through 
generalised least squares, see e.g. Norton [15]) leads to a posteriori Gaussian distributions of 
0 and ?/>, where greater "certainty" with respect to the a priori distribution is manifested by a 
decrease in variance, and approach 2 leads to 0 and ^ falling in an a posteriori region contained 
in the corresponding a priori region.
Approach 1 has the advantage of producing a more detailed description of the distribution of 
the parameters, but it also requires more detail to start with (the distribution of noise and 
the initial a priori of the parameters). Moreover, approach 2 provides a guaranteed set within 
which the parameters must lie, although it supplies no information regarding the probability 
distribution of the parameters within that set.
1.2 Bounded Parameter Estimation for Models Linear 
in Parameters
If the equations for the system can be summarised in the form
0 + vk ,
where k is possibly indexes the components of the output vector as well as time, and nk consists 
of known quantities, the model is linear in the fixed parameter vector 0 6 Kp. If the error vk 
is bounded, say e™ < Vk < ^ 5 where e™ and e™ are known scalars, then, by rescaling the 
equation (see page 25), e% and ef can be set to -1 and 1 respectively. Then, for each k, 0 is 
restricted to the set Uk = {0 G Kp : yk - 1 < rikT0 < yk + 1} lying between the hyperplanes
— {0 £ 1R.P : rik 0 — yk — ±1}- If none of the regression vectors Uk are parallel, the set 
Tlifl.. .flllfc, the posterior feasible parameter set after k observations, will be a bounded polytope 
if k > p. Of course, the posterior feasible parameter set can be described by enumerating the 
vertices of the polytope and listing which vertices are neighbours, but such a description may be 
both complex and computationally expensive to obtain. An alternative description is in terms 
of simple sets which are guaranteed to contain the feasible parameter set, such as ellipsoids. 
The basic problem of this thesis is to find ellipsoids containing this polytope.
1.3 Ellipsoidal Methods for Bounded Parameter Estima­ 
tion
Suppose the initial ellipsoid is given by £0 = £(^0,60) = {0 £ Rp : (0 — a)TQQ l (0 — a) < 1} 
in which the true value of the parameter vector 0t is guaranteed to lie. If an observation is 
made which implies that the true value lies in HI = II(ni,yi) = {0 : (niT0 — y\] < 1}, then, 
for all ellipsoids £ such that £ D SQ D HI, Ot G £, so all such ellipsoids are estimates for Of 
The idea of the ellipsoidal methods for bounded parameter estimation is to find a family of 
ellipsoids containing SQ fl HI and to find an ellipsoid in that family, £1, say, which minimises 
some criterion measuring the size of the ellipsoids of the family over the family. This ellipsoid 
becomes the new a priori set for the new observation.
1.4 The New Methods in this Thesis
There are three main new methods in this Thesis. The first finds the minimum-volume ellipsoid 
in a family containing the intersection of two strips and a prior ellipsoid. This "minimum- 
volume ellipsoid in a family" is not necessarily the minimum-volume ellipsoid containing the 
intersection. The second looks at the intersection of a set of s strips and an ellipsoid, replacing 
s — 1 of the strips by more convenient strips and finding the minimum-volume ellipsoid in a 
family containing the intersection of the replacement strips and the original ellipsoid. The last 
method is intended to find the actual minimum-volume ellipsoid about the intersection of two 




Given a system with state equations
-i + + vk
yk = Ckxk +
where xk ,vk <E Mn , wjt € R*, Sfc,ujfe € Rs , v4fc € Enxn , #fc € Enx^, Ck G Rsxn , z fc is the state, 
•Mjt is the input, yk is the observed output and vk and «;*. are noise, state estimation attempts 
to maximise the knowledge of the state xk: given the parameters Ak , Bk and Cjt, the inputs 
«£, and partial knowledge of vk and iwjt, either in the form of (narrowly) statistical information 
such as their mean and covariance, or in the form of bounds. The major difference between 
state and parameter estimation is that the former requires an update between observations, as 
the state is not fixed, so the state estimate must be propagated using the system equations, 
whereas this update is not required for static parameters (actually, many parameter estimation 
schemes incorporate the possibility of drift in the parameters, but this will not be dealt with 
here).
For example, if it is known that x0 € XQ = *0+ C En , vk € Vk C R71 , wk G Wk C Rs, then the 
state Xk obeys
xk G X£ = Xk C\{x:yk - Ckx e Wfc} (observation) 
C Xk = AkX^ + Bkuk -f Vjb- (propagation)
For parameter estimation, if the model can be written
where 0 has an initial a priori covariance P05 $k is a known matrix of explanatory variables 
and Vk is a zero-mean random variable with covariance Rk, one statistical method is minimum- 
covariance linear unbiased updating Norton [15]. It is proposed that an estimate Ok for 0 at
A A
time k should be given by Ok = JkOk-\ + Kkyk , where Jk and Kk are matrices of the appropriate 
dimensions and are functionally independent of Ok-i and yk , i.e., the new estimate is a linear 
function of the old estimate and the new observation. 
Insisting that the estimate should be unbiased yields
0 = V0k = Jk£0k-i + Kk*kO = (Jk + 
where E is the expectation operator, or Jk + Kk$k — I-
A
Then the covariance of 0k is
Pk = E(0k - E0k )(0k -
= E(ok - o)(ok - o)T
= E((7 - Kk$k }0k-i + Kkyh - 0)(6k -
= E((/ - Kk$k)(0k-i ~ 0) + Kk (yk -
= (I - Kk$k)Pk-i(I -
___
on the assumption that E(^-i — 0)vk = 0.
Then Kk — Pk-i$k T ($kPk-i®k T -f Rk)~ l minimises this Pk (as can be seen by incrementing Kk
to Kk + 5Kk and setting the corresponding increment SPk in Pk to zero), with minimum value
Pk — (/ — Kk$k)Pk-i- This equation is used to update the covariance after each new data
item, and the minimising Kk and the Jk related to it by Jk = / - Kk$k are used to update xk
according to the linear formula above.
There is a corresponding method in state estimation, Kalman filtering, which can be derived
in a similar fashion (see Grewal and Andrews [11]).
2.2 Statistical Methods for Parameter Estimation
Pronzato and Walter[21] compare the statistical approach of D-optimal design, which maximises 
the determinant of the Fisher information matrix1 for the maximum likelihood estimate of a 
parameter vector, with what the authors dub V-optimal design, in a bounded error context. 
V-optimal design seeks to minimise the volume of the posterior feasible set in parameter space. 
When the number of experiments (the word experiment is used for an observation of the output 
when it is wished to emphasise that some, at least, of the inputs are chosen with the aim 
of obtaining information about the system) is equal to the number of parameters, the V- 
optimal and D-optimal approaches result in the same experiments, but when the number of 
experiments exceeds the number of parameters, a complication arises: the volume of the feasible 
set depends on the outcome of the experiments (in the case of one experiment per parameter, 
only the location, but not the shape or volume, of the feasible set, depends on the experimental
_ A
outcome). The authors' solution to this problem is to replace V-optimality by V-optimality,
A
where the volume of an estimated feasible set S is minimised instead of the volume of the
feasible set S itself.
In the V-optimality approach, a nominal value for the parameter vector is required (as also the
case in the Z)-optimality method when the model is not linear in the parameters), which, as
the authors acknowledge, is a weakness.
In many cases, D-optimal experiments are repeated when the number of allowable experiments
exceeds the number of parameters to be identified, but repeated experiments do not lead to
A A
a reduction of the estimate feasible set S, so a series of V-optimal experiments contains no
A
repetitions. Moreover, an (N + l)-member series of V-optimal experiments will not, in general,
A
contain an TV-member series of V-optimal experiments, so one cannot simply extend a run
A
of such experiments until sufficient knowledge has been attained, without departing from V-
optimality.
On the other hand, the authors provide a simple criterion for determining whether there exists
A A
a finite series of V-optimal experiments which reduces the volume of S to its infimum.
1 For a probability density function px (t) for random variables a?i,.. .,arn , the Fisher information matrix is
given by
In ?«I
For a Gaussian probability density function, the Fisher information matrix is the inverse of the covariance.
Kurzhanski and Tanaka[18] (discussed in more detail in the next section) achieve a partial 
unification of the statistical and bounding approaches by considering Gaussian distributions of 
the error, where the variance is known, but the mean is only known to lie within a convex set. 
Then, the posterior bounds on the mean resulting from observations obey the same equations 
as the parameters in a pure bounding context.
2.3 Bounding
The paper just mentioned by Kurzhanski and Tanaka[18] provides a very general framework 
for bounding techniques by considering the system y(k) = Cuk + Vk, where y is a sequence of 
measurements in Rm , u a sequence of known inputs in Rm, v a noise sequence and C G RmXn 
is a matrix of unknown parameters. It is known that C G Co, Vk G Qfc, where Co and Q^ are 
compact and convex.
Through manipulation of support functions p (p(x\S] = sup2€${,zT :c}), the authors derive an 
expression for the feasible parameter set (called the informational domain by the authors), 
C[s], the set of C consistent with the sequence yk , k G {1, . . . , s}, as the set of C such that
C G Im))C0 Mk (yk -
k=l k=l
where RmnXm[l, s] is the set of sequences A(l), . . . , A(s) in Rmn*m , and, if A G Rpx «, A G 
is obtained by stacking the columns of A. Also, ® denotes the Kronecker matrix product:
A <g> B = a
If the sequence C[Jb], k = 1,... s is imagined as a series of subsets of the hyperplanes Hk{x — 
(C, f) G RmXn x E : ( = &}, and the boundaries of the C[/c] D Hk are thought of as being 
joined up, with each point xk-i G dC[k - 1] fl Hk-i connected by a line segment to a point 
fk-i,k(%k-i) € dC[k]C\Hk, where fk - 1, A; is a homeomorphism0C[fc-l]nfljfc_i *-+ dC[k]nHk , 
then the resulting set is a "funnel" in Rmxn x R (the situation in the continuous counterpart 
to this is more easily imagined!). 
Now, obviously,
k=l
for any particular sequence M[l,.s] in RmnXm .
The authors then conclude that schemes for bounding C[s] corresponding to different sequences 
M[l,s] lend themselves to parallel computation, where each independent processor utilises a 
different sequence. Obviously, such an approach would be more expensive than using just one 
processor, but would rapidly deliver a great deal of information on the feasible set at each stage, 
as each processor would provide a different bounding set. However, the authors do not address 
the difficulties of integrating the information from each processor quickly into a simple format, 
such as a simple approximant to the intersection of the various bounding sets. 
Kostousova and Kurzhanski[17] specialise the ideas of the previous paper to deal with polytope 
bounding for discrete time and ellipsoidal bounding for continuous time, investigating attain­ 
ability domains (the set of states consistent with initial conditions and input sequences in given 
sets, called the reachable set elsewhere in the literature) in both cases and state-estimation for 
the continuous estimation technique.
Veres and Norton[24] discuss errors-in-variables models, showing how an apparently linear 
model can lead to nonlinear bounds for the feasible parameter set. In such a model, the 
output yk at time k is given by yk = /(<£fc,0) + £k, where <j>k is a vector of explanatory vari­ 
ables and €k is the error due to mis-specification of the model structure. The variables <j>k 
are only known with uncertainty. In this paper, this uncertainty is given in the form of a 
bound on the error <j>k '•— <f>k — 4% between the variable and the observation corresponding to 
it: |<ft| < e^j * = I? • • • 5 9- Bounds are also given for xk := xk — x°k and ek : \xk \ < cy , \ek \ < ck . 
For models linear in both the explanatory variables, <£, and the parameters, #, f(4>k, 0) = 
F(4>k)Q, where F is a matrix, the authors make the distinction between static and dynamic 
models.
Let #k = [yk ^T]T , 6* = [-1 0T]T and define F'(<ft) so that yk = F(</>k)0 + ek is equivalent to 
F'ffij^O1 -f ek = 0. Then a static model has successive vectors <j>'k deterministically unrelated, 
whereas a dynamic model has variables appearing in successive vectors </)'k . 
In a static model, the bounds on the parameters resulting from observations are given by a sum 
of polytopes. in a dynamic model, one can ignore the interactions between bounds (in effect, 
treating multiple occurrences of explanatory variables in the model equations at different times 
as the occurrence of different variables with the same observed values) which may result in 
much looser (but simpler) bounds on the parameters, or these interactions can be taken into 
account in finding the feasible parameter set. Then, the boundary of this feasible parameter
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set may be nonlinear.
It is also shown that the result of a single observation is a pair of hyperplane bounds for
each orthant of parameter space which has a nonempty intersection with the resulting feasible
parameter set.
In Walter and Piet-Lahanier[25], the authors discuss the shortcomings of statistical approaches;
primarily the fact that the assumptions about probability density functions for the noise may
not be well founded, and the amount of data might not be sufficient to check these assumptions.
They also criticise the use of noise to model structural error for reduced-order systems or
nonlinear ones (although bounding techniques do not require assumptions about the mean or
correlation of noise, which might be hard to justify, it is difficult to see why bounds would be
better than statistics in practice, in general).
For models linear in parameters, the authors deal with ellipsoidal bounding, axis-parallel or-
thotope bounding and the exact description of the posterior feasible set.
As ellipsoidal bounding as covered in this paper is dealt with in Section 3.1.1 of Chapter 3 below,
orthotopic bounding will be examined next. The idea behind this is to find the maximum and
minimum values of the coordinates consistent with the inequalities derived from the observations
(so it is more properly axis-aligned orthotopic bounding). In p-dimensional parameter space
with N data points, the orthotope bounds can be found "all at once" found by solving 2p linear
programming problems, each with IN inequalities. However, using some ellipsoidal bounding
technique as a preprocessor enables some redundant inequalities to be removed, thus reducing
the problem to one of lesser complexity. Nevertheless, the worst-case complexity is still great
if p or N is large.
Moreover, singling out the directions given by the axes for special treatment may result in
poor performance if the polytope given by exact solution of the bounds is not close to being
axis-aligned.
Orthotopic bounding can also be implemented recursively, reducing the computational com­ 
plexity but increasing the volume of the resulting orthotope. An initial prior orthotope must
also be supplied.
Exact methods derive the polytope bounding the feasible parameter set. This polytope can be 
represented in a variety of ways, from a list of all j-faces (j - 0,... ,p - 1) with each entry 
associated with a list of all (j — l)-faces it contains and, in the case of j — 0 or 1, a co-ordinate 
geometrical description of the j-face itself, to a list of all vertices with a list of their neighbours
and one of their supporting hyperplanes associated with each entry. The algorithms relying
on the latter type of representation are recursive, and with each new inequality, they discard
any vertex not satisfying the inequality, and add the vertices defined by the intersection of the
hyperplane associated with the inequality and any edge running between a discarded vertex
and an adjacent retained vertex.
The drawbacks of the exact methods are that they are computationally intensive compared
to the ellipsoidal bounding schemes and the resulting polytope may be extremely complicated
(although, the Walter and Piet-Lahanier state, they are often not, due to the large number of
redundant inequalities in the typical case).
Much of the same ground is also covered in Pronzato and Walter[23].
2.4 Ellipsoidal Bounding
Apart from what is covered below, Pronzato and Walter[23, 22], address the fact that although 
the Fogel-Huang algorithm with the Belforte-Bona-Cerone modification results in an ellipsoid 
which has the minimum volume of all those which contain the intersection of a previous ellipsoid 
and the strip between the current pair of parallel hyperplanes, but this does not mean that 
applying it sequentially to the resulting ellipsoids and new strips results in the volume-optimal 
ellipsoid containing the intersection of all the strips and the original ellipsoid. However, this 
volume-optimal ellipsoid will be the volume-optimal ellipsoid containing the vertices of the 
polytope defined by the intersection of the strips if this intersection is contained in the original 
ellipsoid, so that further intersecting the intersection of the strips with the ellipsoid results 
in no reduction of the former set. This is so, because there exists a unique minimum-volume 
ellipsoid containing a given convex set (see the discussion of the next paper) and a polytope is 
convex. But there exists an algorithm which can find the volume optimal ellipsoid containing 
a set of points with full-dimensional convex hull.
The authors derive this algorithm by using Lagrangian techniques and ideas from experimental 
design. However, the convergence of the algorithm is very slow.
In the context of improving Khachian's algorithm for solving systems of linear inequalities 
with polynomial complexity in the data, Konig and Pallaschke[16] show that the Behrend- 
Lowner/John ellipsoid (i.e., the unique minimum volume ellipsoid containing a given convex 
compact set. The existence and uniqueness of this ellipsoid was attributed to Behrend and 
Lowner by Berger [2] and to John and Lowner by Grotschel et al [12]. Accordingly, this
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minimum-volume ellipsoid is denoted the BLJ ellipsoid.) for the ellipsoidal section defined by
where Q > 0, -1 < £ < 77 < 1, is given by
where
S = {x € Ep : (x - a^Q-1^ - a) < 1},
with
a = a — 72,
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They do this by making the affine coordinate transformation which takes the ellipsoid defining 
the section into the unit sphere and the normal to the hyperplanes defining the section to be 
along a coordinate axis. The symmetry of the geometry about this axis is exploited to find the 
minimum volume ellipsoid in the image coordinates, and then the fact that affine transforma­ 
tions preserve ratios of volumes is used to deduce that the minimum volume ellipsoid in the 
original coordinates is the inverse image of the minimum volume ellipsoid in the transformed 
coordinates. 
They further show that the ratio of the volumes of £ and {x 6 R : (x — a)TQ~ 1 (x — a) < 1} is
On making the substitutions f = (v - l)/v^, rj = (v + l)/^/g to give { and r/ in terms of 
quantities employed later, it can be seen that the above expression for the volume ratio is equal
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to that given below for the Fogel-Huang ellipsoid (equation (3.16)), and so the Fogel-Huang
ellipsoid (as modified by Belforte, Bona and Cerone) is the BLJ ellipsoid.
Durieu tt al [6, 7], consider ellipsoidal state bounding where there is a prediction step involving
the approximation of an algebraic sum (A + B = {a + 6 : a e A,b £ B}} of ellipsoids,
alternating with a correction step involving the approximation of the intersection of ellipsoids.
In both cases, the approximation consists in finding a family of ellipsoids each member of which
contains what is being approximated, and then finding the member of the family with minimum
size according to some criterion. The two criteria considered are trace, corresponding to the
sum of squares of the lengths of the semi-axes of the ellipsoid, and determinant, corresponding
to the product of the semi-axis lengths.
This work show some of the advantages that the trace criterion has over the determinant
criterion. Firstly, for general ellipsoids, an explicit solution minimising the trace can be found
for the prediction step (involving the approximation of sums), whereas no explicit solution is
available for the determinant criterion.
Secondly, when the sum of K ellipsoids is being approximated, an approximation can be de­
rived by taking all the K ellipsoids at once and approximating their sum, or by setting the
first ellipsoid to be the first current ellipsoid and successively approximating the sum of the
kih ellipsoid and the (k — l)st current ellipsoid by the kih current ellipsoid, i.e., by making a
recursive approximation. When the trace criterion is used, the "all-at-once" and recursive ap­
proximations are equal (in the limit of infinite numerical precision), but, when the determinant
criterion is utilised, each step of the recursion introduces an error compared to the "all-at-once"
approximation.
Thirdly, as the determinant criterion corresponds to minimising a product, some of the multi­
plicands for the optimal solution can be very large if others are very small, and so the optimal
ellipsoid may be very long and thin, resulting in great uncertainty in some directions. Durieu et
al. also demonstrate that this can happen in practice. However, this "long-thinness" can always
be removed by rescaling the parameter space, so it is no problem unless there are particular
reasons for preferring the given scaling.
In addition if det Q = A(Ai, . . . , Xp ) is treated as a function of the semi-axis lengths A,, and
TraceQ = S(Ai, . . . , Ap ) is treated in the same way, the change in A resulting from a change in
A is proportional (in the limit of small SX) to
i ... _L
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whereas the change in E is proportional to S\i + . . . + £Ap , so the determinant criterion treats 
proportional changes in the semi-axis lengths equally, whereas the trace criterion treats absolute 
changes equally. This is a good reason for preferring the determinant criterion2 . 
Filippova et al[S] consider ellipsoid bounding in the framework of Kurzhanski and Tanaka[18]. 
They deal with ellipsoidal bounding as a tool in continuous-time state estimation. The reachable 
set and guaranteed state estimation (the problem of finding as small as possible a set in state 
space which is guaranteed to contain the actual state of the system) are investigated here. 
What happens if the error bounds are erroneous, either too loose or too tight? Maksarov 
and Norton [19] address this problem, and also modify the hyperplane shifting adjustment of 
Belforte, Bona and Cerone, by moving the current hyperplanes at each recursive step to be 
tangent to the most distant of all the previous ellipsoids (if this reduces the set of included 
parameters!), rather than just to the current ellipsoid.
When "too many" data points are uninformative, and too loose noise bounds are believed to 
be the reason for this, the bounds are provisionally reduced in magnitude until the closest 
hyperplane of the relevant pair becomes tangent to the current ellipsoid.
On the other hand, if the bounds are too tight, the feasible parameter set may disappear. In 
this case, the authors relax the bounds so that the current strip intersects the current ellipsoid. 
This approach is incompatible with the detection of outliers (data members which, due to, for 
example, faulty measurements, violate valid bounds) if the bounds are expanded to include all 
data. However, this incompatibility can be removed if limits to the acceptable expansion of 
bounds are imposed.
2.5 Models Nonlinear in Parameters
In Jaulin and Walter[13] the problem to be solved is: given model output ym (0) C Rn and 
data y C En, find 5 C P C Rp such that y = ym (0) + v, where v G V C En, V0 <E 5. P 
is the prior feasible set, S is the posterior feasible set. The authors recast this in the form 
g — y~ l (y — £) = ym1 (y}i which is a problem of set inversion. The approach they use to solve 
this problem is interval analysis. They make the following definitions:
Interval: [0] := [r,0+], 0~ < 
Box:
2Thanks are due to Professor J.P. Norton for making this point
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the width of a box is w([ff\) = max{6f - 0r : [0] = [0^0'} x • • • x [0~, 0+]};
Set of Boxes: [>» = {[0] = [0r ,0+] x ... x [0~,0+] : (0r , - -. ,^),( +^ , - -. ,0+) € R»}; 
It is noted that Rn C []Rn . 
For a given set A, [A] = Dp]3,4 [0].
the minimal inclusion function for / : Em -* En is [/] : [JEm ->• [JRm : [0] t-> [/([0])]; 
an inclusion function for /, T : [JRm —>• [jRn satisfies:
1- I/KM) c ^([0]);
2. maxi (0J+ - 0~) - w([0]) -> 0 =>• ^(^([0])) -> 0. 
a paving is a union of boxes; 
the accuracy of a paving /C is min[0]€ ;c{w;([0])}.
The procedure is to start with an initial prior box, [0](0), decide on the required accuracy for 
paving, er , then to replace, if necessary, [ym] by an inclusion function JF for ym and then find 
/Cin, /Cout such that fcin C X C /Cout, where ^ = J=:~ l (y) and /Cjn , /Cout are pavings. If the 
accuracy of /Cout — ^Cjn is tr (the boxes in /Cin , considered as a collection of boxes rather than 
their union, are also in /C0ut) then /Cin , £0ut —>• Af in an appropriate metric (which implies 
that LOO (/Cm, <-^), Loo(£out,^0 —>• 0) as tr -> 0. This is achieved through the Set Inverter Via
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Interval Analysis (SIVIA) algorithm:
Algorithm: 2.1
1. Initialisation:
k — 0; stack = 0; fC\n — 0; K,\ — 0 (JC\ is the collection of indeterminate boxes such 
that neither JF([0]) C y nor F([0}) 0 y = 0; /Cout = £in U /
2. Iteration:
(a) If JF([0](A;)) C 3> then /Cin := /Cin U [0](k). Go to 2d;
(b) I
(c) l
Else bisect [&](k) along a principal plane (orthogonal to a maximal axis) and 
stack resulting boxes;
(d) If the stack is nonempty, unstack into [0](k + 1), increment k and go to 2a;
In Jaulin and Walter[14], the authors modify SIVIA so that outliers do not result in an empty 
/Cout ; rather, if j is the number of allowed outliers, /Cout(j) will be the paving obtained when any 
box which violates the model for up to j observations (not necessarily the same observations 
for each box, which means that the resulting paving is a union of sets of boxes each of which 
violates the model for a subset O of the observations, where each O is such that O < j) is
retained.
Pronzato and Walter[22] show that errors in variables problems can be treated by considering 
models ym (k,0) — (f>m (k,0)T0 : where the explanatory variables in the uncertain regressor (f)m 
may depend on 0. The error e^(A;,0) = </>k - 4>m(k,0) is bounded, and each pair of bounds on 
components of €$ translates into a set of 2P+1 linear bounds on 6, two of which apply in each 
orthant of p-dimensional parameter space. However, the pair of bounds for an orthant is not 
in general parallel, and so an algorithm finding the minimum volume ellipsoid containing the 
intersection of an ellipsoid and two half-spaces is required. The authors utilise the single-cut 
algorithm given in Grotschel et al [12] twice for this purpose.
Walter and Piet-Lahanier[25] discuss three general methods for dealing with models nonlinear 
in parameters: multiple linearisation, output error models and errors in variables (considered 
under the previous paper). Multiple linearisation linearises error bounds about a nominal value 
of the parameter vector 6, finds the minimal (respectively, maximal) values of the components
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satisfying the linearised bounds, and then checks whether these minimal (respectively, maximal) 
values satisfy the original nonlinear bounds. If they do, an inner estimate of the parameter 
bounds is obtained. If they do not, an inner estimate can be found by bisecting the interval 
with end points given by the original nominal value and the failed bound. 
In output-error models, the error is modified to contain the nonlinearity, and bounds on this 
redefined error are derived from the bounds on the original error, but these may be quite loose. 
In addition, the authors consider specific methods tailored to particular problem in hand: 
orthotopic bounding, which, as in the linear case, corresponds to the solution of 2JV optimisation 
problems in 2p inequalities, this time through nonlinear programming techniques where these 
are available; scanning the parameter space either through a Monte Carlo technique or by 





3.1.1 Summary of "Minimum Volume Ellipsoids" (part) [22, Pron- 
zato and Walter].
The Fogel-Huang algorithm finds the minimum-volume ellipsoid S\ containing the intersection 
SQ fl HI of an ellipsoid So and the region HI bounded by a pair of parallel hyperplanes. (As 
this intersection is convex, there exists a unique minimum-volume ellipsoid containing it by 
the Behrend-Lowner/John theorem [2]). The algorithm repeats this process to obtain the BLJ 
ellipsoid Sn for the ellipsoid Sn-i and the hyperplane pair Hn . If the H^ are bounds on sets of 
parameters, for example, then the Si are relatively simple sets guaranteed to contain the true 
parameter value. However, the Fogel-Huang algorithm suffers from a defect. Despite the fact 
that Si obtained by using the Fogel-Huang algorithm is guaranteed to be the BLJ ellipsoid 
containing So H HI, £-2 is not necessarily the minimum-volume ellipsoid containing So C\ H! D H2 , 
although, of course, it is the minimum-volume ellipsoid containing Si D H2 . This is the reason 
why we seek improvements.
The basic idea behind the Fogel-Huang algorithm is to find a family of ellipsoids whose members 
all contain the intersection of the original ellipsoid and the region between the hyperplanes. 
Then the optimal member of the family, in terms of minimising the volume, is selected. 
Let S = £(a, Q) be the ellipsoid whose (positive definite, symmetric) matrix is Q and centre
is a:
e € S(a,Q) &(0- a?Q-l (0 - a) < 1, (3.1)
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and let II = R(n,y) be the region between two parallel hyperplanes defined by
<1 (3.2) 
where the hyperplanes themselves are defined by
0 e E±(n,y) &y-nT0 = ±1. (3.3)
The family of ellipsoids from which we will select the optimal member is obtained by adding 
q(> 0) times the inequality (3.2) to inequality (3.1):
(0 - afQ~ l (0 -a) + q(nT6 - y) 2 < 1 + q. (3.4)
As the left-hand side of inequality (3.4) is quadratic in 0 (and positive definite for nonnegative 
q) and the right-hand side is constant for constant <?, inequality (3.4) defines an ellipsoid £(<?) for 
each q > 0. Moreover, any 0 satisfying both inequality (3.1) and inequality (3.2) also satisfies 
inequality (3.4), so S H II C £(</)• 
Inequality (3.4) can be put in the form
\, (3.5) 
by using the matrix inversion lemma, where
Q(q) = ( i + , - Jg-) (lp - ?^gr) Q (3.6)
\ ^ 1 + 047 \ 1 + qn Y Qn) 
a(q) = a + vqQ(q)n, (3.7)
where Ip is the identity matrix in the p-dimensional space we assume we are working in, and
g = nTQn (3.8) 
v - y-nTa, (3.9)
and, of course, Q(ty = Q, a(0) = a. (g is 4 times the reciprocal of the square of the distance
between the hyperplanes, measured in the metric induced by Q and z/ is ^/(n^n) times the 
distance between the centre of the ellipsoid and the mid-hyperplane of the hyperplane pair.) 
As the volume of an ellipsoid is proportional to the square root of the determinant of its matrix, 
we are interested in minimising
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A necessary condition for the quantity in equation (3.10) to be a minimum in the interior of 
[0, oo) is that
(P ~ 1)0 V + 9(1p ~ 1 ~ 9 + ^)q + p(l - ix2 ) - g = 0. (3.11) 
It turns that the quantities
(the algebraic distances from a to H± in the metric defined by Q) have a vital role in determining 
whether det Q(q) can be made smaller than det Q.
1. if either a+ > 1 or a_ > 1 then £ D H contains at most one point; we assume that this 
does not happen, so a+,a_ < 1.
2. if a+ < — 1 (resp. a_ < —1) then H+ (resp. 1HL) does not intersect £. However, in this 
case, H+ (resp. H_) can be replaced by another, parallel, hyperplane tangent to £. This 
is equivalent to making the transformations n —>• an, y —y 77 such that a+ —} a+ — — 1, 








z> = 1 - \/^ (resP- i> = -1 + v^)- (3-14)
(Actually, the replacement of members of hyperplane pairs which do not intersect the 
ellipsoid by tangent hyperplanes is necessary to yield a step-optimal algorithm, and this 
is a modification of the original Fogel-Huang algorithm (Belforte et al. [1]). In order to 
avoid referring to the modified modified algorithm, we will call the Fogel-Huang algorithm 
with hyperplane shifting the Fogel-Huang algorithm.)
If both a+, a_ < —1, then both hyperplanes could be shifted, and then
3 -* 9 = . (3.15)
fu f\if ->. if — 0
However, in this case the hyperplane pair do not exclude any part of the prior ellipsoid, 
and they are redundant for that reason.
3. a+a_ > 1/p. In this case, the smallest value detQ(^) attains on [0, oo) is detQ (when 
•7 = 0).
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4. a+a_ < I/p. In this case, equation (3.11) has a single positive root corresponding to a 
minimum smaller than det Q.
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 illustrate the various regions in the g-v plane which are subject to the above 
transformations and the regions in the g-i> plane to which they are mapped. 
We can now summarise the Fogel-Huang algorithm:
Algorithm: 3.1
1. Set the ellipsoid to its initial value £0 = £(ao 5 Qo);
2. for each pair of hyperplanes H , i = 1, 2, . . ., in turn, calculate the indicators a+ and 
<z_, using the ellipsoid £z-_i = £(a,-_i,Q,-_i);
(a) if a+ > 1 or a_ > 1, Si would be degenerate, so stop;
(b) else
i. if a+ < — 1 and a_ < —1, the hyperplane pair Hf is redundant, and we can 
immediately set Si = £,-_i;
ii. else
A. if a+ < — 1, shift Hf to be tangent to £,-_i ; 
B. if a_ < — 1, shift H~ to be tangent to £,--1;
and calculate g and v for Hf and £,-_i;
find the positive root q of the quadratic (3.11);
calculate the determinant of the matrix of the possible new ellipsoid ac­
cording to equation (3.10)
A. if this determinant exceeds det Qj_i, set £,• = £,-_i;
B. otherwise, calculate <zt- and Qi according to equations (3.6) and (3.7) 
respectively, and set £» = £(a,-,Q,-).
3.1.2 The Minimum Volume
If we actually substitute the positive solution qmin of equation (3.11) in equation (3.10), we find 
that the ratio of the minimum volume to the original volume is
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Figure 3.1: the four curves v — ±1 ±' ^/g divide the g - v plane into various regions according to whether 
or not the hyperplanes are shifted to be tangent to the ellipsoid and what transformations they undergo when 
they are shifted:
Region I corresponds to a+, a_ € (— 1,1). Here g, v remain untransformed;
Region II (resp. Ill) corresponds to a_ < -l,a+ € (-1,1) (resp. a+ < -l,a_ € (-1,1)). This region is 
mapped to the upper (resp. lower) boundary of region I;
Region IV corresponds to a+, a_ < -1. It is mapped to the point (1,0);
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Figure 3.2: The transformed valid values of (g,v) will be in the wedge shown here. When |j>| < ^/l — g/p, 
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9-1 \g(p-i)J ' = 0 > 1 -
otherwise,
where we have used Maple ^ -A
Again using Maple©, we find that ^- = 0 (where Vrl is the first form of Vr in equation (3.16))
can only happen when v -+ 0, when i/2 = (V<7 + 1) 2 > or wnen ^2 = 1 - ^ /P (if, of course, g < p). 
If g < 1, ^ = 0 when i/2 = (^ - I) 2 in addition.
The behaviour of Ki when ^J^1 = 0 is summarised in Table (3.1.2), where these special values 
of v are ordered in terms of increasing i/2 .
We see that Vri(g, is) is strictly decreasing as a function of v for each fixed g on (i/l - 0/p, 1 +
/o) if o 6 (0,p), and on (0, ! + >/<?) if S' > P- Consequently, Vr (g,v) is monotonically decreasing
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Table 3.1: Special Values of i/2
increasing on (-1 - -y/5,0]. But a_,<z+ < 1 =*• i/ € (-1 - y^, 1 + y/g), so, in the region of
interest, Vr is monotonically decreasing as the magnitude of v increases.
It is desirable to have a measure of the size of a bounded convex body, representing a feasi­
ble region in parameter space, which more directly reflects the uncertainty of the individual
parameters, no matter what the dimension of the parameter space.
Definition 3.1: The characteristic length of a bounded convex body in Rp is the pth root of
its volume. EH 
Clearly, for an ellipsoid, the characteristic length is proportional to the geometric mean of its 
semi-axes, and for an axis-aligned ellipsoid this in turn is proportional to the geometric mean 
of the individual parameter uncertainties.
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Casting equation (3.16) in terms of the ratio of the characteristic lengths of the ellipsoids, 






, "2 > 1-J,0
z/2 = o > 1 - a.— P
otherwise.
(3.17)
3.2 Data for a Monte-Carlo Test of the Performance of 
the Fogel-Huang Algorithm
We use MATLAB©-generated data1 for the model
vk (3.18)
where 0 = (1,1,..., l)T/^/p is the "true" value of the parameter vector, t/2 -p 5 • • • 5 S/o are ran­ 
domly selected in [—1, 1] (with either a uniform distribution (with standard deviation &u = 4^) 
or truncated normal distribution with standard deviation2 at = \au or |<TU )J and Vk is selected
1When MATLAB©'s random number generators were checked for autocorrelation, the following results were 
obtained: for 1000 sequences of 10,000 zero-mean uniformly distributed random numbers the autocorrelation 
at lag 1 exceeded 2^10, 000 times the autocorrelation at lag 0 in 24 cases and exceeded S-y/lO.OOO times 
the autocorrelation at lag 0 in 3 cases. The autocorrelation at lag 2 exceeded the values relative to the 0- 
lag autocorrelation in 20 cases and 1 case respectively. Similar results were found for for 1000 sequences 
of 10,000 zero-mean normally distributed random numbers with standard deviation 1. The expected results 
for truly uncorrelated sequences (see, e.g., Norton [15]) would be 9 or 10 cases exceeding 2^/10,000 times the 
autocorrelation at lag 0 and 0 or 1 case exceeding 3>/10,000 times the autocorrelation at lag 0, both when the 
autocorrelation at lag 1 and that at lag 2 are evaluated, so the MATLAB©-generated random numbers are
reasonably uncorrelated.
2That is if a is the standard deviation of the zero-mean normal distribution before truncation, then
1 _2
9 9 I *? = rr* — \ I — •fft - -(T.
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in the same way as these t/'s. The input uk is 1 for all k > 0. 
Thus, the fcth regressor is given by
nk = n,...,ra = (3/fc-i,--.,yjb-p+i,l). (3.19)
We use equation (3.18) for k = 1, . . . , 12 so there are 12 hyperplane pairs for each case, and 
we run the computer programs implementing the Fogel-Huang and other algorithms for 100 
different realisations of each noise distribution (and different t/2-p, • • • , 2/o) for each of p = 
2, . . . , 5. In each case, the initial prior set is {0 : 0T0 < 202 }, this set being chosen to guarantee
A
the inclusion of both our 0, and all the vertices of the poly tope enclosed by the set of hyperplane 
pairs. This is done to avoid the complication of part of the poly tope being excluded by the 
initial prior set and is achieved by simply calculating the vertices of the polytope for each data 
set and choosing the radius of the initial prior set large enough to contain them all.
m A
It will be noted that the bound specification — 1 < yk — n 0 < 1 is more general than it appears 
at first sight. For, if e™ < yk — 0Tnk < ^ r , then — 1 < yk — 0Tnk < 1, where the transformed 
data yk = (1yk - ef - ef )/(ef - e^1 ), nk = 2n*/(ef - ej1 ) (see Pronzato and Walter [22]). 
In addition, this model is dynamic according to the classification of Norton and Veres[24], in 
that the same variables appear both as outputs and (more than once, if p > 2) in the regressors. 
This will produce some complications below.
3.2.1 Expected Behaviour of F-H Characteristic Lengths with Uni­ 
form Vk and




• yk is the fcth output,
• Uj is the j/'th input
• vk is noise, uniformly distributed in [—1,1],
25
• 0 = (-a1 , . . . , -ar~ 1 ,&1 , . . . ,&*) e RP is a vector of parameters (p = r + s — 1),
• and njt = (?/fc_r+ i , . . . , t/fc_i , Uk-s+i , . . . , t/fc) is the fcth regressor
(step number is indexed by subscripts, components of vectors by superscripts).
Assume that we have the Fogel-Huang ellipsoid £(0k , Qk ) = {0 : (0 - Ok )TQ^(0 - 0k) < 1} 3 6
and further assume that the actual parameter vector 0 is equally likely to be any point of
Let us make a shift of origin k — t 1, so that we are considering the effect of the data (y\,ni) =
(j/l, (t/2-r, • • • , 2/0, «2 -a, • • • > U l)) °n tne ellipsoid 5(^0 , Qo)-







is the volume of the unit sphere in p dimensions. 
Thus
Pr(^ni - z) = yr detent J'"L-e
up
1
(under the transformation 0 —»• 0Q -f Q£ 
1
2_ /^7-i
(under the orthogonal transformation which makes Q^HI 




Pr(0Tm < z) = —T—TT
L — ' R(l E±L (3.21)
where QQ *s any square root of Qo (which, of course, exists as QQ is positive definite). (We have 
attached a subscript to g\, the "g" parameter of the Fogel-Huang algorithm, to distinguish it 




We wish to use this expression to find the distribution of 1/1 = (0 — #o 
a subscript for the same reason that g\ has). There are two cases:
(3.22)
4- ^i (where 1/1 has
< 1 Here
Pr(i/! < w) = <
0, if w < -1
/w+1 rw—z ["^ _ .g2 1 Vsr-J-i L siJ
0-1
v/flT rw;-^ [i _ ^ 
-V^"^- 1 L 5l .
1- —z
if «; e [1 - VS:, 1 +

















if i/! <£ [-1 -





is the incomplete beta function.
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> 1 Here
Pr(i/i < w] = <









-z L 2 2
1 -
1,
so, again by differentiation,
0,






and, putting z — ^/gi(l — 2£) once more
' 0,




(Since yl = 0Tn1 + t^ = z^ + 0Jrai, the probability density function for t/1? pyi (yi) = p^(y\ - 
Bin,}.)
We now wish to find the probability density functions of & and j/j, that is, of g1 and ^ as 
transformed according to (3.13) and (3.15):
Case (1). 0i and i/j are not transformed if 1/1 G [--V/5T + 1, ^ST - 1], which requires 0! > 1; 
Case (2). #1 and v\ are transformed according to equations (3.13) if z/i G [—1 — -y/Ji", min[— 1
Case (3). #1 and v^ are also transformed according to equations (3.13) if i/i € (max[— 1 + y^", 1 —
Case (4). ^ and z/i are transformed according to equations (3.15) if v\ G [— 1 + y^T, 1 — \/Q\\ (which 
requires g\ < 1).
The probability of Case (4) is given by:
Pr(Case (4)) = ^^'^ * "" ' "-1-"" a v "° ^ ^  € ^°' (3.28)
0, otherwise.
The probabilities of the other cases are not needed for the calculation of Pg^(g\^\)i but we 
will calculate them anyway.
The probability of Case (2) (which corresponds to the hyperplane H+ of the first pair failing 
to cut the ellipsoid while H~ cuts it) is given by:
Pr (Case (2))
or
Pr(Case (2)) = , (3.29) 
by the substitution i/ = 2^/g^x — y^T — 1, equation (3.24) and the fact that
—— I no _—— I Jb (3.30)
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Equation (3.30) is derived by using integration by parts twice, once to generate the 
recurrence relation
r — 1 rr~ l C\ — rY
X * (3.31)v ',,r + 6 — 1 r + s — 1





by the definition of the incomplete beta function.
By the definition of the complete beta function, the right-hand side of equation (3.32) 
tends to | as g —>• 1, as we would like it to, as when the hyperplanes have separation 2 
in the metric in which the ellipsoid is the unit sphere, the probability of a particular 
member of the hyperplane pair intersecting the ellipsoid is | and the probability of both 
hyperplanes intersecting is 0.
Case (3) (which corresponds to the hyperplane H~ of the first pair failing to cut the ellipsoid 
while H+ cuts it) is dual to Case (2) so Pr(Case (3)) = Pr(Case (2)).
Case (1) (corresponding to both hyperplanes from the first pair cutting the ellipsoid) conse­ 
quently has a probability given by Pr(Case (1)) = 1 - Pr(Case (4)) - 2Pr(Case (2)):
0, if Si € (0,1] 
Pr(Case (1)) =
9.)
These probabilities are illustrated in Figures (3.3) and (3.4). (We note that when gi = 1, so 
that the hyperplanes are separated by 2 in the metric in which the ellipsoid is a unit sphere, 
Pr(Case (2) or Case (3)) = 1, i.e., the probability that exactly one hyperplane intersects the 
ellipsoid is 1 — although, geometrically, both hyperplanes might touch the ellipsoid).
31
Figure 3.3: Probability that exactly one hyperplane intersects the ellipsoid. 
We now return to the task of finding Pg1 5i(<7i,i'i).
gi < 1: for fixed #1, equations (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15) can be considered functions of the 






(where the appropriate branches of the equations inverting equations (3.13) have been 



















Figure 3.4: Probability that two hyperplanes intersect the ellipsoid.
<7i x 2 . . 31
T — I -^ 6 (i
(3.34)
where 8 is the Dirac delta "function".
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E±I I /i _
2 ' 2 ' 2
, E±l I ( 1 _' 2 ' 2 V
2 ' 2 /
if
otherwise.
The probability that the algorithm leaves the characteristic length unchanged is
(3.35)
(3.36)
(where the limiting process implied by the integration bound "1—" is necessary to include the 
points in the g\v\ plane which are mapped to (1,0) in the 5i#i plane) by equation (3.16)). 
We again have to treat various ranges of g\ separately.
9l € (0,1]: Here,
Pr(C7r = r i
34
V 2 ' 2






from equations (3.36), (3.34), and the expression from equation (3.30) for J*R(r,s,z)dz.
The corresponding probability here is
Pr(<7r = l) =
2 ' 2 E±l I2 ' 2 ' 2
g/p+l p+lN 







P+l P+l „-; 
2 ' 2 J» '
p+1 p+lN 
2 ' 2 /
Si /, -i
F (p+l)/2p
i 2P+n da: + 1 - v^
2 ' 2
= 1-VST
using equations (3.36), (3.35), the expression for J0 B(r, s,z)dz and the fact that 
B(r, s,x) + 6(5, r, 1 — x) = B(r, s). Hence Pr((7r = 1) has the same form V#i G




2 ' 2^44^dx- /nP
P















again using what was employed to derive the previous expression (all of these expressions 
could have been derived by integration in the g\v\ -plane, but with no saving of effort).
0i <E [p, oo): Clearly, here Pr(Cr = 1) = 0.
These results are illustrated in Figure 3.5.
We now wish to find the mean ratio of characteristic lengths, Cr , and also the mean square
ratio, C;?. Clearly,
/ p / /""y 1 "^" r(\/^-1 )+\ /*°° f^/9i~ r^r W (-v^T+1)- ^ A/l1^ / •/ P •/ -^
Cr = Pr(Cr = 1), 9l (3.39)rri
J p J —v/^l + l
otherwise,
(as Pr(Cfr = 1) = 0 when <7 > p) that is, the probability that the characteristic length of the 
ellipsoid is unchanged plus the integral of Cr over the region where Cr is between zero and 1 , 
weighted by the joint probability density of & and z>l5 given gl .
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Figure 3.5: Probability that Cr = 1 (against </i) (each curve reaches the horizontal axis at g\ = p, the relevant 
dimension for the curve).
Looking at various ranges of g\ separately, we have:
9i G (0,1]: Here, we can integrate equation (3.39) in terms of an infinite series of products of 
incomplete beta functions and elementary functions:
/oo .. 4P2 , (p+1) 2
E±l a- 




,, s(l-x) **> (3.40)





k\ L V 2 ' 2 '
(by the fact that the series given by the binomial theorem for 
(1 — x) 2p is uniformly convergent on [0, (p + l)/2p], allowing 





2 ' 2 ' 2p
±4p+l , p+1 p+1 —— 2p" —— + fe '~2
where (•, •) is Appell's symbol
1, 
a(a+ 1) (a = (a + n - 1), n€N+:={l,2,...};
-™eN+
(3.41)
(see, for example, [5]). 
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for positive integral r, so the effect of truncating series (3.41) after r terms is no worse 
than truncating a geometric series with initial term -^- f *— J 2 and common ratio
after the same number of terms.
Now we can write equation (3.40) as










B 2 ' 2
. L. £±1' '
(3.44)
A comparison of 1 — KC, which is the mean value of Cr when g\ = 1, with Pr((7r = 1) 
when </! = !, for various values of p, is made in Figure (3.6), where the bounds of 
expression (3.42) have been used to ensure that KC is accurate to four significant places.
: Here
Cr ~ Pr(Cr = 1) = 2 /
J4iP
where p^ has the same form as p^ but with any S "functions" deleted (as they have 
been integrated out), so Cr — Pr((7r = 1) has the same form as for gi e (0,1], and, 
as Pr((7r = 1) is also unaltered, we again have expression (3.43) with KC given by 
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of Cr \gi=i = 1 — KC with Pr(Cr =
The first term of this is
2 ' 2 /
^-Cr (gi,v)dv := Ci(gi), say,
(3.45)
and the second is






The bound on the truncation error, analogous to equation (3.42), is
*)
9i 2 ' 2 ' ft
• "> 2 »»i
00 2 P2 + 4p+l+2*
4p
(3.47)
We evaluate Ci(^i) by numerical integration (Simpson's rule suffices) and then use
to find Cr(gi)- 
€ [p, oo): Here Pr(Cr = 1) = 0, and
where
2 ' 2 /
and Ci(gi) is again given by equation (3.46).
These results for Cr (g\) are illustrated in Figure (3.7).
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, L+ «, 2 ' 2p
p - 1 2p
(3.52)
(3.53)
A graphical comparison of 1 — KC*, the square mean value of Cr when gi = 1, with
42
Pr(Cr = 1) when gl = 1, is made in Figure (3.8), where the bounds of expression (3.53) 
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of C?\gi =i — 1 — Kc* with Pr(<7r = l)| gi =]
where
Now











X g E±i2 '
(3.56)
A bound on the truncation error is given by
Si "
£+1 
2 ' 2 '
. 7 2
' ' 2 '
P2 +2(r+7)p+24p
(3.57)
91 ^ b5 °°) : Here
C? = €21(91) + €22(91), say, (3.58)




and (^22 is still given by equation (3.56). 
These results are displayed in Figure 3.9.
3.3 Empirical Results for the Fogel-Huang Algorithm 
3.3.1 Batch-optimal Results
In Figures 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13, we show the characteristic lengths of the minimum-volume ellip­ 
soids containing the vertices of the polytopes formed from the intersection of the hyperplanes 
encountered in the processing of the Fogel-Huang algorithm up to the given step. The aim of 




Figure 3.9: Mean Value of C? against gi.
Figure 3.9: Mean Value of Cy against g\.
Obviously, when the number of hyperplane pairs encountered is less than the dimension of the 
space, the polytope defining the feasible set will not be closed (and it is not necessarily closed 
even if the number of hyperplanes is greater than the dimension, although the probability of it 
being unbounded is zero in principle, and almost zero even with finite computer precision), so 
we augment the hyperplane pairs with the p pairs which form the p-cube containing our initial 
ellipsoid (as shown in Figure 3.10). This will mean that the initial characteristic length of 
these minimum-volume ellipsoids (the pth root of the volume of the minimum-volume ellipsoid 
containing the p-cube containing our initial ellipsoid) will be greater (by a factor of ^Jp] than 
the initial characteristic length of our Fogel-Huang ellipsoids (the pth root of the volume of our 
initial ellipsoid), and it is possible (although unlikely) that the reference characteristic length 
will exceed the Fogel-Huang characteristic length up to the (p — l)st step. 
These minimum-volume ellipsoids are obtained by first finding the vertices of the polytope 
defining the posterior feasible set at the particular step. This is done by satisfying the equalities 
derived from the inequalities satisfied by the feasible set p at a time and then checking that the 
remaining such equalities are satisfied. Then the minimum-volume ellipsoid containing these 
vertices is found using the algorithm presented by Pronzato and Walter[22). 
In the Figures 3.11 to 3.13 (and in subsequent Figures showing the same kind of information),
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Figure 3.10: Augmenting hyperplanes for the calculation of the earlier minimum-volume ellipsoids (ai: aug­ 
menting hyperplanes, EO: initial ellipsoid, H±: first hyperplane pair)
each dot represents the characteristic length associated with a particular data set, and the solid 
lines are the maximum, mean and minimum of these lengths over all 100 data sets. 
As might be expected, the characteristic length, in the majority of cases, diminishes less rapidly 
after the pth hyperplane pair is brought in, as the polytope formed from the first p hyperplanes 
will almost always be bounded and closer in volume to those formed from more than p hyper­ 
plane pairs, and the ratio of the volumes of two convex poly topes will tend to be reflected in 
the ratio of the volumes of the minimum-volume ellipsoids containing them. 
If plots corresponding to the same dimension in parameter space but with data affected by 
noise with different distributions are compared, we can see that the mean characteristic length 
increases as the standard deviation of the noise affecting the data decreases. This might also 
have been expected, as data further away from the bounds is less informative, and the smaller 
the dispersion caused by noise with a lower standard deviation, the further away from the 
bounds the data will be on average.
This effect is partially obscured by the greater spread of the data with the higher standard 
deviation, as this often results in a greater difference between the maximum and minimum 
characteristic lengths at a given step number. 




Step number Step number
Figure 3.11: Characteristic lengths of BLJ ellipsoids (noise uniformly distributed). Clockwise from the upper 
right-hand side, the figures are for 2-, 3-, 4- and 5-dimensional parameter space, and the initial values of the 
characteristic lengths are 20\/2, 20\/3, 40 and 20\/5.
so that the performance is particularly bad for a few exceptional sets. This effect is more
prominent for early step numbers (corresponding to less than p hyperplane pairs which do not,
by themselves, define bounded poly topes), but persists up to the final step.
Figures 3.14 to 3.13 are similar to the Figures 3.11 to 3.13, but they display the distance from
the centre of the minimum-volume ellipsoid to the true parameter value. Thus these Figures
help assess the value of the centre of the minimum-volume ellipsoid as a point estimate of the
parameter value.
As this centre-parameter distance is not directly optimised, it would be expected to increase
as well as decrease during a run, although the decrements would be expected, on average, to








Figure 3.12: Characteristic lengths of minimum- volume ellipsoids (noise with truncated normal distribution,
is indeed the observed mean behaviour.
The massive skew in these results means that a few extremely bad cases have a great effect
on the average performance. Geometrically, these bad cases are probably those where the true
parameter lies close to a vertex of the enclosing polytope and, in addition the vertex is situated
on the minimum-volume ellipsoid close to a maximal semi axis.
Also, it is observed that the greater the standard deviation of the noise affecting the data, the
greater the mean centre-parameter distance. This seems to be due to the fact the greater the
spread of the data, the more likely it is that one hyperplane from a pair will lie close to the true
parameter value, and that the greater the difference between the distances from the members
of a pair of hyperplanes to the true parameter value is, the more the centre of the resulting
48
Step number Step number
Step number Step number
Figure 3.13: Characteristic lengths of minimum-volume ellipsoids (noise with truncated normal distribution, 
<r«=l/4V5).




Figure 3.14: Ellipsoid centre to true parameter distance of minimum- volume ellipsoids (noise uniformly 
distributed).
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Step number Step number
Figure 3.15: Ellipsoid centre to true parameter distance of minimum-volume ellipsoids (noise with truncated 

































Figure 3.16: Ellipsoid centre to true parameter distance of minimum-volume ellipsoids (noise with truncated 
normal distribution, <rt — l/4\/3)-
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3.3.2 The Fogel-Huang Algorithm Without Data Recycling
Figures 3.17 to 3.19 are similar to Figures 3.11 to 3.13, but now the ellipsoids are derived from 
the Fogel-Huang algorithm, and for each data set the characteristic length of the Fogel-Huang 
ellipsoid is divided by the characteristic length of the minimum-volume ellipsoid about the final 
feasible parameter set; i.e., the polytope bounded by the nonredundant members of all 12 pairs 
of hyperplanes, as found in subsection 3.3.1.
4 6
Step number
10 12 6 
Step number
10 12
Step number Step number
Figure 3.17: Characteristic lengths of Fogel-Huang ellipsoids (noise uniformly distributed).
Where the maximum values of the characteristic-length ratios are too large to be easily dis­ 
played, the second greatest such ratio is shown, as a dashed line.
The first thing to notice is that the performance of the Fogel-Huang algorithm is very varied, 
ranging from producing a final ellipsoid with characteristic length 1.7750 times that of the cor­ 
responding minimum-volume ellipsoid (for a 5-dimensional data set with noise with a truncated
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normal distribution with standard deviation l/2\/3), to one with characteristic length 101.7132 
times greater (for a 2-dimensional data set with uniformly distributed noise).
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Figure 3.18: Characteristic lengths of Fogel-Huang ellipsoids (noise with truncated normal distribution, 
fft = 1/2V5).
Secondly, the performance relative to that of the minimum-volume ellipsoid also appears to
improve as the standard deviation of the noise decreases, that is. as the average angle between
the normals to successive hyperplane pairs decreases. In particular, there is a great improvement
in the worst cases.
Thirdly, a few very poor cases bring down the mean relative performance of the Fogel-Huang
characteristic lengths with respect to the minimum-volume characteristic lengths, and there are
far more of these poor cases when the noise has a greater spread. Table 3.2 gives information
in support of this.
Finally, the relative performance also appears to improve as the dimension of the parameter
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oStep number
Figure 3.19: Characteristic lengths of Fogel-Huang ellipsoids (noise with truncated normal distribution,
space increases.
Figures 3.20 to 3.22 are similar to Figures 3.14 to 3.16, but again the ellipsoids are the Fogel- 
Huang ellipsoids, and ratios (relative to the value for the final minimum-volume ellipsoid for 
the data set in question) replace absolute values,
The values shown are quite "wild", but this is to be expected, as neither the centre-parameter 
distance for the minimum-volume ellipsoid nor that for the Fogel-Huang ellipsoid is directly op­ 
timised, so the numerator in the ratio might "accidentally" be quite large and the denominator 
quite small, or vice versa.
Nevertheless, the performance of the centre of the Fogel-Huang ellipsoid as a point estimate of 
the true parameter compared to the performance of the centre of the minimum-volume ellipsoid 
improves both as the standard deviation of the noise affecting the data decreases, and as the
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dimension of the parameter space increases, at least as far as concerns the mean of the results. 
Figures 3.23 to 3.25 show the characteristic-length ratios of the final Fogel-Huang ellipsoids (i.e., 
after the 12th step) plotted against the dimension of the parameter space. The improvement 
in performance with increasing dimension as measured by these ratios is thereby brought out. 
Figures 3.26 to 3.28 do the same thing for the improvement with increasing dimension of the 
centre of the Fogel-Huang ellipsoid as a point-estimate of the parameter, although this is only 
unambiguously evident for the mean performance.
To attempt to explain, at least for data affected by uniformly distributed noise, the improvement 
in the performance of the Fogel-Huang algorithm with increasing dimension, it will be necessary 
to make some assumptions:
1. at each step, the matrix Qk can be replaced by (det Qk) l/plp = C?IP without introducing 
enough error to invalidate the calculations;
2. the correlation between yk and earlier T/'S for k > 1 caused by the dynamic nature of the 
model can be ignored. It is assumed that the y^ can be taken to be independently and 
uniformly distributed in [— l + y*, 1 + j/*], where yk = 0, k < 0 and yk =
.. ___ A
(1 + S?=i 3te-*)/\/P' wnere ^ = (1> • • • » l)/\/P *s now treated as known.
3. although the distribution of a sum of squares of variables uniformly distributed over 
intervals of equal length can be derived, this expression is complicated, and it is as­ 
sumed that the sum of squares of yk-i, • • • , yk-p+i will t>e normally distributed with mean 
S?=i yl-f and standard deviation v/X)?=i a\-t> wnere y\ — 2/Jt + | is the mean, and 
a\ ~ (4 + 60yjk)/45 tne variance, of the distribution of the square of a variable uniformly 






























































































Figure 3.20: Ellipsoid centre to true parameter distance of Fogel-Huang ellipsoids (noise uniformly distribu­ 
ted).
The method is this: use the parameter vector to find the distribution of g\, use the equa­
tions (3.40), (3.48), and (3.49) and (3.51), (3.54). and (3.58) to find Cr and Cr2 averaged over 
this distribution. CrUp (detQo) 1 ^2** is then an estimate for the characteristic length after the 
first step and C^detQoY^Ip is an estimate for Q\ (Up being the volume of the unit sphere in 
p dimensions).
2/nThe estimate probability density function for g\ is that of a random variable equal to 400(7P 
(the initial square characteristic length) times the sum of an ordinary variable with value 1 (i.e., 
HI) and p— 1 normally distributed random variables (i.e., yQ: . .. ,t/_p+2 ), each with mean | and 
variance 4/45, so g\ has a Gaussian estimate probability density function with mean 400(1+ ^~) 
and variance 160000 x 4(p — l)/45. As these means are many times the corresponding standard 
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Figure 3.21: Ellipsoid centre to true parameter distance of Fogel-Huang ellipsoids (noise with truncated 
normal distribution, <rt = l/2\/3)-
fact that #1 cannot be negative (multiplying by a constant to ensure that the integral of the 
left-truncated normal distribution is unity) is negligible, but this will not be the case later on. 
The probability density functions for various values of p are shown in Figure 3.29.
In Figures 3.30 and 3.31 we redisplay Cr and C? from Figures 3.7 and 3.9, but with P(gi), 
the cumulative probability function of gi along the horizontal axis. We (numerically) calculate
the areas under these curves to give estimates of Cr and Cy averaged over gi. The initial 
characteristic lengths are multiplied by the averaged Cr to give estimates of the characteristic 
lengths after the first application of the Fogel-Huang algorithm, and the squares of the initial
characteristic lengths are then multiplied by the estimate for C? to give estimates for the squares 
of the characteristic lengths, also after the first step. The estimate for each p: Qi, is then the 
identity matrix in p dimensions, Ip , multiplied by the appropriate estimate for the squared
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Figure 3.22: Ellipsoid centre to true parameter distance of Fogel-Huang ellipsoids (noise with truncated 
normal distribution, &t — 1/2 v3).
characteristic length, divided by Up '.
The estimate for the distribution of #2 is that of the sum of the following variables, multiplied 
by the estimate for the square of the characteristic length: one non-probabilistic variable, with 
value 1; p — 2 random variables with mean | and variance ^ (i.e., y0: . . . , y-p+a); and one 
random variable with mean | + £ and variance ^ + ^ (i.e.,
The probability density functions for g2 are shown in Figure 3.32, and Cr and C? are plotted 
against the corresponding cumulative probability functions in Figures 3.33 and 3.34. 
Carrying on in this fashion leads to Figures 3.35 to 3.37 referring to g4 and to Figures 3.38 
to 3.40 referring to <?n, and Figure 3.41 showing the estimated characteristic lengths derived 
from this approach. 












Dimension of parameter space
Figure 3.23: Final characteristic lengths for the Fogel-Huang algorithm (uniformly distributed noise).
but, for higher dimensional parameter spaces, this decrease is not so great, as the sum of the 
t/'s, as well as the y's themselves, increases more rapidly for higher p. It can be seen from 
Figures 3.29, 3.32, 3.35 and 3.38 that the median of the estimate probability function increases 
for higher p's relative to that for lower p's, and Cr and C2 averaged over gk will be close to their 
values at these medians. The result of this is that although for fixed gk , Cr and <72 decrease 
as p increases, it can be conjectured that Cr and C2 averaged over gk do not decrease as p 
increases if k is sufficiently large. By the fourth step, the value of Cr at the median of #4 for 
p = 2 exceeds its value at the median for p = 3, and the value of <72 at the median of g4 for 
p = 2 exceeds its value at the median for p = 3 and 4, and by the 12th step, the values of Cr 
at the median values of gn corresponding to p = 5,4,3,10,2 are in increasing order. The order 
for~~
is the same.
The estimate characteristic lengths displayed in Figure 3.41 are proportional to the products of 
the C^'s for the corresponding p up to the step number labelling the horizontal axis. It will be 
observed that by the 9th step the estimate characteristic length for p = 2 is greater than that 
for p = 3, by the llth step it exceeds the estimate characteristic length for p = 4, and by the 













Dimension of parameter space
Figure 3.24: Final characteristic lengths for the Fogel-Huang algorithm (noise with truncated normal distri­ 
bution, at = l/2\/3).
of the Figure, the estimate for p = 3 at the 15th step is greater than that for p = 4. 
Thus, the estimate displays the same trend as the empirical results, but this trend is gentler in 
the estimate.
Figures 3.42 and 3.43 show just how bad the Fogel-Huang ellipsoids can be. The BLJ (minimum- 
volume) ellipsoid is dwarfed by the Fogel-Huang ellipsoids after 6, 10 and 11 steps (correspond­ 
ing to the introduction of the active hyperplanes — those bounding the feasible parameter set) 
and the 12th step produces no change in the ellipsoid. The ratio between the characteristic 
lengths of the final Fogel-Huang ellipsoid and the BLJ ellipsoid is 101.7132, whereas the ratio 
between the characteristic lengths of the BLJ ellipsoid and the polytope is 1.5551.
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Dimension of parameter space
Figure 3.25: Final characteristic lengths for the Fogel-Huang algorithm (noise with truncated normal distri­ 
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Figure 3.26: Final centre-parameter distance for the Fogel-Huang algorithm (uniformly distributed noise).
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4.5
Figure 3.27: Final centre-parameter distance for the Fogel-Huang algorithm (noise with truncated normal 
distribution, at = l/2\/3).
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Figure 3.28: Final centre-parameter distance for the Fogel-Huang algorithm (noise with truncated normal 
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Figure 3.36: Cr against the (estimated) cumulative probability function for
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Figure 3.38: Estimate probability density function for g\\.
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Figure 3.40: C? against the (estimated) cumulative probability function for 9ll .
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Figure 3.41: Estimated characteristic lengths (and detail).
4
1.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5
Figure 3.42: Fogel-Huang ellipsoids (for steps 6, 10 and 11) and BLJ ellipsoid (which appears as a line to the 
resolution of this Figure) for the two-dimensional data set leading to the greatest ratio between the volumes of 
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Figure 3.43: BLJ ellipsoid and polytope (shaded) for the two-dimensional data set leading to the greatest 
ratio between the volumes of the final Fogel-Huang ellipsoid and the BLJ ellipsoid.
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3.3.3 With Data Recycling
One way of trying to improve the results obtained from the Fogel-Huang algorithm is to recycle 
the data, using, in the case considered here, the Fogel-Huang ellipsoid after the 12th step as the 
initial ellipsoid for a new cycle and the same hyperplanes again, possibly as shifted according 
to the Belforte-Bona-Cerone method. Although this departs from the idea of updating the 
estimate of the feasible parameter set with each new data item, i.e., it is not an online method3 , 
it is applied to the data sets here. If, at a particular step, a pair of hyperplanes is found to be 
redundant, in that they do not cut the ellipsoid (more precisely, they either do not intersect 
the ellipsoid or they are tangent to it), that pair will be discarded4 .
However, although impressive compared with the Fogel-Huang algorithm without recycling, the 
results of doing this are not overly impressive in comparison with the minimum-volume ellipsoid 
characteristic lengths. As can be seen from Figures 3.44 to 3.45, most of the improvement is 
achieved in the first few cycles when the noise has a fairly peaked distribution, and in the first 
five cycles for the uniform distribution. After this cycle number, the characteristic length ratios 
settle down and are fairly distant from 1, which would correspond to the Fogel-Huang ellipsoid 
equalling the minimum-volume ellipsoid. For the uniform distribution, the mean improvement 
is shown in Table 3.3.
However, much of the improvement is for the worst cases for the single cycle algorithm, thus 
reducing the skewness of the results. In particular, the worst case for the singe cycle improves 
dramatically with recycling, with a final characteristic length which is close to the best case 
after 10 cycles.
Figures 3.23 to 3.25 illustrate that the improvement with dimension of the characteristic length 
persists when the data is recycled, but no real trend with regard to the change in the parameter- 
centre distance can be detected in Figures 3.26 to 3.28. 
It turns out that a better idea is to utilise equation (3.16). Given that in recycling, in each cycle
3However, "onlineness" is a stretchable concept. "Windowing" methods, considering the N most recent
observations could be online, so if the window here was 12 data items long, this would be an online method 
4Although such redundant hyperplane pairs contain no "information" that is not contained in the other
hyperplane pairs (they cannot intersect the feasible set except, possibly, in a degenerate vertex — one belonging 
to more than p hyperplanes), it is possible that retaining them might speed up the algorithm in exceptional 
cases, as they can be moved to be tangent to the ellipsoid d la Belforte-Bona-Cerone, and then, at a later stage, 
after approximations have been made to obtain later ellipsoids, they might cut the current ellipsoid, and it has 
not yet been shown that this cut cannot be "deep" enough to reduce the volume of that ellipsoid by using the 









Figure 3.44: Characteristic length of Fogel-Huang ellipsoids (noise uniformly distributed). (The additional 
curve (dot-dash) gives the characteristic lengths of the "worst" data set of Figure 3.42.)
the entire set of available data is used, there is no further departure from "onlineness" involved 
in retaining all hyperplanes (again, possibly as shifted in previous steps) using equation (3.16) 
to choose the hyperplane pair producing the greatest reduction in the volume at each step. To 
make a comparison with recycling in fixed order, Table 3.3, the resulting characteristic length- 
ratio is examined after multiples of 12 steps in Table 3.4, in both cases for the data sets affected 
by uniformly distributed noise.
Comparing Figures 3.44 to 3.46 with Figures 3.47 to 3.49 reveals that, for each noise dis­ 
tribution, and for each dimension, choosing the hyperplane pairs at each step results in final 
minimum, mean and maximum final characteristic length-ratios which are better than the mini­ 
mum, mean and maximum ratios for recycling in fixed order. These improvements are tabulated 































Figure 3.45: Characteristic length of Fogel-Huang ellipsoids (noise with truncated normal distribution, &t =
is not necessarily between the same data sets, as the worst performance, for example, may not
be for the same data set for both algorithms). In addition, choosing the "best" pair results in
a more rapid approach to the final value, which is almost achieved in most cases by the 24th
step for the uniform error distribution and by the 12th step for the peaked distributions.
Figure 3.47 also reveals that the "worst" case for the single pass of the data using the Fogel-
Huang algorithm rapidly approaches the "best" case for the "best pair" version — in fact, it is
the 9th best out of the data sets for two dimensional parameter space derived using a uniform
noise distribution.
In Table 3.6 the improvement in performance due to choosing the "best pair" over 12 steps,
relative to the performance after the 12 steps of the single pass algorithm, is listed.























































Table 3.4: Characteristic lengths after choosing the hyperplanes resulting in the greatest reduction i 











































overTable 3.5: Improvement in characteristic length-ratios due to the choice of the "best" hyperplane pair 





































































Figure 3.46: Characteristic length of Fogel-Huang ellipsoids (noise with truncated normal distribution, <r( =
member subset of the available hyperplane pairs and cycle through that subset until it is 
"exhausted", when either a member is dropped, or a member added, or both, and then the new 
subset is cycled through.
However, it should not be thought that choosing the "best" hyperplane pair always results 
in a smaller ellipsoid than cycling in fixed order — it only "almost" always does. This is a 
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Figure 3.47: Characteristic length of Fogel-Huang ellipsoids, best hyperplane pair chosen at each step (uni­ 
formly distributed noise). (The additional curve again represents the "worst" data set for the unrecycled 
Fogel-Huang algorithm.)
Let £ be an initial ellipsoid, and let HI, . . . , 11* be strips between hyperplane pairs 
Define Sklf ..ks to be the minimum- volume ellipsoid containing II J"1 fl^.jt^, where II J"1 is the 
strip between the hyperplanes OJ'8"" 1 , which are the hyperplanes HJs' s~ 2 possibly as shifted to 
be tangent to £ki...ka-i according to the Belforte-Bona-Cerone method. Then, if vo\(Ski...ks+ i) = 
mmjb€Nt{vol(£jtl ..jt3 jt)} and vol(£fcl ...jta+1 ^+2 ) = minfc€Nt{vol(£fcl ..jta fca+1 fc)}, it is not necessar­ 











































Table 3.6: Improvement in characteristic length-ratios due to the choice of the "best" hyperplane pair over a 
single pass through the data using the Fogel-Huang algorithm (after 12 steps).
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Figure 3.48: Characteristic length of Fogel-Huang ellipsoids, best hyperplane pair chosen at each step (nor­ 
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Figure 3.49: Characteristic length of Fogel-Huang ellipsoids, best hyperplane pair chosen at each step (nor­ 
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Dimension of parameter space
Figure 3.51: Final characteristic lengths for the Fogel-Huang algorithm (noise with truncated normal distri­ 
















Dimension of parameter space
Figure 3.52: Final characteristic lengths for the Fogel-Huang algorithm (noise with truncated normal distri­ 
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Dimension of parameter space
Figure 3.54: Final centre-parameter distance for the Fogel-Huang algorithm (noise with truncated normal 












Dimension of parameter space
Figure 3.55: Final centre-parameter distance for the Fogel-Huang algorithm (noise with truncated normal 
distribution, frt = l/4\/3).
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-0.5
Figure 3.56: Fogel-Huang ellipsoids (for cycles 5 and 10), polytope (shaded) and BLJ ellipsoid for the two- 
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Figure 3.57: (Half of) Fogel-Huang after 10 cycles and BLJ ellipsoids for the data set of Figure 3.42 (the 
other halves look much the same). The ratio of the volumes is 1.2193.
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3.3.4 Conclusions
In Table 3.7, a comparison is made between the empirical number of floating point operations 
(flops) needed to calculate the minimum-volume ellipsoid, the number of flops needed for 12 
steps of the Fogel-Huang algorithm and the number of flops needed for 12 steps of the Fogel- 
Huang algorithm when the hyperplane pair leading to the greatest reduction in volume is 










































Table 3.7: Mean and standard deviation of the number of kiloflops needed to calculate the minimum-volume 
ellipsoid, 12 steps of the Fogel-Huang algorithm and 12 steps of the Fogel-Huang algorithm selecting the "best" 
hyperplane pair at each step (bFH).
Although the number of flops required for the Fogel-Huang and minimum-volume ellipsoid 
algorithms for 4-dimensional parameter space appears to be anomalously low, the main feature 
to emerge from Table 3.7 is that the calculation of the minimum-volume ellipsoid is much more 
expensive than either of the other two algorithms. In addition, the standard deviations of 
the number of flops necessary for the minimum-volume algorithm is also much larger than the 
corresponding numbers for the other algorithms, even relative to the respective means. This is 
because number of operations demanded by the procedure for calculating the minimum-volume 
ellipsoid from the vertices of the contained polytope is very sensitive to the number of these 
vertices, whereas the time needed by the other two algorithms depends on whether or not the 
volume would be reduced at each step, and, in the case of the "best pair" variant, whether any 
redundant hyperplanes have been detected.
At any rate, the calculation of the minimum-volume ellipsoid is both much more expensive and 
less predictable in terms of cost.
The empirical average behaviour of the Fogel-Huang algorithm after 12 steps results in charac­ 
teristic lengths roughly 2 to 5 times the minimum possible for an ellipsoid containing the final 
posterior set. and this means that it results in uncertainties in the parameters of about 2 to 5
85
times greater than does the minimum-volume ellipsoid.
However, the Fogel-Huang algorithm provides an online method of processing data as it arrives
in a relatively rapid fashion, and is valuable for this reason.
Further, recycling the data, preferably not in fixed order, but by choosing the hyperplane pairs
(either from all the data which has been encountered, or from the current "window") which
result in the greatest reduction in volume at each step, is a fairly cheap way of improving the
accuracy of the Fogel-Huang algorithm.
Nevertheless, the accuracy is still not all that great, and it is desirable to improve upon it
without incurring too great a penalty in terms of additional computation.
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Chapter 4
Modifications of the Fogel-Huang 
Algorithm
4.1 The Basic Modification
The idea behind the modification considered here is to use more than one hyperplane pair. The 
analogue of the Fogel-Huang procedure will then produce an ellipsoid containing the intersection 
of the regions contained between two or more hyperplane pairs and a preceding ellipsoid. The 
new ellipsoid, unlike that obtained for a single hyperplane pair, will not be the minimum 
volume ellipsoid containing the intersection. However, as the "information" contained in the 
hyperplane pairs other than the first is not entirely neglected during the operation, it seems 
likely that the resulting ellipsoid will be closer to the minimum- volume BLJ ellipsoid containing 
the intersection than is the ellipsoid obtained by utilising each hyperplane pair separately in a 
sequential application of the Fogel-Huang algorithm.
The intersection of the sets £, HI and H2, is considered, where S is defined by equation (3.1) 
and the H; by
x € Ht - U(ni,yi) & (njx - yi ) 2 < l,t = 1,2 (4.1)i
(as in equation (3.2)), with hyperplanes
x e E± (nij yi ) & yi - njx = ±1. (4.2)
The sum of ^(> 0) times the inequality defining Hl5 q2 (> 0) times the inequality defining H2 
and the inequality defining S is now found:





ft + ft, (4.4)
where
0 = 0(91,92) -
-i -l
ft(l Tl
#i9i + #292 + (#i#2 ~
by two applications of the matrix inveision lemma, where </,• = n 
/p is the p-dimensional identity matrix. Also,
Q,
(4.5)
i — 1,2, /* = n^Qn^ and
= a ^292) -
(gig* ~
where v± — — n?a, i = 1,2, so
-a a - + a Q~ l a — —— ^292) -
#292
Hence






defines a family of ellipsoids £(0(91, q2 ). Q(qi, 92)) each member of which is guaranteed to contain
The volume of £(0(91, 92), 0(9i, 92)) is proportional to
5-292) -
9i 92 ~ #292 + (#i#2 -
detQ (4.9)
after using
det(/p + UVT) = 1 + v u
twice, where
<%i, 92) = 1 4 giqi 4 #292 + (.91.^2 - ^ 2 )9i92 (4.10) 
= (l + 9i + 92 )%i, 92)
~ "29iO 4 #292) 4 
- I4(l401-l/2 )9l4(l 402
401 9? + (01 + 91 4 #02 - /* 2 - 1/J02 + 2l/i I/2/l - Z/20l)9l92 4 0292
4(0102 - /' 2 )(9i 4 92)9192- (4.11)
To minimise the volume of £(0(91,92), Q(q\, 92)), we need to minimise 71(9!, q2 ) p / d(qi , q2 )p+l . If 
we set the derivatives with respect to qi and 92 of this last expression to zero, we need to find 
91 and 92 such that
= 0, ,= 1,2 (4.12)
as n(9!,92 ) cannot be zero for non-degenerate ellipsoids. One of equations (4.12) is quadratic 
in 9x and cubic in 92, the other is cubic in 92 and quadratic in 92- If we use the equation which 
is quadratic in qi to find an expression for q\ and substitute the result in the other equation, 
and then separate the terms which involve the (single) square root, we will be able to square 
both sides and obtain a polynomial in 92. Using Maple^ (see Appendix) to do this, we find 
that the resulting polynomial is of degree 5. Each root of this polynomial leads, in general. 
to two different 91, so we obtain 10 different pairs (91,92), each of which corresponds to a 
possible minimum of the volume (clearly, many of the pairs will be spurious). However, we can 
immediately eliminate any pair which does not consist of two nonnegative reals. 
If p = 2, there is a complicating factor: the minimum volume ellipse containing £(<z, 
may be the minimum volume ellipse containing HI fl E^.
4.1.1 Behaviour of £(a.(qiiqi),Q(q\,qi)) *n Two Dimensions as
We are interested in this behaviour for two reasons: as 91,92 — >• oo it seems reasonable from 
inequality (4.3) that £(0(91, 92)5 Q(9i? 92)) would tend to an ellipse containing Hi Cdl2 which is 
independent of Q and we wish to investigate whether this is so; we are also concerned about 
numerical problems in the basic equation (4.8) of the modified algorithms when the second
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term in square brackets in equation (4.5) is close in value to the identity matrix, which, as we
will see, can occur when both qi and q2 are large.
Let
R:=Q
Then n, Rnj — (g\g2 — h2 )rii Tnj,i,j € {1,2}, which, in two dimensions, is enough to prove 
that R = (gig2 — h2 )I2 (provided that n\ and n2 are linearly independent, which we assume 
anyway. 
Hence
/ 1 9\ T , — 1 /—\ T . _
9l "C ' " f: • " £, X-J
0102 ~ n* 




0(max<?- 2 ) (4.13)




< Vl ( T + — (01/2 - —(02/2
(4.14)
and specialising to the case where 
oscillating, for example),
[(1 + fe-
as 91 — >• oo, where A; 6 [0, oo] rather than
Using Maple^, we find that this expression is
k\n2 \ 2 )I2 -
where "x" is the vector cross-product in three dimensions (the third dimension being present 
here purely for the definition of the cross-product!). This expression has the determinant
x
which has a minimum when k = 1, so £(<z(<7i,<72),Q(<7i,92)) approaches an ellipse with matrix
T
X 712
- n2n2T ] (4.17)
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when <?i , <?2 -> oo along q2 = q\ and this ellipse has the minimum volume among those ap 









as 01,92 ~* oo along any path in the gi^2-plane. By Maple^ calculations, this is
It can be shown, by making a (nonsingular) linear coordinate transformation such that the n; 
are parallel to the coordinate axes and are of length 1, that a(2 ) is the centre of every member 
of the family of ellipses each member of which has a boundary passing through the four points 
of HI n n2 , and that the matrices of the entire family are given by
, I2I I2 , T , 2|wi| p2|  - (ni l n2 )
for K G (—1,1). When K is set equal to (1 — fc)/(l + &), this reduces to the right-hand side of 
equation (4.15), so that the ellipses S(a(qi,q2 ), Q(qi, q2 )) obtained by letting (qi,q2 ) ->- (00,00) 
along q2 — kq2 , k G (0,oo, are in 1-1 correspondence with the entire family of ellipses whose 
boundaries contain HI fl n2 .
Thus we have shown that when (q^q2 ) -> (00,00) along q2 = kq^ £(a(qi,q2),Q(qi : q2 )) tends 
to a member, dependent on k but independent of Q and a, of the family of ellipses containing 
the boundary of HI fl H2 , and because this family has as a member the minimum-area ellipse 
containing (for K = 0), S(a(qi^q2 ),Q(qi,q2 )) tends to that minimum-area ellipse, the Behrend- 
Lowner ellipse (for k = 0). We have also shown that when detQ(qi,q2 )Q~ l is "small" (as 
calculated according to equation (4.5)), so that we are likely to have numerical problems, we 
can replace the right-hand side of equation (4.8) by the right-hand side of equation (4.15), with
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4.2 Two Pairs at a Time
4.2.1 Hyperplane Shifting — Two Pairs at a Time
Suppose we have two hyperplane pairs, fflf (rii,j/i), H*(n2 ,2/2) and an ellipsoid £ = £(a,Q],
such that £ fl III (riijSh) 01X2(112,2/2) ^ 0- Our task here is to find the narrowest strip E2 (n'2 ,y2 )
bounded by hyperplanes 1H^ parallel to Mj which contains £ fl Hi H n2 . As we already know
that n2 is proportional to n2 , this is equivalent to finding points X+ £ M!2 + and o;~ € IHI^" which
will then completely determine E2 .
Let us concentrate on HEJ". If Hj intersects £ fl HI, H^* = Hj~ and we can put x+ = (y2 +
l)n2 /n2Tn2 G H+.
Suppose Hj~ fl £ fl HI = 0. If n2 oc ni, we may simply choose the two hyperplanes from the set
{Hf. H[~, KJ~. Hj } which bound the narrowest strip, so we assume that {711,712} is a linearly
independent set.
Initially, we suppose that M% does not intersect £. This will be the case if max.^ n^ 1 x is less
than the value of n-^x on H^, which is y? + 1. But n^ x achieves its maximum value on £
when x = xt = a+ -j=Qn<2 (this can be shown by utilising the Lagrangian (see Goldstein [10])
"y £/2
L = ri2Tx — A((x — a)TQ~ l (x — a) — 1)), and this value is n^a -\- ^/g^. But y2 + 1 > n^a -f y^" 
is equi\^alent to 1/2 + 1 > ^/gi-
If x~£ is contained in HI, then (n-^xe — t/i) 2 < 1 or f-^= — v\ J < 1, and we may shift Oj to 
pass through xj, by setting x+ = x^.
This will be, of course, equivalent to making the transformations (3.13) and (3.14) or the 
transformation (3.15).
If, on the other hand, ( -4= — v\ 1 > 1, then we may shift HCJ" so that it touches £ fl ni: and 
we may also do this even if 10^" intersects £.
We are now interested in finding x^i£ such that ^2T^n 1 £ = rnax-^nri! n2Tx = 
+f .n2TxJ_ f}, where x^. £ (respectively x^_ £ ) is such that ^2T^Jt- £ = 
+ n2Tx (respectively n2TxJ_£ = maxa:€£n]F^- n2Tx). To find x^ £ we will need the 
following Theorem:
Theorem 4.1: Let n e Rp - {0}, and let {n1? ...,na} £ (Ep) s be such that {n,n1: ... ,ns } is 
linearly independent (so s < p). If c € R* and a € Rp, Q € Epxp are such that S = {x
92
(x - a^Q-^x ~a)< l,nkTx < ck , k = 1, . . . , s} ^ 0, then
x =
- (c - tfTg)T(NTQN)-l (c - NT a) 
nT (/ -
x =
x(I-QN(NTQN)- l N1: )QneS and (4.19)
(4.20)




-(c-,, „, v ,. ^ t ^ ., "'-(I-QN^QN^N^QntSwd




Proof 4.1: P We first note that NTQN is invertible, as Q l/ 2N (where Q1/2 is any (symmet­
ric) square root of Q) has rank s because {ni, . . . ,n5 } is a linearly independent set and Q1/2 is
nonsingular. But then NTQN has full rank s.
To find x, we form the Lagrangian
C0 (x, A, 1) = nTx + lT (NTx - c) + A ((x - afQ~l (x - a) - l) ,
where I e Es and A are formed from Lagrangian multipliers.
If wesetx = a + Ql/2z, m, = Q1/2nt , i = 1, . . . , s, we can use the simpler Lagrangian
C(z, A,/) = mTz + ^(MTz - d) + \(z^z - 1),
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and C differs from £0 by a constant.
In line with the usual procedure with Lagrangians, we differentiate this with respect to ZT , set the
result to zero and solve for z. The resulting z is
_— (m i Mf\ 2X (m + t),
and substituting this back in £(z : X,t) yields
£(z(X, £), A, 1) = -^(m + Ml)T (m + Mi) - lTd - X. 
Then
and setting this to zero yields t = -(MTM)~ 1 (MTm + 2A</) 
Also,
d jC(z(X,t),X,l) = --^(m + Ml)T (m + Ml) - 1
and substituting the above expression for t in this when it is put to zero yields
4(cF(MTM)- l d - 1)A2 + mT (/ - M(MTM)-1MT)m - 0.
Now, if f € Ep, 3/M 6 Im(M) = {y £ Rp : 3w e Rs such that y = Mw},f^ e 
Im(M)-1 = {y e MP : yTu = Wu € Im(M)} such that f = fM + fL . Since /1TMu =
€ Mp, M7/1 - 0. Let fM = Mv. Then /T(/ - M(MTM)-lMT)f = 
vTMTM(MTM)-lMTMv = fMTfM + /J-T/-1- - vTMTMv = f^f± > 0, 
so I — M(MTM)~1MT is positive semi-definite, and positive definite on thesubspacelm(M) 1- and, 
consequently, it is positive definite on Ep — Im(M). But n £ lm(N), which implies m g Im(M) 
Hence, if I - ^ (M^M^d > 0, we obtain
~ M(MTM)-1MT )m
anc/so
t/?e required expression for x follows on setting x = a + Q1 /2^ anJ choosing ± = — 7/jat 
t/?/s /s t/?e appropriate choice for the maximum follows from the comparison of the two possible
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expressions for nTx. The expression for the value at which the minimum is achieved, x, is derived 
by making the other choice of sign. •
By this Theorem, on replacing n by n2 , N by n and c by y^ + 1, we find that
where, of course, (# = nQni, h — n-^Qn^ and z/i = yi — ni Ta, and, similarly,
~ 9i = a
PlP2 - «
~ !) 2 - Pl)(PlP2 ~
Pi Pi 
Once the expressions for n2Txtt have been found, we can easily find x^£ and then shift HDj" 
to pass through it by setting x"1" = x^£ .
We find x~ in an analogous fashion, and then use x^ to find n'2 and y'2 . As H2 have to 
be parallel to Bj, we have n'2 = an2 . Then n'2Tx+ — y'2 — 1 : ^2 z~ — ?/2 — —1 lead to
T "h -f
4.2.2 Which Hyper plane Pairs?
The simplest choice is to take successive pairs, and this is done for the first variation on the 
unmodified Fogel-Huang algorithm; that is, the unmodified Fogel-Huang algorithm is performed 
on the initial ellipsoid and the first hyperplane encountered, then the modified two pair variant 
is performed on the resulting ellipsoid and the first and second hyperplane pairs to produce the 
third ellipsoid, and then the second and third hyperplane pairs are utilised to derive the fourth 
ellipsoid, to that the fcth ellipsoid is generated from the (k — l)st ellipsoid and the (A; - 2)nd 
and (k — l)st hyperplane pairs. This will be called the strict sequence, variant. 
The second variant, the odd/even sequence variant, takes account of the fact that in the strict 
sequence variant, a hyperplane pair is utilised in the production of two successive ellipsoids, 
and the first of these ellipsoids will already contain, in some sense, "information" from that 
hyperplane pair before the hyperplane pair is used in the generation of the second of the 
ellipsoids. The sequence of ellipsoids in this odd/even sequence variant will be: first, in the 
unmodified Fogel-Huang; first and second; first and third; second and fourth; third and fifth; 
and so on, in the two pair variant.
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The final variant considered here for a single pass through the data, is to take the current 
hyperplane and try to predict which of the hyperplane pairs already encountered (possibly as 
shifted a la Belforte, Bona and Cerone) will result in the smallest ellipsoid when used with the 
current hyperplane in the two pair variant on the Fogel-Huang algorithm. 
If the current pair is the fcth, j £ {1,..., fc — 1} such that
d
dq7
is minimised is chosen and the jih hyperplane pair is used (where £(a(qi;qj}-,Q(qi : qj}) is the 
family of ellipsoids considered in Section 4.1 — under <?] —> (?j, qi —t qk), where Q is the shape 
matrix of the current ellipsoid. In effect, the choice is of the hyperplane pair which most sharply 
reduces det Q when the corresponding q is increased from zero. 
But
= det
so minimising p(l — VJ} — QJ produces the desired ellipsoid.
Of course, when this best second pair variant is started off, there is only one hyperplane pair
and this is used in the unmodified Fogel-Huang algorithm.
4.3 s Pairs at a Time
If our two pairs of hyperplanes have normals which are orthogonal in the metric of our ellipsoid, 
i.e., h — n^Qn-i — 0, then equations (4.6), (4.5) and (4.8) specialise to
IP-= Q





1 _L 1 _L1+0191 1+0292
and




so equation (4.9) becomes
det
detQ




If we intersect s (J-orthogonal hyperplane pairs H,- with our ellipsoid £(a,Q), we can add <?, 
times the inequality defining each H, to the inequality defining £(a, Q), to obtain an inequality
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corresponding to (4.3). Since this last inequality will have as its left-hand side a positive-definite 
quadratic form in x-a, for some a, it too will define an ellipsoid, S(a(ql ,. .., <?s ), Q(ql ^ ...,qs )) = 
£(a(<l)iQ(q)) where now q = (qll ... : qs ). a and Q defining this ellipsoid, together with detQ, 








where gi = ra^Qn,-, j/i = yi — n^a.
We note that the single relative minimum of qk — v%qk/(l- +gkqk] on (—gjT" 1 , oo) is at qk = (\i/k\ —
l)/<?fc and that this value is —(1 — \Vk\) 2 Idk- Hence, the minimum value of qk —
on [0, oo) is 0, if \i/k\ < 1 and qk - v\qkj(^ + gkqk), if Vk\ > 1. Then
(i -- E <09kl<k<s,\»k \>l
implies 3^ G O+ := {q : qk > 0} such that det Q(q} < 0, which would mean that £(a. Q} O III fl
. . . 0 H. = 0.
Hence, we only consider hyperplane pairs Hf , . . . , Hf such that
- E (i - (4.26)
In order to find the infimum of det Q(q), which is proportional to the square of the volume of 
£(a(q) , Q (<?)), over 0+, we set
AW = ^ (4.27) 
det Q
( ^ \ We first examine what happens if qi —> oo for any i such that < i < s. As qi (1 — 1+ ' J —>• oo
\ /
( 2, \ 1 — J ] —>• co as qi —>• oo. Thus, equation (4.25) means that A —)• oo '5} "j /
as qi —>• oo unless s = p and qj —)• oo, 1 < j < p. As we are looking for the infimum, we 






so, if any qk /qi -> oo as the qj -> oo, A(<?) ->• oo, and hence, if A(g) is to remain bounded, we 
must have q -> (n,..., rp)r as <?, ->• oo, where r ->• oo and each TJ G (0, oo). Then
Tl^nfc=i
and we now wish to minimise this quantity. As it is homogeneous in (n,... ,rp), we can set 
r\ = 1. Then differentiation with respect to r,-, z = 2,... ,p and setting each of the results to
zero reveals that TI — • • • = rp = 1, so
mp
(4.28)—, as q ->• oo along <?i = <?2 = • • • = qp ,
and this is the smallest value approached by A(<?) as any qi —> oo.
We now look at the behaviour of Q(q), Q(q] and a(q] as q becomes unbounded along q\










n» = ^ (njQni) ni = «i, * = 1, • • • ,P, so we must have









Now consider the parallelotope II j 0 ... fl Hp . Its 2P vertices xu are given by
T — . I .
where -u,- G {—1,1}, i = 1,... ,p.
Writing AT = [n1: ..., np] T , y = [y1? ..., yp]T , we have
x« = y + «, V«ez;,Z2 = {-i,i>.
Since the n; satisfy n,- / 0, njQrij = 0, i ^ j, and Q is positive definite, they are linearly 
independent and N is invertible. We seek an affine co-ordinate transformation z = P~ l x + z0 
such that xu = P(u — ZQ]. Then Nxu — NPu — NPzQ = u + y. Clearly, P = A^" 1 , ZQ — —y fits 
the bill. In the transformed co-ordinates, the image of HiD.. .flllp is just the cube with vertices 
in Z^, and the minimum-volume ellipsoid containing this cube is just 5(0, p/p ). As the ordering 
of volumes is preserved by affine transformations, the minimum-volume ellipsoid containing 
HI Pi... D IIP is the image of 5(0, p/p ) under the inverse transformation: £(N~1 y,pN~l N~'T ). 
But NQNT = diag(gi,... ,<7P ) := G, so Af" 1 = QN^G~ l and then N~l y = Q[ni,... ,np]x
Thus the ellipsoid approached by £(a(q), Q(q)) when q = (1,..., l)r and r —>• oo is the minimum 
volume ellipsoid containing HI fl... fl lip. 
At this point we make a definition: 
Definition 4-1: We set
n
If AQO > inf^eo+i^C^)}? then this infimum is attained at a point of a compact subset of O+. 
Bearing this possibility in mind, we seek q = (#1, • • •, qs ) such that






because a necessary condition for a minimum on a set is that all the first derivatives vanish at q 
or that q G dO'+, the boundary of 0+ (given by q^ = 0 for some A;). But this argument can also
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which, by the reasoning leading to inequality (4.26), means
P E > 0, A>- P (4.33)
Also, equation (4.31) can be expressed as the quadratic
(1 + dkqk) 2 - 9kA(l + gk (jk) - i/Jb = 0, (4.34)
leading to






as the left-hand side is nonnegative, and
1
(4.36)
As qk > OVA: G K, we can put a condition on A: either A > 2/0* or (Agk — 2) 2 < v420^ -f 




and the condition (4.33) will be a consequence of this.
We can now substitute equation (4.36) in the definition of A, equation (4.32), to obtain an
equation not involving q for A'.
A = 1 
P
.2 A2 + (4.38)
To enable us to analyse this equation for various subsets K of Ns :={!,..., 5}, we make some 
definitions:
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Definition 4.2: For each subset K, we let
«K := i(l-£lp V 9k
P
where S is the cardinality of a set S. 
We will assume that at least one hyperplane from each hyperplane pair will intersect or, at 
worst, touch our ellipsoid (if necessary, we will move them to positions parallel to their old 
placing), so we may assume that (see Subsection 3.1.1)
M<V9k-l> <7>lVfcGN5 . (4.39)
Inequalities (4.39) enable us to make deductions about the quantities in Definition 4.2. For 
example, the maximum values of (1+zx2 )/^, (1 —|i/|) 2 /<7 and \v\jg on the set {(<?, v] :g>l : v\ < 
^/g - 1} are 1. 1 and \, respectively (at (g,v) = (1,0), (g,v) = (1,0) and (g,v) = (4,±1), 
respectively), and the infima of these quantities on this set are 0, so
o 
o
We can now make a further definition: 
Definition J^.3:





Theorem 4.2: The equation
a) vk = 0 VA; G # and 
solution;
= A has a unique solution except when K — p and
= 1, when = \A\ and every nonnegative A is a
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1 < 1, when Fjr(A) = \A \ + - (1 - £Li) > A, so the equationor b) i/jt = 0 Vfc G K and 
has no solution;
or c) 3/c ^ 0 such that i/* ^ 0 and OA > 0, when the equation has no solution.
Moreover, if Fff(A) = A has a unique solution, it has the same sign as aK + dK . 
Proof 4.2: P The proofs for a) and b) are contained in their statements. 





> -UK + A > A, 
P
so FA-(A) > AVA in this case.
We start by proving the existence of fixed points of FK-
FK(-\aK \) =
> - CLK \.













Hence, if either aK < 0, or aK > 0 and bK < 1, 3A_ and A+ € R suc/j t/?at FK(A.) > A_ and 
FK(A+) < A+. We assume that neither A_ nor A+ are themselves fixed points of FK . Then, if 
GK = FK -1, where i is the identity function, GK(A_) > 0 and GK (A+) < 0. But FK , and hence 
GK, is a continuous function, so, by the mean-value theorem of real analysis, 3A 6 R such that
We prove the uniqueness of the fixed point by looking at the derivative of GK (which exists every­ 
where except at 0, and it exists there too if v^ ^ OV/cj. Now
dGK 1 \-^ < f 42 , 4^\~ i\ [A2 + -^f - 1
V 91 )
< bK -\
< 0, \/A <E E - {0} fane/ a/so for A = 0 if vk ^ OVfc G
the first equality holds only if vk — OVA; € K and the second only if K = p. Hence, 
< 0 when a) in the statement of the theorem does not hold, and so GK is strictly 
decreasing (the possible failure ofdGpc/dA to be defined at A = 0 does not affect this conclusion). 
Hence, FK > i to the left of any fixed point of FK and FK < i to the right of that fixed point, so 
there is at most one such fixed point. 
Suppose
Then F# (0) = aK + dK = 0, so 0 is a fixed point of FK-
Suppose aK + d,K > 0. Then FK(A) > aK + ^A- > 0, so any fixed point of FK must be positive if
O^K + dK is.
Finally, suppose CLK + dK < 0. Then, if A > 0, FK (A) < aK + bKA + dK < CLK + dK + A < A, a
contradiction, so A has the same sign as CLK + dK here too. •
Thus, we can make a further definition:
Definition 4-4 :
a) s < p and K C Ns ; 
or b) s = p and K ^ Np ; 
or c) s = p, K = Np and CLK < 0^
we define AK to be the unique A such that FK(A) = A. 
Now we can relate AK to other values of A:
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Theorem 4.3: If K is such that AK is defined, then A > FK(A) (respectively, A = FK (A), 
A < FK(A}) is equivalent to A > AK (respectively, A = AKi A < AK). [] 
Proof 4.3: P Simple consequence of the facts that GK = FK - i is a decreasing function and 
GK\AK) = 0. I 
We first need a lemma to enable us to justify a method for finding AK'- 
Lemma 4.4: If / : E ->• E is Lipschitz continuous with constant L, i.e.,
|/(x)-/(y)|<L|x-y|Vx,y€R,
and L < 1, the sequence {xn} defined by xi E E, xn+ i = /(xn ) converges to a unique x (dependent 




o; = 1 -L
D
Proof 4.4: L We have
\xn+i-xn \ =
n~ l< Ln~\x2 -xl \, 
so
\xn+k — xn \ < \xn+k — xn+k-i\ + . . . + \xn+ i — xn \ 
< (Ln+k~2 + Ln+k~3 + . . . + I"'
= Ln-li-— T\X*-*I\
L — Li
and {xn} is clearly a Cauchy sequence. This also means that
1 fn—l IT-^ _ 
I ^ L ~ L I I ^ 2xn -xi < |x 2 -a?i| <_ 
or
\X2 ~
so {xn} is a sequence in the closed, bounded subset [xi — |x2 — xi |/(1 — L), xi + |x2 - xi |/(1 - L)} 
ofR and so has a limit point (see Goffman [9]), x, say. But a limit point of a Cauchy sequence is 
the limit of that sequence. Hence, {xn} converges to x.
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Letting k —y oo in the above equation involving it, we also find
, Ln~ l
x — xn l-L
We also have the following:
Theorem 4.5: If AK is defined, the sequence {A$} defined by = FK(A(£~ l) ), where
40) = \ 0, aK < 0;
converges to AK, and









Proof 4.5: P Consider the function f : R+ —> E+ : x *-+ \A:2 + a2 defined on the positive reals 








v^+ ' r> ^ +
< max 4^2 ' 4*2 \A - A'\
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so the restriction of FK to [ft, ft] is a Lipschitz continuous function with constant LK given by
1
this LK is clearly less than 1 (in all cases where AK is defined), the restriction of FK to [ft, ft] 
obeys Lemma 4.4 (suitably modified to comply with the restriction), and, as A$ lies in [ft,ft] 
// AX does (by a simple inductive argument), the theorem holds for some value of aK , because 
the values of A$ given above do lie in the appropriate intervals, and the value of j3 given there is 
max{|ft|, |ft|} in each case.
Finally, we show that the correct as are given in the statement of the theorem. If UK < 0 and 
A$ = 0, then \A$ - A(K] \ = \CLK + dK \, as required. 
As \x <
40) > 40)
so /TO < aK < aj^ + AK, ^K < 1 3nd A^ = aK/(l — bK ) > 0, we have
-aK -dK — —dK,
so \AK — AK | < dK which is a better bound than \OK + ^K\ in this case. I 
We need a few more definitions to allow us to find the smallest of the volumes given by min­ 
imising A((?).
Definition ^.5: The solution AK of FK(A) = A, if defined, is called valid if AK > 0 and 
AK > maxA;€A'(l — ^D/9^- Otherwise, it is invalid. []] 
This means that a valid AK obeys inequalities (4.37) and (4.33).
Definition 4-6: If AK is valid, let <?# G (O+)p be an arbitrary member of the set {q £ (0+)p : 
qi — 0, i £ K}, and let (JK be the member of the same set given by
1qk = 9kAK - 2
Definition 4.7: Consider A(q) as defined by equations (4-27) and (4.25). At q = qK , where 
AK is valid, we have
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by the definition of A, equation (4.32), the Definitions 4.3 and 44 and equation (4.35). 
By analogy to this, we now define a function KK : R -> R by1
+ V9iA* + .N
D
Definition 4.8: Let ki G AT C Ns , K - {ki} = J ^ 0. We define GK,k, : R x [0,1] -+ R 6y
GKtkl (D,\) = -
P
7%en GK^(D^) = FK(D) and GK,k,(D,l) = Fj(D). [] 
Theorem 4.6: Let K and &i be as in Definition 4.8. Then the equation GKM(^K^(X), A) = 
i(A) defines D/^ as a continuous, continuously differentiate function [0,1] — >• E unless 
K such that z/jt = 0, when DK^ may fail to be differentiate at points where it is zero. [] 
Proof 4.6: P By a simple modification of Theorem 4.2, VA G [0, 1], 3\DX such that GK,kr (Dx, A) - 
D\ = 0, which is enough to define the function DK^ (A) such that GKM (Dpcfa (A), A)-D^^ (A) = 
0.
To show that DK^ is differentiate, we need the further facts that HK,^ '• (D, A) *->• GK,^ (D, A) — 
D, is continuously differentiable on E x R ([R - {0}] xRif3ke K such that vk = Oj and,
P
on E x [-e, 1 + e] D R x [0, 1] for [R - {0}] x [-e, 1 + e] D [R - {0}] x [0, 1] /fBA: e A' such that 
vk = Q)f where e is a sufficiently small positive constant (as (K - X)/p < IVA G [0, 1]). Hence, by 
the implicit function theorem (see Burkhill and Burkill [4]), the equations
DXoW = GKM (DXo (\),X) : DAo (A0 ) - (7*>fcl (0Ao(Ao), Ao),
define D\0 , for each A0 € [0, 1], as a continuously differentiable function of X, on some nonempty 
closed interval [A0 - S\0 , A0 + £AO ], except when 3k € K such that vk = 0, when this only remains 
necessarily true so long as DXO (\Q) remains nonzero. But, obviously, /?#,*! (A) = #A0 (A) on each 
o - £Ao ,A0 + 6\0 ], and DKM IS itself continuously differentiable, with the possible exception of
lOf course, we necessarily have A/f(>4) = A(g) only when A = AK and q — fa, as otherwise equations (4.32) 
and (4.35) need not hold.
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points where DKikl is zero if 3k G K such that vk - 0, when DKikl is still continuous, as a 
consequence of the continuity ofGrc^ —i(i:R-+R:D*-+D) and the uniqueness of the solution
ofGKM (D,\) = D VAG [0,1]. • 
Definition 4-9: Let ki G K C Na , K ^ {ki}. We implicitly define the function DK,kl : 




Then Dx,kl (^) = AK, DK^(\~) = Aj<-{kl } and Dxtkl is continuous, and is continuously differ- 
entiable except, possibly, at points where it is zero. Q 
Theorem 4.7: Let Jbj G K C N,, K ± {kv }. Then, if
G -00,-l- ,^ is a decreasing
function VA G [0,1];
if ^A^(O) G (-|1 -
,ki is an increasing function VA G [0, 1];
G -1 - J and
• if ^AT,^(0) G (|1 - 
function VAG [0,1];
• and if
and DKM is a decreasing
G -1 - constant.
D









(A) (DK,k,W* + + ^,^ (A) /?^ (A) 2 +
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50 the denominator in equation (4.41) is in (0,2p). 
Suppose DK^ (0) G (-[I - i/£ |/yfcl , |1 - „£ |/^).
4i/2
for some a > 0, so /ong as D^|Jbl (A) € (-|1 ~ <l/^, 1 - ^JMJ. Suppose 3A suc/j tnat 
DKfaW ~ |1 - VkA/gkt- By the continuity of DKtklf we may choose A0 to 6e t/?e /east swcn 
A € [0.1]. Tnen, for A G [0, A0 ), DA-,^ is an increasing function, and
-i
But the right-hand side of this inequality is unbounded, so A0 £ R D [0, 1).
Hence DA-,fcl (A) e (-|1 - i/£ |/^ , |1 - i/£ |/^ ) VA € [0, 1] and t/ie proof for the rest of the
Theorem follows the same lines. |
The conclusion of Theorem 4.7 is illustrated in Figure (4.4).
Theorem 4.8: Let Ns D K = J U {fe}, ^ ( K, J ^ ^ and suppose A*- is valid. Then,













Consider f(x) =x l [b - ^ x2 + a2] -f ln[x + Vz2 + a2], b > \a\. On (0,oo), this has a mininmum
at x = A/&2 - a2 (by the usual process of differentiation and setting to zero). Hence, on putting




" * + VM 1 -HbJ"
. 9k, 9k,
(4.43)
M(U) = AK > (1 - i/JJ/flffc, and DKtkl (Q) > 0, so, either DKM (Q) > |1 -
> 0 by 7/7eorem 4.7, or 1 - ^ J/^ > DK^(Q) > _|]. _ ^j/^^ and 
M IS ^creasing or constant, again by Theorem 4.7, on [0, 1], so DK,kiW > 0- If v^ — ^ tne 
first alternative leaves open the possibility that DKM W — 0 f°r some X, but this is not possible as 
AK >$ implies DKM (Q) > \l-v2kl \/gkl = 0, so DK^W > 0 VA e [0, 1], again by Theorem 4.7. 
Consequently, Dx^W 's nonnegative for X 6 [0, 1] and so inequality (4.43) means
As an immediate corollary we have:
Theorem 4.9: Let N D K ? J ^ 0 and suppose AK is valid. Then A(^ ) = < A(4j) =
D 
Proof 4.9: P A simple consequence of Theorem 4.8, as the elements of K — J can be removed
from K one by one. B 
Our next task is to find out what happens when we start from a set K such that either AK is 
undefined or is invalid.
C~
Theorem 4.10: If s = p and E*=i ~^f' ^ 1 (so ^NP is undefined), and K ? Np , then
AOO-










Dr I Lfk&ip-K 9k
iff
- IE=.»
as the arithmetic mean of a set of positive numbers always equals or exceeds their geometric mean, 
and we also have 1 — Y]p,, q7 l > 0 implying 1 — Y\cj^ or 1 > y\^™ ^ q~T l .
f * K— A *-* K ~— * * V fc .^ /C t •** "* —— ^™^/Ct ™ p—"•*» "*






Then, by the arguments of Theorem 4.8, the equation D(X) = G(D(X),X) defines D as a contin­ 
uously differentiable positive function on [A0 ,1]VA0 G (0,1) and so D is defined as a continuously 
differentiable positive function on (0,1). 
Now we prove that limA-H)+ D(X) = oo. 
We have that _
_i_ 2 "" k
9k
n,^ j\
as \ UW-\--^ ] > Lf(A), so
1 — 14- IA VAG(0,1].
Since D(X) is bounded away from zero and vk2 ^ 0, 3a > 0 such that \ D(X) 2 + —2- > D(X)
a
9k 'KXD(X)
and //limA->.o+ XD(X) — 0 holds, the right-hand side of this inequality tends to oo, so D(X) —>• oo; 
and /Y"lim,\-H)+ XD(X) = 0 does not hold, we may conclude that D(X) — >• oo if we may assume that 
D is monotonic. 
But
AD te* - *g * + <
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6y tne definition of D, so









M(A) = plnp- gk
SO
r
lim M(A) = p In p — } j
(4.44)
/>y equation (4.44). Thus limA^0+ eM(A) - AOO, and, of course,
By the argument of Theorem 4.8, ^^ > 0 as we know that D(X) > i ^ k K > 0, and so
f\
We now wish to establish some facts which will enable us to find the set K C Ns such that AK 
is valid and KK(AK] <= Aj(Aj) for all J C N5 such that Aj is valid.
Theorem 4.11: If K C N5 , ki,k2 <G Ns - K, ki ^ k2 , -^- > maxfc€Ku{fcl} ^p-, I^J < 1 and 
AK\J{^} «s valid, then AKU{^} is valid. [] 
Proof 4.11; P Assume that AKU^} is not valid. Then
\ — vl I — vL
AKL>{kl }< , max
9k
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so, by Theorem 4.3, FKu{k2} > 2. > FKlJ{kl} ( and consequently,
9k, (4.45)}
But vkl \ < 1 //np//es that ^-^- > ^L > 0, and f^M > f^1-) - But this means thatKl] ~ r ~ - ~
equation (4.45) cannot hold, a contradiction. Thus, the Theorem must hold. I 
From this point on, we will assume that our hyperplanes are labelled so that
^<i^!<...<i^. (4.46) 
9i 92 9s
Conjecture 4.12: If A^r is valid and A^k is invalid Vk > r, then A^r (ANr) < A# (A^V/sT C Ns .
D
Conjecture 4.12 enables the production of Algorithm 4.1 finding an ellipsoid containing the
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intersection of an ellipsoid £(o,, Q) and s Q-orthogonal pairs of parallel hyperplanes.
Algorithm: 4.1
1. Given £(a,Q) and hyperplane pairs B^(ni,yi).. . Kf (
2. Calculate — ^.T^ Qnk , i/k = yk- n^a, k = 1,..., s.
3. If s = p and
rt
=1 — ""* ^ 1, set
Stop. 
4. (a) Redefine k so that —— < ... < -^-;
v ' 9i — ~ 9i '
(b) Set t = s;






ii. if ^4^ > —— -, break from loop and go to 4d;
j f.
m. else set I := i — 1;









To make use of this, a method is needed to obtain the Q-orthogonal hyperplanes from the 
available hyperplane pairs.
4.3.1 Hyperplane Shifting — s Pairs at a Time
To obtain Q-orthogonal hyperplane pairs from the available hyperplanes, first shift these latter 
hyperplanes according to the method of subsection 4.2.1, that is, take Hf, find the Hf, k £ 
{2,..., s} such that the members of Hf can be shifted by the greatest extent to touch £ fl IT*, 
(where S is the relevant ellipsoid), redefine Ef = Hf (ni,j/i) to be the shifted hyperplane pair 
and then find H^, A: € {1,3,4,... ,s} such that the members of Hf can be shifted by the
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greatest extent to touch £ fl 11*, and work through all the H±?s in this fashion. The next step 
is to perform a Gram-Schmidt style orthogonalisation on the normals raa ,ra a_ 1} ... ,m to the 
hyperplanes, to obtain the Q-orthogonal set ns oc ns , n5_ l5 ..., hi:
j'-i
fl _ • — fl _ • —
k=0
n*-J
ns ,ys ) will be the first hyperplane pair of the set of Q-orthogonal hyperplane pairs. To find 
the remaining members of the set, find x^- = max{ra;T :r : x G (Ht(rij,t/j) U H~ (wj,j/j)) 0 
£}, where the methods of Subsection 4.2.1 are used to determine zj1"-, and set x/" 6
£ fl (UJ=i Ht K': 2/j) u H7 (n>' ^J')) such that n^xt = mini<j<^ n^xfj.
The quantity x~ satisfies the similar conditions to x*', but with "max" and "min" interchanged.
Then the zth member of the set of Q-orthogonal hyperplane pairs Ht- will have a normal parallel
to Hi and M,- will pass through xf, H,- through x~.
These hyperplane pairs can now be used in Algorithm 4.1.
Given an initial value for the ellipsoid £(a, Q), the following produces a sequence of ellipsoids
with decreasing volume:
Algorithm: 4.2
1. Add hyperplane pair k to the set (H^ ...., Mia_l } to obtain {H^ ,..., !HI,- a };
2. shift {H^ ,..., Hka }, dropping any redundant members;
3. if {Hj^ ,..., Ot s } has more than p members, drop the earliest member;
4. produce the set of working Q-orthogonal hyperplanes {OJ1 ,...,
5. perform Algorithm 4.1 on £(a, Q) and {H^ ,..., B?-.};










































































Table 4.1: Improvement in characteristic length-ratio for two hyperplane modified Fogel-Huang algorithm 
(strict sequence)
4.4 Empirical Results for the Modified Algorithms
4.4.1 Two Hyperplane Pair Algorithms
Figures 4.5 to 4.15 are much the same as the corresponding Figures in Chapter 3, with the 
addition of lines showing the minimum, mean and maximum characteristic length-ratios from 
the unmodified Fogel-Huang algorithm applied to the same families of data sets. (To save 
space, the Figures relating to the family of data sets affected by noise with the truncated 
normal distribution with crt = l/2\/3 have been omitted, as their features fall between those 
for the uniform distribution and truncated normal distribution with vt — l/4\/3. Also omitted 
are Figures relating to the ellipsoid centre-true parameter distance, as any improvement here 
is obscured by the wild variations in this quantity.)
Hyperplanes Pairs in Strict Sequence
In every case, the improvement shown by this variant of the modified Fogel-Huang algorithm 
over the unmodified version after 12 steps in the mean characteristic length is dominated by 
the improvement for the worst case, as is shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 also brings out the fact, not evident in the Figures because of the scale (dictated by 
the need to show the effect of the first few steps of the algorithm) that the mean performance in 
terms of characteristic length-ratios actually improves by about 2-25% (i.e., the uncertainty in 









































































Table 4.2: Improvement in characteristic length-ratio for two hyperplane modified Fogel-Huang algorithm 
(odd/even sequence)
6-44% ("roughly", because the estimate here involves approximating mean volumes by raising
the mean characteristic length to the pth power).
In addition, the improvement in the worst cases is greater than this.
Hyperplanes Pairs in Odd/Even Sequence
As expected, using hyperplane pairs more widely separated in the sequence results in an im­ 
provement on average, as illustrated in Figures 4.8 to 4.10 and confirmed in Table 4.2, although, 
for the worst cases in both two and three dimensions for the uniform noise distribution, this 
improvement is contradicted. In percentage terms, the improvement over the unmodified Fogel- 
Huang algorithm varies from 4-32% for the characteristic length-ratio, and 11-53% for the 
volume.
"Best Second" Hyperplane Pair
Here it is assumed that the available data accumulates and the "best" hyperplane pair is selected 
only from those previously encountered.
Nevertheless, the departure from "onlineness" enables further improvements in performance to 
be made. Now the improvement over the unmodified Fogel-Huang algorithm is 11-52% for the 










































































Table 4.3: Improvement in characteristic length-ratio for two hyperplane modified Fogel-Huang algorithm 
(best second)
4.4.2 s-Hyperplane Pair Algorithm
As the s-hyperplane pair algorithm makes approximations (replace hyperplane pairs by Q- 
orthogonal ones) not made by the two-hyperplane algorithm, it seems obvious that it will 
produce worse results when 5 — 2, so it has not been applied to the data sets in two-dimensional
parameter space.
The results for s > 2 are presented in Figures 4.14 and 4.15, and in Table 4.4. The aver­ 
age performance here seems to be slightly better than that of the two-hyperplane algorithm 
with strictly following the sequence of hyperplanes, and slightly worse than that of the two- 
hyperplane algorithm following the "odd/even" sequence, although the performance on the 
worst cases is much more mixed in that the maximum characteristic length of the s-hyperplane 
algorithm is greater than that of the strict sequence algorithm in three cases out of six, and the 
same is true with regard to the "odd/even" sequence (although equality to the given accuracy 
also holds for one case here).
4.4.3 Conclusions
Table 4.5 presents the computational expense of the algorithms considered in this section. 
Comparison with Table 3.7 reveals that all of these algorithms are still cheap compared with 
the calculation of the minimum-volume ellipsoid. The three two-hyperplane algorithms appear 
to have complexity which is fairly constant as the dimension of parameter space increases, but 













































































































Table 4.5: Mean and standard deviation of the number of kiloflops needed to calculate 12 steps of three 
variants of the two hyperplane pair modified Fogel-Huang algorithm and 12 steps of the s hyperplane pair 
modified Fogel-Huang algorithm.
with dimension.
The interesting feature is that the s-hyperplane pair algorithm is relatively cheap compared 
to the two-hyperplane algorithms. This is quite possibly due to the low-dimensionality of 
the examples allowing the orthogonalisation involved in the s-hyperplane pair algorithm to be 
outweighed by the fact that the solution of the equation FK(AK) = AK is not needed at every 
step, and that a comparable operation in the two-hyperplane version is needed, i.e., the solution 



















































Figure 4.1: a) Initial ellipse with hyperplane pairs 1 (dashed lines) and 2 (dashed and dotted lines);
b) initial ellipse, ellipse obtained by applying the Fogel-Huang algorithm to the initial ellipse and hyperplane 
pair 1, and the ellipse obtained by applying Fogel-Huang to this ellipse and hyperplane pair 2 (in order of 
decreasing area, naturally);
c) initial ellipse, ellipse obtained by applying the Fogel-Huang algorithm to the initial ellipse and hyperplane 
pair 2, and the ellipse obtained by applying Fogel-Huang to this ellipse and hyperplane pair 1;












Figure 4.2: Initial ellipse ('0') with the two ellipses obtained by applying Fogel-Huang twice with the hy- 
perplane pairs in the different orders ('12' and '21'), and the ellipse ('m') obtained by applying the modified 
Fogel-Huang algorithm to the initial ellipse and the two hyperplane pairs simultaneously (in this instance, the 
ellipse from the modified algorithm is of the smallest area).
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1 -
Figure 4.3: Shifting ECJ" to the boundary of £ nil! instead of the boundary of 8 (dashed lines are the original 
positions of M^, the dotted line is the position of M$ after being shifted to be tangent to £, and the solid line 
is the position of fflCJ" after being shifted to touch HI D £).
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Figure 4.4: £# Al (A) as the solution of Equation (4.41) of Theorem 4.7. (The dashed lines are at 
-"*J/0*i,P = 3, *i = L (0i.02.fli) = (1-96,2,2), and (1/1,1/2,1/3) = (0.2,0.02,0.02).)
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Figure 4.6: Characteristic length-ratios of strict sequence ellipsoids (noise uniformly distributed). (Showing 
the improvement for the worst case.)
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Figure 4.7: Characteristic length-ratios of strict sequence ellipsoids (noise with truncated normal distribution,
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Odd/even sequence Odd/even sequence
i————————i———————r-
Step number
Odd/even sequence Odd/even sequence
Step number





































Figure 4.10: Characteristic length-ratios of odd/even sequence ellipsoids (noise with truncated normal distri­ 
bution, fft = l/4\/3)-
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Figure 4.12: Characteristic length-ratios of "best second" ellipsoids (noise uniformly distributed). (Showing 
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Figure 4.15: Characteristic length-ratios of s-hyperplane algorithm ellipsoids (noise with truncated normal 
distribution, fft = l/4\/3).
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Chapter 5
Behrend-Lowner/John Ellipsoids for 
Two Observations at Once
The idea of the previous chapter was to iterate the process of finding the minimum-volume 
ellipsoid containing the intersection of an ellipsoid £k-\ with the region 11^ fl Ilk in parameter 
space consistent with two observations, where the minimum was taken over a(n) (effectively) 
two parameter family of ellipsoids. But, by the Behrend-Lowner/John theorem, there exists 
a unique minimum- volume ellipsoid €k containing £k-i O 11^ 0 11^. In the present chapter this 
unique minimum-volume ellipsoid will be investigated.
Changing the origin of the subscripts, let the first ellipsoid be £0 = £(ao-> Qo)-> let the strips be 
Hi = II(rii,t/,). i = 1,2 and let the desired minimum-volume ellipsoid about €Q fl HI D II2 be 
£2 = £(a2 , Qi}'. where, of course, the Q,-, i = 0, 2 are symmetric, positive-definite matrices. 
Since QQ is symmetric and positive-definite, there exists a nonsingular matrix P such that 
a l P = /. If z is set equal to aQ -f Pz, then
(5.1)
z/t-),t = 1,2, (5.2)
where mt- = PTn,-, i/t- = yi — nt-T a, i = 1,2. As mt-Tmt- = n^PP^ni — n,-TQoni, m,-Tm,- = </,-, 
i = 1,2 (in line with the definitions of previous chapters).
But there also exists an orthogonal matrix 0\ such that OiTmi = |mi|ei = ^fg\e\ and OiTm2 = 
woi e i + ^O2e2; where the ejt are canonical basis vectors for Rp and the n^ can be chosen such 
that n0i = h/^/g^ and n02 = \/ Q\9i — h2 /^/g\ > 0 (as the fflf not parallel to the Oj), so the 
required relations miTOiOiTm2 = miTm2 = niTPPTn2 = ni TQon2 = h and m2TOiOiTm2 =
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m2 m2 = n2 Qon2 = n2TPPTra2 = h hold (where h is also defined in line with previous 
chapters). Hence, if z = 0\w,
to €5(0,7),
x€ll(ni,yi) 




The order of volumes is preserved under the affine transformation which takes x to iy,
f* A/
so the inverse image of the minimum-volume ellipsoid, £2 = £(a2 ,Q2 ), about £(0,7) fl 
n(y^Tei,z/i) fl TI(noiei -f n02 e2 ,z/2 ) is the minimum-volume ellipsoid, £2 = 5(a2 ,Q2 ), about 
£(ao,Qo)nlI(rii.yi)nlI(n2 ,t/2 ). By symmetry, ai = f0ei + ?70e 2 and
Assume that the above transformations have already been made, so the problem becomes that 












and detQ2 is minimised (where Ip_2 is the identity in Ep~ 2). This last condition is, of course,
equivalent to maximising det Q% 1 = S^p~2\a/3 — 72 ) (where p is the dimension of the parameter
space, as before).
A change of notation is in order here. The strip fl(n, a, 6) is defined by x € 5(ra, a, 6)
a < nTx < 6, so HI = II(^61,1/1) - H^i,^ - l)/Jfi,(vi + l)/v^T) = n(ci,fi,
and H2 = II(noiei + n02 e2 ,i/2 ) = E(n0 , (^ - I)/1/92, fa + l)/\/0z) = n(n0 ,C2,C2), where
f1?2 = (i/! q: l)/^/^, Ci,2 = (^2 =F l)/\/^2 and the unit vector n0 = (n0iei + n02 e2 )/ v/^2".
The "missing" ellipsoid £1 = 5(fli,Qi) can now be defined as being the minimum-volume
ellipsoid about £0 (ao,Qo)nf[(ei,fi,£2 ), where it can be assumed without loss of generality that
66 > CiC2 5 so tnat ? ^ tne minimum-volume ellipsoid about £"0 H H2 is £0 0-e., CiC2 < — 1/p), it
is not necessarily the case that Si — £Q-
The case p = 2 will be considered later. For the moment, it is assumed that p > 2.
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5.1 General Theorems Concerning £2
It is necessary to cite two results from Pronzato and Walter[23] here. The first is:
Lemma 5.1: Let /C be a compact set of Rp and £(£) be the minimum-volume ellipsoid about /C.
Then
£(/C) = {x 6 Mp : (x - c(w))TQ(w)- l (x - c(w)) < l} (5.7) 
where
Q(w) = p(M(w) - c(w)c(w)T ) (5.8)
M(w) = I xxTw(dx) (5.9) 
JK.
c(w) = I xw(dx) (5.10)
JK.
and
w — argmaxlndet(M(w;/ ) — c(w')c(wf )T), (5-11)
where O is the set of distributions w1 over /C such that
= 1 (5.12)
D
and the second is 
Lemma 5.2:
1. A distribution w supported by at most ^p(p + 3) (and at least p + 1) points of JC always 
exists. These support points are located on the boundary of the complex closure of )C. When 
there are only p-f- 1 support points, they are uniformly weighted and c(w) corresponds to their 
centre of gravity.
2. w is not necessarily unique (although M(w) and c(w) are), but the set of all distributions 
satisfying equation (5.11) is convex.
3. Vx G /C,d(w, x) < 0, where
, x) = min^'gn max^*: d(w' ', a;).
n
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Definition 5.1: A distribution satisfying equation (5.11) will be called optimal for /C. [] 
A symmetry result can now be deduced:
Corollary 5.3: Suppose /C is a compact set of R? such that /C is unaffected by rotations which leave 
e\ and e2 unchanged. Then there exists an optimal distribution which is unchanged by rotations 
which leave e\ and e2 unaltered. rn 
Proof 5.3: By Lemma 5.2, there exists an optimal distribution w\ for /C. This distribution is 
not necessarily symmetric under the interchange of ei and GJ, i,j g {1,2}, but the distribution 
w-2 derived from wi by such an interchange will also be optimal for /C. Similarly, a distribution u>3 
derived from wi by a reflection leaving ei and e? unchanged will also be optimal. Suppose there are 
k — 1 distinct such distributions derived from such interchanges or reflections: w?, 1^3, .... Wk, say. 
Then the distribution w = (]C,=i wi)/k will also be optimal for K,, and w is unaffected by rotations 
not affecting e, and GJ. I 
Corollary 5.4: If £0 H f[(ei,£i,£2 ) H n(rc0iei + n02e2 , (1^(2) contains the support points of an 
optimal distribution w for £0 H n(ei,fi,£2 ), then £2 = £1. [] 
Proof 5.4: Let /Ci = & n n(e!,£i,6), ^2 = ^o n fl(Cl ,fi,6) n 5(n0iei + n02 e2; Ci,C2 ). 
Obviously, )d is compact (and convex), i = 1,2. Let fi(/C,-) = •!«;': /xeJC . w'(dx) = 1 J-, z = 1,2, 
so w e fi(/Ci) /s optimal forJCi. Implicitly assuming the obvious mapping between the distributions 
on JCi and those on its subset JC2 , it follows that w G fi(/C2 ) / as w vanishes except on /C2 . But 
D H(/C2 ), anc/ t/j/s implies that
In det (M(iw) - c(w;)c(iy)T ) < max In det (M(u/) - c(u;')c(u;/ )T )
ru'e^(/C2 )
< max In det (M(w;') - c(w')c(w')T ] ,
t/?e equality of the outer members of this chain of inequalities implies that w is optimal for /C2 
as well. But, if two compact sets have the same optimal distribution, they are contained in the same 
minimum-volume ellipsoid, by Lemma 5.1. I 









= [foi 0 EEP, (5.17)
where







These results are the translation into the notation of the present text of a simple extension of
Konig and Pallaschke's [16] results.
Equation (5.20) will first be put into a more symmetric form not involving a\ or ft.
Now _______________/————^————————
+ (l-ff)(l-l|) _ si-I?
1-6
and there is a similar expression for 1 — ft(l — ff)- Together, these yield (1 — ft(l — 
— £2^ _ ^^2 an(j ^nen
(6 - 6)0-/Mi-62 )= 6
- a
(6 + 6)
i + 66 P-I




6 + 6 (p + i)(6 + 6)
Equations (5.18), (5.19) and (5.21) will now be used to find a family of optimal distributions
for£0 nn(ei ,6,6)-
Theorem 5.5: Let xijki = £ei +
for some such that 77^- € [--y/1 ~ ?^ ' V1 ~ 6? 1 Vt,j = 1,2 (so that
~!) y ! - f,? -^1+2, ij,k = 1,2, / = 1,. . . , (p-2),
G 50 0
n(ei,fij6) V*,j,A; = 1,2,/ = l,...,p— 1) be the support points of a distribution w which 
takes on the nonnegative values Wiju at these support points. 
Then, if
and < r/22 (5.22)
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the r/'s also satisfy
- (fen - (5.23)




2(p- 2) (6 -6)^22-7/21)
-(6)1 ~
^ ov* ev '———vVt,j=l,2, 2(p - 2)(f2 - 6)(^22 - *0
the distribution to is optimal for £0 O fi(ei,fi,f2 ).
Proof 5.5.





t, j, Jfe - 1, 2, / = 1, . . . , (p - 2), for some r^ such that ^ £ [-0-^, v/1 - f ?] Vt, j = 1,2, 
anrf with the symmetric values w^ki = w^ for some nonnegative w^ and A; = l,2, / = !,.. .,p — 2. 
Then the condition that the distribution w be normalised is that
= 2(p - 2) (5.28)





















it would also be the case that
(x -ai)TQ~ l (x -
(x - c(w))T




(a; — c(w)) < p
d(x,w) < 0,
(where the penultimate equivalence follows from the matrix inversion lemma), that is, w would be
optimal for £0 fl fi(ei, fi, £2 )/ ^y Lemma 5.2.


















A relation between a, /?, 7, ^, & and 7/0 can be deduced from methods like the above.
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Theorem 5.6: If p > 2, the components of Q~l and c obey
D
Proof 5.6: fly Pronzato and Walter [23], the sequence of distributions {w^} converges to an 
optimal distribution for £0 H II i fl n2 , w/jere w^ /s given by choosing
x'i = arg m*x{d(w,x) : x G £0 fl HI 0 n2 } (5.39) 
and setting
(5.40) 
w/?ere xj /s t/?e distribution concentrated at x(,
i — cl 
and
_ _______d(w : "jj_____ /r xo\
S« ~ 7~~, JA...M ^/\\A_ . -iV ^O.^iZJ
The sequence is started by choosing support points x\' , . . . ,x}J G ^(^o H HI fl n2 ) swc/j
" 1 Eti ^ !0) ^!°)T - *o 2 Eti ^ S0) Eti ^ f T « nonsingular, and letting the weights w(^  =
In particular, let {w} be the convergent sequence started by making a definite choice of 
x^\ . . . , x^ G d£Q n HI n n2 and a definite choice of x( at each step i. Then {w(^ } converges, to 
, say. Now
d(w,x) = (x- c(w))T (M(w) - c(w)c(w)T)- l (x - c(w)) - p - 1, (5.43)
has no maximum on any unbounded set in Rp, provided M(w) - c(w)c(u;)T is positive definite. 
Hence, ifM(w)-c(w)c(w)T is positive definite, any maximum ofd(w,x) over d (£0^11^2) cannot 
be on the unbounded sets E^2 or Hf OffllJ' unless it is also in d£Q . But, ifM(w(°] ) -c(iy{0) )c(u;(10) )T 
is nonsingular, it is positive definite, and, if M(iw[l) ) - c(u?{t) )c(«;[l) )T is positive definite, then 
M(wf+1} ) - c(w[i+l) )c(w[i+l] )T is positive definite by choice of s;. Thus, x( € d£Q for each i, 
and so the set of support points of w^ is contained in the closed set d£Q n H! n H2 for each i. 
Consequently, the set of support points ofwi is contained in d£0 0 HI 0 H2 . 
Let w be the symmetric density derived from wi by the process described in the proof of Corollary 5.3. 
The set of support points of w will also be contained in d£Q n HI fl H2 .
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Then
M(w) = f xx w(dx]
= /
Ja




by the symmetry under reflections. But clearly
J-2 „ p-2
T \2 (J \ _ -j.j-2 X) W{Q.X) —
j=l
x) 2 u;(dx) (5.45)
























then allow equation (5.38) to be deduced.
It is now desirable to find conditions such that £2 = Si .
5.2 Conditions for £ =
The treatment will have to be divided into two cases here: Si ^ SQ and Si = So
5.2.1
Here it must be the case that £1^2 > — I /p.
Some sets need to be defined here: S = {(7711,7712,7/21,7722) £ [—7/110,0] 
x [0,77120] x [-7/210,0] x [0,7/22o] : 07/117712 4- 67/217722 + c = 0} and T = 
{(7/11,7/21) € [-7/iio,0] x [-7/210,0] : 37/12,7/22 : (7711,7712,7721,7/22) € 5}, where a,6,c > 0 and
77110,7/120,7/210,77220 > 0.
These sets have the properties given by the Lemmas below.
Lemma 5.7:
S = SoiUSioUSn, (5.50)
where
So-i = <
0, if 67/21077220 < c;
{(0,7/i 2 , 7/21, -C/&7/2l) :
7712 G [0, 7/i2o], 7/21 € [-7/210, -C/&7/220]} 5 «f &7/2 i07/22o > C,
=
0, if 
{(T/IIO, -c/aT/ii, 0, 7/22) :







f/ii € [-7/110,0), 7/21 e [-7/210, -c/67/22o]}, if 7/120 = 0 and
^7/2107/220 > C;
{(7/ii,-c/07/ii,r/2i,0) :
7/11 € [-7/110,-c/<27/i2o], 7/21 € [-7/210,0)}, if 7/22o = 0 and
07/1107/120 > c;
7/11 € [-7/110, 0)0
(-00, (67/2107/2 20 -
7/21 e [-r/2io,o)n
(-00, -(07/1207/11 + c)/67/220], 
<E [0,r/i2o] 0 (-00, -c/a7/n]n 
[-(67/2207/21 + c)/a7/ii,oo)}, if 7/i 207/220 > 0 and
67/2 i07/220 > C.
Proof 5.7.
= {(0,7/i 2 ,7/2 i,7722 ) G 5},
(5.53)
D
, 7/12 , 7/21, 7/22) G 5: T/iiT/21 >0},
so S = SoiUSioUSn.
First, suppose (T/H, 7/12, 7/2 i, 7/22) € 50i: t/Je/j T/H = 0 and 67/217/22 + c = 0, w/?/c/j means thatrj2 i < 0,
7/22 > 0 (SO 5oi = 0 /'/" 7/2107/220 = Oj. 77)HS 7/22 = -C/6?/2i. 8«t 7/22 € [0,7/220], SO 7/220 > -C/bf^l
which is equivalent to 7/21 < — c/67/22o- 7"A» in turn implies — 7/210 < — c/67/22o or 67/2107/220 > c. 
Clearly, SQI — 0 I/ fn/s /ast condition is not fulfilled, and SQI has the alternative form given if it is. 
The result given for SIQ follows in a similar fashion.
Now, let (7/11,7712,7/21,7/22) G 5n, and suppose ^20^220 > 0. As 7/22 = -(077117712 + c)/6r/2 i G 
[0, 7/220], a7/n7/i2 + c > 0 anc/ so 7/12 < -C/OT/H X\/so
7/220 7/i 2 >
143
< -(0771207/11 + c)/br)220
< (^2107/220 - C)/aTJi20
< (brjiiQrjiiQ - c)/ar/i2o
^7/2107/220 > C.
Reading between the lines of this chain of implications and equivalences enables the deduction of 
the first and last forms for 5n . The other two forms follow by similar arguments. I
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Lemma 5.8:
if c > 
&*?210*7220!
[-7/110, (67/2107/220 - c)/a7/120], 
[-7/210, -(07/1207/11 + c)/677220]}, if
67/2107/220 > C >
max {aT/noT/iao, ^210^220};
*7ii G [-17110, 0],
*?2i £ [-T72io, -(a*7i2o*7n + c)/6r/220]} , if ^210^220 >
[-17210, 0])U 
{(»7n,»72i) :
»7n ^ (-c/<"7i2o, (^210*7220 -




, -c/a»7i2o] x [-77210: 0])U 
{(»7n,»72i) :
7721 € [-77210, - + c)/67/22o]} , if
mn , 6772107/220} >
D
Proof 5.8: Follows from the previous Lemma.
The next thing to do is to find max{min{raoifi -f 7102^11,^01 £2 + 71027/21} : (7/11,7/21) € 71}.
Lemma 5.9: Let B := max{min{n0i6 + T^T/Ii,«oi6 + ^02^21} : (J7n,»72i) € T}. 
If c > 0771107/120 + 67/2107/220 then 5 = -oo;
if ^110*7120 + 67/2107/220 > c > max{a7/ii 07/i2o, 67/2107/220}, then
B = ^ "02 (5.55)
aj?120
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67/220 - n02™0l(6 - 6) < (5.56)
if > c > o7/21 o77220 then
17/120 102 (6 -6) < - 17/120
17/120+677220 '
I „ 67/2107/220 — CI ^O"2 ——————————— i
' U<i 177120 '
17/120 — 
(177120+67/220]
(6 - C,) < (5.57)
17/120
„—< n02
if min{aT?iioT7i2o,o7/2 io7/22o} > c then
— 17/120
— "02 C
17/120+67/220 — 67/220 '
(5.58)
D 
Proof 5.9: Follows by some tedious algebra after noting that B = max{n0i£i + max{n027/i :
^01 (6 - fijjfaij^) € T},n0i6 + max{n02 y/2 : 
G T}}, so B = max{n0i6 + n02 max{771 : 7/1 < r/2 
: r/2 < T/I - n^raoi^ - 6)}} as ^02 > 0. 
Corollary 5.10: Let B be defined as in Lemma 5.9. Then, if 07/110^/120 + 077210^/220 > c,
< max < mm
or/2]07/22o - c
+ 7^02 ———————————, ^01^2 — ^02^/210}•




Proof 5.10: Although this Corollary can be derived from the previous Lemma, 
it follows immediately from the fact that, if a77no??i20 + o7/2 i 0r/22o > c, then
Now some necessary conditions on the value of Ci such that £2 = £\ for given {1? ^2 and 
(where (2 > 0) can be derived. There are three cases where this can be done:
1. the intersections of the hyperplanes Hf with the hyperplane if both fall outside of
the interior of £b; this is the case %21 (C2 - ™oi&) > V1 ~ 
maxi=i,2 ra0 i& 4- ^2 y 1 — f? ;
* = or
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2. one of the intersections Hf n Kf falls in the interior of £0 , but the hyper­ 
plane Hj" does not cross the "equatorial" hyperplane between Hj" and Hj~; that
''02 \^>2 — ^Olstj j ^ 0, SO maXj=i )2 s ^Ols» ~t~ ^02 v 1 — S» i -^ S2 ^s,
3. both of the intersections Hf H Hj fall in the interior of £0 , but the hyperplane 
again does not cross the "equatorial" hyperplane between H+ and Hj~ ; so
> (2 > maxi=i )
There will be theorems giving a range of values of 
Theorem 5.11: Suppose
such that £2 — £1 for these cases.
max y 1 - ft? > •
Then, if
Ci < (5.60) 
£2 = £1( where B is given by one of the equations (5.56) to (5.58) with ryno = 1/120 = \/l — Q,
r/2io - ^ 220 = 1/1 -fj, a = & -&i, 6 - &i -fi, c = [(1 + 66 - (6 + 6)61) (6 - 6)] /(p- 1) 
foi given by equation (5.21), as follows:
if p = 3: B is given by equation
(5.56) if 6 € (-1,0) and 6 € (6,~6):
(5.57) if 6 € (-1, 0) and 6 € (-6,1). or if 6 € [0, 1);
(5.58) if 6 G (-1,0) and 6- -6- 
if p > 3: B is given by equation
(5.56) if





Proof 5.11: 7/?e idea is to find a set of support points for the distribution of Theorem 5.5. 
The position of the hyperplanes Hf and Hj" means that possible values for the 77 s are such that
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(i/n, i?i2, i/2i, 1/22) G [-7/110,0] x [0,7/i 2o] x [-7/210,0] x [0,r/22o], so long as equation (5.23) holds 
(with foi given by equation (5.21)), where r/ilo = 77,20 = 0 - tf> * = 1,2, and Ci satisfies 
Ci < mm;=li2 {noi6 + no27/,-i}. But, if fan, 1712,1/21,1722) € h»/iio,0] x [0,i/i 20] x [-i/2 io,0] x 
[0,17220], ancf equation (5.23) holds, (1711,1721) € T, with a = £2 - f01 , 6 = £0 - f01/ and c = 
[(1 + 66 - (6 + 6)foi) (6 - 6)] l(p - I)- Then, the relation
Ci < max < min {n0i& + "02^1} : (1/11,1/21) € T I (5.61) 
I 1- 1 '2 J
/s sufficient to ensure that £2 = £1-
/Vow, a//iior/i2o + ^/2io??22o = (p - l)c > c, as c > 0, so, to find which form from Lemma 5.9 needs 
to be used it is necessary to determine the ordering of the quantities 07/1107/120, ^772107/220 and c. 
For the moment, assume p > 3 and let
/(6:6) = C - G77i 1Q7/120
(6 -6X1 + 66-(6+ 6)60 = ———————-J——————
X\5 foi /s a continuous function (provided it is redefined to be 0 at its removable singularity £2 = 
and &, f i$ a continuous function of & and ^2- Considered as a function of£2 , f has zeros at
2(P - 2)e? - (p - 3)6 = ±\ ———————— : ————— , 6p- 1
anc/ these are all real iff* >(p- 3)/2(p - 2).
Co = —— — : — when 6 = ±1
so
a/ic//(ei,l) < 0, /(6,~1) > 0, fef fi G (-1,1).
/f 6 = 6 + c, /(6,6) = -£?(! - fi2 )^ + 0(c2 ), so /(6,6), considered as a function of 6, is
decreasing as it passes through £2 = 6 for all £i € (—1,1).
Also,
8 /(fi,6) _ /2(P-2)^-(p^ (p + i)(p2 - 3p + 4) 
y p_i(: » i- -
X
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Tfi - \/2(P - 2)6 - (P - 3)
which (when real) has the same sign as f j .
This information about f at (fa±l), (&,&) and fa the continuity of f and
thefactthat^ <
a//ows t/ie behaviour of f to be deduced in outline:
> -
let <?(£i:
is non-positive for & € (fi, 1).
= c — 677210^220- S' /s continuous, and, considered as a function of £2 , /»as zeros




7/iese relations, together with the facts that g is continuous and |£i| < \f 2Vpit)P~3 are
enough to deduce that g(£i,&) is non-positive for y positive for
(p-iK?+p-3 —2(p2) ,1 -
Hence, when
i. 6 < - 
w
(ty mi
( / ' .m....,,._——————————————— , /2(p-2)(f— (p-3) / ~y—p3!—' V
for 2(p-2)e?-(p-3) p-1 u
p-1 7-3
/f w/7/ be nofec( t/?at the condition fife > -1/p i/np/ics t/»at 6 < - <
~3
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(a) ar/iior/i 2o > c > 6r/210r/22o for & G f ^ 1 5
(b) min{a7/1107/12() ,6r/21o7/22o} > c for
Now the Theorem for p > 3 follows directly from Lemma 5.9.
Suppose now p = 3. 7~nen g = —f and f considered as a function of £2 has the zeros





and tnese facts, together with the continuity of f, are sufficient to deduce that 
if ?i G ( — 1,0), / /s positive for & 6 (fi, —fi), and non-positive for & G [—fi, 1);
if 6 e [0,1), / non-positive for & <E [6,1)-
Together with g = —f, the above is sufficient to allow the deduction of the rest of the Theorem.
Theorem 5.12: Suppose £2 obeys one of the sets of conditions given in the cases 1, 2 or 3 on 
page 146. Then, if




- ^ 02 7/210
- n02r/iio,
677;'220
where a = 6~&i, 6 = foi-fi. c = (6- 
and, in
(5.62)
= 7/120 = \/l ~ f i
case 1: r/2 i0 = r/220 =
case 2: let j be such that 
Then
21
•j + 71Q21/1 — f| = maxi=i ?2 rioifi -f »o2-\/l "~
7/2^0 — V 1 ~
{L 2} - {j}.
case 3: r/210 = ^021 (C2 - »oifi) and ^220 = ^02 (C2 -
D
Proof 5.12: In all cases, i/l - (% > r/2io, so ar/110r/i 2o + ^210^/220 > a(l - f?) + 6(1 - f|) = (p - 
l)c > c. fiwt t/?en Corollary 5.10 applies and the distribution given by putting r/n , r/12 , 7/2 i, r/22 in t/?e 
quantities of Theorem 5.5 will have support points contained in £0nITinlI2 //(r/n , r/i 2 , r/21 , ?/22 ) e 5-
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5.2.2
Now £16 < -1/p and £0i = 0. However, the following Theorem holds by the methods of 
Theorem 5.5:
Theorem 5.13: If 66 < -1/p, suppose £ e [-l/pfi,6]. Let £ = -1/pg and
ci + rfo-e 2 + (-1)1 - g2 - 7/?.e<+2 , t,j,fc = 1,2, / = l,...,(p-2), for some ^ such that
-^2 ] Vi,j - 1,2 (so that x,->w € ^o 0 n(ei ,£i,6) Vt,j,A; - 1,2,/ - 
1, ... ,p — 1) be the support points of a distribution w which takes on the nonnegative values 
at these support points. 
Then, if
f?n < »7i2 and 7721 < 7/22, (5.63) 
the r?'s also satisfy
e; 7721^22 - (^2 - eo (5.64)
and the weights ufy-jy are given by
for
/ K C /;\(5.66)
/ K «_v(5 ' 67) 
, V»,j=l,2, (5.68)
the distribution w is optimal for £0 H
The following Corollary can be deduced from the preceding Theorem.
Corollary 5.14: Suppose d obeys
Ci <max{Bi,£2 }, (5.69)
where
I = max{min{n0ifl(^2
7/2 io(f2 ),r/220(e2 ) > O^n(S) € [-77no(f2 ),0)} (5.70)
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and
> 0,7?2] (g) € [-^io(fi)> °)> (5-72)
for
77n(^2 ) ~ —————/—\———————— i (5.73)
<I ( (s2) r/12o(C2)
and
»/iio - Vl-fitfi) 2 , (5-74)
r?2 io - 1 -^' (5.76)






then £2 = £o- 
Proof 5.14.
With the values given by the statement of the Corollary, the distribution with support points
, x21kl =
f titti 2(p - 2)(& - ft(ft
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w . . 1
nT' v '^ ~ '
is optimal for both £, and £0 n E, 0 H2 provided i& 10 (S), ^(g) > 0, ^(g) € [-1/110(6), 0) 
and Ci < rcoTz for a// support points x of this distribution. But the last condition is guaranteed by 
(i < BI, so Ci < BI implies £2 = £0 . 
Similarly, d < B2 implies £2 = £0 .
5.3 Contact Points
In this section, it will be assumed that £2 ^ £Q.
Some definitions are necessary here:
Definition 5.2: For a set S let S° denote its topological interior and let OS = S — S° be its
boundary. Q
Here a condition on the centre of £2 will be given.
Lemma 5.15: If (£o,r/o) is the centre of £2 , then
. (5.86)
Proof 5.15: Suppose (fo,r?0) £ (£Q H n^)0 . Then there exists n e R2, k 6 R such that the
half-space H - {z <E Ep : [nT ,0]^ < k} D £0 fl III n R2 and (£0 ,?7o) £ Ep - H. But then the 
minimum-volume ellipsoid £2 around the set H O £2 is of smaller volume than £2 and contains 
£o H EX fl n2 . This contradiction proves the Lemma. H 
Now it is necessary to give some definitions: first a projection is defined, and then the contact 
points between £Q and another ellipsoid £ will be classified.
Definition 5.3: Let n be the projection TT: (£,TJ,X) € Rp H+ (£,77) e R2 . [] 
Definition 5.4: d(£0 n 1^ n H2) = (d£0 0 H! n H2 ) U (50 H H+ n H2) U (50 n Ef n H2 ) U (50 0
n!n]Hf)u(£onniniHf ) <mrf £:0 n n,- n
Let R2 = \J{£0 n Hf n ej' : Hf n £0° ^ 0, Kf n £0° ^ 0}. Let /?i = U{6> n n,- n e* : (t, j) €
{(1,2), (2, 1)}, £0° n H^ ^ 0} - R2 . Let RQ = d(£0 n HI n H2 ) -R1 -R2 . 
Let £ be an ellipsoid. //(£,??,*) £ d£ H d(£0 0 HI n H2) /or some x € Ep~2, ^cr» (£,r/) is a 
contact point for £. If (f , 77, x) 6 d£ n /fc /or some x e Mp~2 ; ^en (f , 77) zs a (contact) 
point of Type i for £. If (£,??) is a point of Type i for £ and f 2 + 7?2 < 1, (f,r/) z.s a 
(contact) point of Type ia for £. //(f,r?) is a pom* o/ Type i for £ and f2 + rf = I, (£,77) 
is a (contact) point of Type ib for £.
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// "for £" is omitted when the above definitions are used, " for £2 " is to be understood. 
Thus, for example, if (£, 77) is a point of Type 2, it corresponds to an equivalence class of points 
in Rp which belong to £Q fl £2 and to one of the four sets fjf fl Hf, which consist of the 
intersection of two hyperplanes.
Figure 5.1: Possible contact points of Types 0, 1 and 2 in three dimensions. The possible points of Type Oa 
(which do not in fact occur) are cyan-coloured, those of Type Ob are blue, those of Type la are red, those of 
Type Ib are pink and the point of Type 2a is orange. Note that two points of the three-dimensional space in 
the diagram correspond to each point of Type ia, and one point of the diagram corresponds to each point of 
Type ib.
Some properties of points of Type 0, 1 and 2 will now be derived.
Theorem 5.16: If (f,?/) is a point of Type 0, 1 or 2, then (f,r/, x) G d£0 for some x G ~2
Moreover, (f, 77, x) G d£Q for every x G Rp~2 such that XTX = 1 — £2 — r?2 .
Proof 5.16: The symmetry of £0 , HI, n2 and £2 under rotations which leave ei and e2 unaltered
means that If ({, 77, x) G £Q f) £2 belongs to i of the hyperplanes Hj", H^, Hj, H^", t/jen ({, 77, a;') €
£"0 H £2 belongs to the same i hyperplanes for every x' € Ep~2 such that x'Tx' = XTX. Thus, the
"Moreover" part of the Theorem follows from the main part.
lf(& 77) is a point of Type 0, then 3x G Rp~2 such that (f, 77, x) G d(£0 n Hi C\ H2) - (H? U H^ U
Hj" U HJ), so, obviously, (f,r/,a;) G ^50 .
Suppose now that (f, 77) /s a po/Vrt of Type I, ant/ t/iat t/?ere ex/sts a; G Rp~2 5wc/j t/iat (f, 77, x) G
#j _ #£0 . for t/,e sa^e of definiteness, suppose (f, 77, x) G H+. Since d£0 = {w G Rp : WT^ = 1}
and /f can be assumed without loss of generality that Hj" = {w G Ep : eiT iy = iwi = constant},
fnere ex/sts a neighbourhood V of (f, 77, x) such that V n (H^ U Bj U if U d£0 ) = 0.
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Since (?,r?,x) E H+, £ = i^. 77?e po/nt (w^^x + €«) € Hj~ H V //crT cr /s sufficiently small, 
but (£,r/)Q- 1 (£,?7)T + <*(* + er)T (x + e*) = 1 + £(2exTz + eje*) < 1 for er mtA sufficiently 
small, but nonzero, magnitude and arbitrary direction in the appropriate (p — 2)-dimensional subset 
only if 8 = 0, which would contradict the positive defmiteness ofQ. Thus there exists a point of 
Hf 0 V-£2 , and, as Vn(H^ UHj UHJ Ud£0) = 0 thereexists a point of£0 nEl r\H2 -£2 , which 
is in contradiction to £2 D £0 D HI fl H2 . T"/?/s means t/»at t/je assumption that (f , 77, x) E #1 - 
/s erroneous, and so (£, 77, x) e #1 /mp//es (f , 77, x) 
Similarly, (f , ry, x) € /?2 /'mp//es (f , 77, x) € %• 
Since for any contact point (£, 77), x such that (£, 77, x) G ^(50 0 EI 0 H2 ) n ^52 has magnitude
\/l - ^ 2 ~ »72 j and all ^ with this magnitude are such that (f,J/,ar) E ^(50 n HI 0 II2 ) H 
(f , 77) can be identified with the set {(£, 77, x) € Ep : XTX = 1 - f 2 - Ty2 }. This means that when 
a contact point (f , 77) is being mentioned, what in fact is being discussed is a typical member 
of the equivalence class {(£, 77, x) : XTX = 1 — £ 2 — T? 2 }. 
Lemma 5.17: If V is open and
VTC > 0 Ve 6 V 3 0 such that ra^e, . . . , ra/e < 0 (5.87)
then, either one of the n, is a non-positive linear combination of the others, in which case v is an 
arbitrary vector, or
v = kini + • • • + kfHf, ki,...,kt < 0. (5.88)
D
Proof 5.17: First, Gordan's theorem[20] will be quoted.
Ax > 0 (5.89) 
has a solution x E Kp, or
has a solution y E ^, but never both.
(">", "<", ">" and "<" for vectors will mean that the corresponding scalar relation holds for each 
of the components. For matrices, these symbols will have their usual meaning regarding positive 
and negative (semi)definiteness.)
If v^t > 0 for all t E V 3 0 such that r&i Te, . .. ,ra/T c < 0, then vTt > 0 for all t such that 
7i!Te,..., ntTc < 0. This means that -[u,rai,... ,nJTe > 0 has no solution e. But then, by
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Gordan s theorem, there exists k'Q , k{ , . . . , k'e < Q, not all of which are zero, such that k'0v + fcj
••• + k'tnt = 0. If, for any such A£,fcJ,.. .,fc{, k'Q = 0, tnen one of tne nt- is a non-positive
linear combination of the others, which means that {c : n,T e < 0,z = !,...,£} = 0 and v is an
arbitrary vector. If, for any such k'Q , fcj, . . . , k't , k'Q ^ 0, then there exists A?i, . . . , A* < 0 swc/»
u = kini + • • • + ktnt.
Lemma 5.18: Suppose V is an open neighbourhood of 0, A e R2x2 is symmetric and cTAt > 0
for all e G V, such that niTe, . . . ,n^Te < 0, where the nz are nonzero. Then, there are three
possibilities:
there exists ii such that rc, = fc,n,j for some ki > 0, i = 1,. . . , £ and then A must be positive 
semi-definite;
or there exist ii,z2 G {1, ...,£} such that {n^^n^} is a linearly independent set and m = k^ 
^2i^i2 » f°r some kn,kii > 0, and then A = &iin;1 raj 1 T + &i2(n;1 n;2 T + r^2 nj- 1 T ) + 622^2 ^ '2 
^11,^12,^22 such that 611,622 > 0 and either 611622 — 621 > 0 (when A is positive semi-definite) 
or 612 > 0;
or neither of the above hold, and then A is unrestricted.
D
Proof 5.18: Ifc^Ac > 0 for all t € V such that n^t, . . . , n^c < 0, then eTAe > 0 for all t such 
that rii Te, . . . , n^T e < 0.
Suppose there exists ii such that there exists ki > 0 such that n± = &;nzi/ i = !,...,£. Then 
niTe, . . . , niT t < 0 is equivalent to n^ Te < 0. Let t be an arbitrary nonzero vector. Ifn^c < 0, 
eTAe must not be less than zero. Ifn^t > 0, then nZl T (-e) < 0, so eTAe = (-e)Tv4(-e) must 
not be less than zero. But, if cTAt > 0 for t such that n^c ^ Q, t^At > 0 for t such that 
nZl T e = 0, by the continuity of ^  At considered as a function of c. Thus, cTAt must not be less 
than zero for arbitrary c and so A must be positive semi-definite.
Suppose there exists zi,z2 such that {n^.n^} is linearly independent and there exists kn,k2i > 0 
such that Hi = kuriii + k^n^, i = 1, . . . ,1 5/nce the n; are nonzero, (ku, k2i ) ^ 0, i = 1, . . . ,1. 
Suppose ni3 L ^ 0 is perpendicular to n^, j = 1,2, and that the choice of perpendicular di­ 
rections is fixed by n^n^.n^n^ > 0 (since {n^,^} C M2 is linearly independent, so 
is {n.n}, and these inner products cannot be Q). Then, an arbitrary c can be given by
t - kirii^ + k2ni2 L . The requirements that eTnij. < 0, j = 1,2, are satisfied by restrict­ 
ing ki < 0, * = 1,2. But then eTra, = A^ra^n;/ + A^i^n'V-/ < 0, so e satisfies all
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the requirements on it. Thus A must satisfy (k^i^ + k^^}^A(kl nil L + k2n^ L ) > 0 for 
all ki,k2 < 0. But {nJi; rit2 } is linearly independent, so there exist scalars bn ,bi2 ,b22 such that
^622 (ni2 Tnil -L ) 2 + 2fcifc2 &i 2 (rai2 T rai 1 1 )(nJ- 1 Tni2 1 ) + /c|6ii(nJl Tni2 -L ) 2 / and this should be nonnega- 
tive for all ki,k2 < 0. Bearing in mind that n;2 Tra; 1 1 ,ra; 1 T ra l2 1 > 0, this means that bn ,b22 > 0 
and either bnb22 — 621 > 0, or b\ 2 > 0.
Suppose the set {n,, n,} is linearly dependent for some i,j such that 1 < z, j < I and there exist 
«i,z2 such that ra;2 = kn^ where k < 0. Then ra?1 T e < 0,ra;2 T e < 0 is impossible, and so the 
condition e TAe > 0 for all e such that ni Te,..., ra/T e < 0 is empty and A is unrestricted. 
Suppose no two of the n's are such that one is a negative multiple of the other and that there exists 
z, j such that the set {n^nj} is linearly independent, but suppose that for all such sets consisting 
of a pair of linearly independent vectors there exists nm such that nm — k{U{ + kjrij where at least 
one ofki,kj is negative.
With a suitable re-labelling if necessary, suppose rai,..., nm are such that ra; = kmnn\ + kmminm , 
kmii,kmmi > 0, i = 1,... ,m, and, if i > m, {nl5 ni} is linearly independent and raz = kmuni + 
kmminm , where at least one ofkmu,kmmi is negative. Since there exists at least one n^ such that 
ni = kmiini + kmminm , kmli , kmmi > 0 does not hold, m ^ t.
Without loss of generality, suppose fcmi,m+i < 0 The case where fcmm,m+i = 0 (so nm+i = 
kmi,m+ini for kmi,m+i < Oj has already been dealt with, so it may be assumed that kmm,m+i ^ 0. 
lfkmm,m+i > 0, then nm = -A;~J7l)m+1 fcmi,m+iri 1 + A;~^)m+1 ram+1 and n± — kmnni + kmminm =
Is* .fa 1 fn - \ K* . - fc* • T) ^ —— K* . 4 ^ *T) 4 \ K* 14 i -. *T7 .^ \A/h&i*&l*"mmi fuml,m+l J /t l i n>mm,m+l n'mTm ll"m+I ~ A-m+l,lz /fc l i n>m+l,m+l,i""m+Li wiici*;
,i > 0, i = 1,... ,m + 1. (If any ni, i > m + 1, can be written as a non- 
negative linear combination of ni and nm+i, this process of writing as many of the ni as possible 
as a nonnegative linear combination of a choice of two of the ni can be speeded up by a further 
re-labelling).
If this process can be continued, the relations ni = k^ni + kmnt, km, km > 0, i = 1,... ,£ will 
be obtained, a contradiction. Thus there exists m < i such that nm+i = kmi,m+ini + kmm,m+inm 
3nd Avni,m+i,fcmm,m+i < 0. But then rai Te,nmTe,ram+iTe < 0 is impossible, so {e: n^t < 0,z = 
1, ...,£} = 0 and A is unrestricted. H 
Lemma 5.19: Suppose V is a neighbourhood of 0, A G E2x2 and A is such that eTAe > 0 for all 
e G V such that nT e = 0 and ni Te,..., ra/e < 0, where n and the n, are nonzero. 
Let nL be one of the two unit vectors perpendicular to n. Then, there are two possibilities:
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U{ n ?s 0,i = !,...,£ and all these inner products have the same sign. In this case, only those 
A's such that n^AnL > 0 satisfy the above condition;
or this not the case. Then A is unrestricted.
Proof 5.19: If A is such that tTAc > 0 for all t e V such that nT t = 0 and ra/e, . . . , n/Tc < 0, 
then A is such that c^At > 0 for all t such that nT € = 0 and ni Te, . . . ,n/T e < 0. If nTe = 0, 
t = ileln1 . In the second case above, either there exists nz such that n^nL = 0, so n^t = 0, or 
there exists n;, HJ such that n^n1- > 0 > n^n1- , so either n^t > 0 > n^t or n^t > 0 > n;Te, 
unless e = 0. Hence the set of appropriate t is empty and A is unrestricted. 
In the first case in the statement of the Lemma, either ra;T e < 0, i = 1, . . . , t or n^(—€) < 0, i = 
1, . . . , t, so |e| 2n1T^n1 > 0 implying n1T ' AnL > 0. • 
Theorem 5.20: If (£,??) is a point of Type Oa, then the coincidence condition
for some k < 0, hold.
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/3(r, - r,0 )* + S(l - ( 2 - ^ 2 ) = 1, (5.91) 
the tangency conditions
and the Jacobian condition
I - 8~1Q-1 > 0 (5.93)
hold.
If (£, 77) is a point of Type Ob, then
+772 = l, (5.94)
the coincidence condition
&) 2 + 27(e - &)(•/ - ^ ) + /?(•/ - ^ /o) 2 = 1, (5.95) 
and the tangency conditions
(5.96)
If £ = & and 77 = 770, or if A; = 0 above, then inequality (5.93) holds in this case too, but, in any 
case, the weaker condition
(S - a)rj2 + 277/£ + (6 - $}? > 0 (5.97)
holds. rn 
Proof 5.20: If (f , 77) is a contact point, then
- &)fo - 770) SxTx = (5.98)
for all points x e Rp~2 such that £2 + 77* + ZTZ = 1, so equation (5.91) must hold. 
Let XQ stand for the magnitude of an arbitrary x such that (£, 77, x) is in the equivalence class of 
points represented by (£,77). 5/nce (£,77) is a Type 0 point, there exists a neighbourhood V of 




i/'c/j is (x — c)TQ 1 (x — c) + SXQ = 1, can be regarded as implicitly defining nonnegative XQ as a 
function off and 77. Then
/•) 1 
—Fz0(f, 77) = - .Q"1^ - c). (5.100)
7ne distance of any point in the equivalence class represented by (f, 77) from the centre of So is
JU Ju |™ JUf\f 01 fW
a (5.101)
(5.102)
Let e^, e^ be sufficiently small that
— c)*1^" 1 ^ + t — c) -f <foo(:c -f e) 2 = 1
has a real solution x0 (x + e) for e = (e4 , c,) ftn/s vv/// be possible as £2 + rf < 
Then (f + e^, 77 + c,, x) € ^£2 fer a// x swcn tnat XTX = z0 (x + e) 2 ancf
/- , \T/- , _\ , _ /- . ,\2 _ -T- , „ /-\2 , ,T ^(x
(5.103) 
and x + e G fl"(V).
e) 2 = x5
1 rp O /-T-(x x (5.104)
(5.105)
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If (x + e)T (z + e) 4- x0 (x + e) 2 > 1 for a// sufficiently small e, iW?/c/) must 6e the case if no point of 
d£i 0 V is to be an interior point of£0 , then x - S~ lQ~ 1 (x - c) must vanish and equation (5.92) 
must hold. In addition, (1-S- 1Q- 1 ) must be positive semi-definite. That is, equation (5.93) must 
hold.
For the case where (f, 77) is a point of Type Ob, derivation of the vector x - S~ lQ~ 1 (x - c) and the 
tensor (I — 8~lQ~ l ) follows either in the same way after changing the dependent variable or by a 
symmetry argument. However, the vector t now has some restrictions on its direction as well as on 
its magnitude, as the quantity z0 (£, r/) 2 = ^-1 [l — (x + t — c] Y Q~ l (x + c — c)] is nonnegative for 
sufficiently small (but nonzero) e only if t^Q~ l (x — c) < 0. Set w = Q~l (x — c). Thus it is required 
that2c T (x-6- lw) + (T (l-8- 1Q-l )c > 0 for all c such thattTw < 0 and t is in a neighbourhood V 
ofO. This means that there exists e0 e R such that2tl t r (x-8-1w) + e2l eT (l-6- 1Q- 1 )c > 0 for all 
ci £ (0,e0] and all c such that Pi = 1 andFw < 0. Thus, 2eT (x-<r1w;) + e 1 eT (I-<r 1Q-1 )e > 0 
for all ci e (0, CD] and all c such that eTe = 1 and CTW < 0 and so 2eT (x - S^w) > 0 for all t such 
that tTw < 0. Then, by Lemma 5.17, x — 8~ l w = kw for some k < 0, and equation (5.96) has 
been derived.
But now 2ktTw + e!eT (I - S~lQ-l )t > 0 for all ci € (0,e0] and all t such that £Te = 1 and 
tTw < 0. If w = 0 (equivalent to x = c, as Q > Q) or k = 0, then I - 8~lQ~l > 0 by 
Lemma 5.18. Suppose w ^ 0 and let WL be one of the unit vectors perpendicular to w. Suppose 
w-LT^j^-ig-i^i < Q i_etv _ (i-c^w-L + tiW/VwTw forsomet2 € (—1,0). Then VTV = I, 
VTW < 0 and VTW + ^v 
2VwTwt2 (l - €.l)^wT (l - S^Q-^w-L + tlwT (l - S- lQ- 1 )w]/(wTw) which can be made negative 
by choosing |e2 | sufficiently small. This contradiction means that wLT (l — 8~ lQ~l )wL > 0. 
But, ifw ^ 0, w is parallel to x and so any vector x1 orthogonal to x in R2 is parallel to WL . This 
means that inequality (5.97) holds, as x^(I - S^Q-1)^ > 0 holds ifw±T(l - 8-lQ~l }wL > 0 
does. • 
Theorem 5.21: Suppose (^,77) is a point of Type 1. For x e Ep~2 such that XTX - 1 - f2 - rf, 
[f 77 XT] T belongs to H, one of the hyperplanes Hf, Hj~, Hf, Hf, by the definition of a Type 1 
point. Suppose H is defined by nT [£ 77 XT] T = C, where n = [HI n2 0T]T G Ep is the outward
normal to H. Then
ni { + n2rj = C (5.106)
and
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if (£,77) is a point of Type la, then the coincidence condition
+ 6(1 - e - r/2 ) = 1, (5.107) 
and the tangency conditions
7(77 -7/0)] =
, (5.108)
for some A; < 0 hold.
If A: = 0, the Jacobian condition
1 >0 (5.109) 
holds, but, if k ^ 0, the weaker Jacobian condition
(S - a)nl + 27m t»2 + (J - /?)nj (5.110) 
holds; 
if ({, 77) is a point of Type Ib, then
+ i72 = l, (5.111) 
by definition, and the coincidence condition
«(f - &) 2 + 27 (f - &)(»/ ~ ifr) + /?(f7 - r/o) 2 = 1, (5.112) 
and tangency conditions
for some non-positive ki and A;2 , hold.
A Jacobian condition also holds. This has the form
(5.113)
l >0 (5.114) 
if ki = k2 = 0 and Q~l (x - c) = kn for some k > 0.
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If ki = k2 = 0 and Q l (x - c) is not proportional to n,
, (5.115)
where 611,622 > 0 and either &n622 - 6J2 > 0 or 6i2 > 0.
If ki < 0 and either w = kn for some k > 0, or fc2 = 0, the Jacobian condition is
(6 - a)nl + 27mna + (J - /3)nJ > 0. (5.116) 
If fci = 0, the condition
(6 - a)r}2 + 27^77 + (5 - ft? > 0 (5.117) 
holds. 
Otherwise, I — S~ l Q~l is unrestricted.
D
Proof 5.21: Let w = Q~ l (x — c). As in the proof of Theorem 5.20, (£, 77) is a point of Type 1 if 
and only if the appropriate coincidence condition holds, eT (x — S~lw) > 0 for t in a certain subset 
of a neighbourhood V 9 [£, 7/,a;T]T , where the only hyperplane Hf2 that V intersects is H, and 
tT (I — S~ 1Q~1 )c > 0 for f. in a, in general, different subset of V. If (£,?/) is of Type la, then 
only the c such that [f , 77, XT ] T + e € II, where H is the strip bounded by H, are relevant. That 
is, the condition on (x - S~lQ~l ) is that tT (x - S~ lw) > 0 for all t e V such that nT e < 0. By 
Lemma 5.17, equations (5.108) hold.
The condition on I - S^Q' 1 is that 2kcT + eT (I - S-lQ"l )e > 0 for allt^V such that nTe < 0. 
By an argument similar to that of Theorem 5.20, if k = 0, inequality (5.109) holds. On the other 
hand, ifk < Q, nLT (I — J" 1^" 1 )^1 > 0 for nL perpendicular to n, so inequality (5.110) follows. 
If (f , T/) is of Type lb, then only the e such that nTe < 0 and CTW < 0 are relevant for the 
consideration of the condition placed on x — &~ lw, so, by Lemma 5.17, equations (5.113) hold (as 
w = k'n, k1 < 0 would imply £0 n 1^ n H2 = 0/
The condition on I - S~1Q-1 is that 2eT (k1 n + k2w) + eT (I - S^Q-^e > 0 for all c such that 
eTn, tTw < 0.
As before, this implies eT (I - 5~lQ~l )e > 0 for all c such that eT ra, eTw < 0, eT (kin + k2w) = 0. 
There are four cases:
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a &! = k2 = 0. In this case inequalities (5.114) and (5.115) follow from Lemma 5.18;
b w = kn, for some k > 0, or fc2 = 0. Then n1 (I - S^Q'1 )^ > 0, where nL is perpendicular to 
n, and inequality (5.116) follows;
c ki — 0. Then wL (l — S^Q'^w1- > 0, where WL is perpendicular to w, and inequality (5.117) 
follows;
d otherwise I — 8 Q is unrestricted.
Theorem 5.22: Suppose (f, 77) is a point of Type 2. For x 6 Rp~2 such that XTX = 1 — f 2 — ?y2 , 
[f ?? ZT] T belongs to HI n H2l where HI is one of the hyperplanes H^,H^, and H2 is one of the 
hyperplanes Hf , HJ , by the definition of a Type 2 point. Suppose Hj is defined by nt-T [f 77 XT ]T = f,-, 




if ({,17) is a point of Type 2a, then the coincidence condition




for some A;i,A:2 < 0 hold.
If Jbi = A;2 = 0 (equivalent to x - ^ Q""1 ^ - c) = 0) the Jacobian condition
, (5.121)
where 6n,622 > 0 and either 6n622 - 6J2 > 0 (equivalent to I - S~lQ~l > 0), or 612 > 0, 
holds.
If jfci = 0,t €{1,2}, then
1^T (I - S-iQ-^nf > 0, (5.122)
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where nj- is either of the unit vectors perpendicular to njt and j e {1,2} - {«}. 
Otherwise, I - S~ lQ~ l is unrestricted;
if (£,77) is a point of Type 2b, then
f2 + i72 = l, (5.123)
by the definition of a Type 2b point, and the conditions applying to points of Type 2a also 
hold here.
D
Proof 5.22: Most of the proof here is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.21. It is only necessary 
to show that the expected tangency conditions for points of Type 2b are equivalent to those for 
Type 2a (then the Jacobian conditions for Type 2b will also be identical to those for Type 2a). The 
expected conditions are:
fe Mf - 6)
(5.124)
where k\, k2 and k$ are non-positive. However, if Q~ l (x — c) is not a positive linear combination 
of HI and n2 , then £2 ~fc So H HI n 112, and, ifQ~l (x — c) is a nonnegative linear combination of HI 
and n2 , the tangency conditions holding for a point of Type 2a follow from the above conditions. I 
Remark 1: If any of the fc's in the tangency conditions of Theorems 5.21 and 5.22 above are 
zero, the equations governing a Type za point become those governing a Type (i — l)a point, 
and the equations governing a Type ib point either become those governing a Type (i — l)b 
point or those governing a Type ia point. Similarly, if two fc's are zero, a Type Ib point is 
governed by equations like those pertaining to a Type Oa point, and so on. 
Remark 2: The possible existence of Type 2b points will be disregarded in what follows, as 
the ultimate purpose of the present text is to find minimum- volume ellipsoids in the context of 
parameter estimation with random noise, and, in this context, given infinite precision, Type 2b 
points will occur with zero probability. Given the high precision of modern computing, they 
will occur with vanishingly small probability. 
Now some possible combinations of contact points will be eliminated.
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Theorem 5.23: If (f,r/) is a Type 0 point and £2 ^ £0 , (f,r/) is a Type Ob point. [] 
Proof 5.23: Suppose there exists a Type Oa point. Let a proper orthogonal transformation Oi 
be applied which takes the Type Oa point into (£,0), f <E [0,1). Then the coincidence condition 
becomes
«(£ - £o) 2 - 27r/0 (e - &) + /fyo + <J(1 - f2 ) - 0, (5.125) 
ane/ the tangency conditions become
- a(£ - &) + 7»fo = 0, (5.126)
o - 0. (5.127)
Now -1 < £0 < £ < I, by Lemma 5.15. Thus, equations (5.125) to (5.127) can be solved fora, 7 
and S:
_, _ _______ S _______ i fK-\fyo\~ + (5 ' 128)
7 = Tr, (5.129) "Co
. (5.130) -o
det Q~l > 0 implies that
_
/c/j /n torn implies that f > 0. 5/nce (f, 0) /s a Type (?a po/'nt, I2 — <^~ 1 <3~ 1 > 0. Thus, 6 > /3 
and 8 >a. The second of these relations means that
/'K-iq'Vi ' (5 - 132)
with the consequence that f0 < 0, which means that 8 <l. 
Thus
\ j ^ / \ "j>
< 1 (5.133)
>-l- But this is a contradiction if £2 ^ £Q . • 
Thus, it has been shown that Type Oa points do not occur and that Type 2b points obey the 
same conditions as Type 2a points. Effectively, the only Types that need to be considered are 
Ob, la, Ib and 2a. 
Now some possible combinations of points of various Types can be eliminated.
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Theorem 5.24: If £2 ^ £o, then there exists 0 or 1 points of Type Ob. n 
Proof 5.24: Suppose there are two distinct Type Ob points and that an orthogonal transformation 
Oi has been applied so that they are taken into (^ , ±77^, where f J + r/J = 1 and ^ > 0. Then the 
coincidence equations become
= 1, (5.134) 
the tangency equations are
- a(6 - &) - 7(±»7i - »fe) = *±[«(&-6>) + 7(±'?i -»*>)], (5-135)
- 7(6 - &) ~ /?(±*7i - 770) = fc
Equations (5.135) and (5.136) combine to yield
6 [7(6 - &) + 0(±»n - r/o)] = ±»h[«(fi - &) + 7(±fi - ^ 7o)]. (5.137) 
7"/?en equations (5.134) and (5.137) result in
-£o) 2 -27770(6 -&
= 0, (5.139)
= 7 2^ , (5.140)
Pti = «(fi-&) + 7^ (5-141)
fas 77!
Suppose & = fi- ™«", ^y equation (5.139), T/O = 0; by f5J4^, 7 = 0; fcy f5J4J| fi = 0, so
fo = 0; ancf, /y ("5.15^ /? = 1. But, by equation (5.136), 6 - j3 = k+/3 < Q, so S < 1. 5/nce
equation (5.97) holds, S - a > 0 and so (3 = 1 > 8 > a, which means that det Q~l = Sp~2aft < 1
which is a contradiction.
Suppose now that f 0 ^ 6 • Then the above equations allow the conclusion that 7 = 7/0 = 0 and
- (5 ' 142)
Once aga/'n, equations (5.136) and (5.97) mean that j3 > 8 > a > 0. This chain of relations means 
that either & > 0 > & or & < 0 < &. >4/so
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But this is the same situation as encountered in Theorem 5.23, and so there cannot be two Type Ob 
points when £0 ^ 6 either. f 
Theorems 5.23 and 5.24 mean that the only possible connected subsets of 7r(d£0 0 d£2 0 [H+ U 
if U Hj U Bf]) of one Type are those of one point of Types Ob, la, Ib or 2, or sets containing 
infinitely many points of Type 1 .
Theorem 5.25: Suppose M is one of the hyperplanes Hfj2 . Let H = {a: € Rp : [nT ,Q]x = £}, where 
[rai,n2 ,0] T = [nT ,0]T G Rp is the unit normal in the outward direction from the strip II bounded 
by EL If ?r(H) contains a point of Type la and a further, distinct, contact point, 7r(H) contains 
infinitely many points of Type la. If 7r(H) contains a point Type Ib, then ?r(H) contains either 0 




cTc < 1 (5.145) 
nTc < C (5.146)
_______________ _______________ 




-T-~ JL ™CC < 1 (5.150) 
Tc < C (5.151)
o, (5.152)
n-1-^ = 0 (5.153)
where rc-1 is one of the two unit vectors perpendicular to n (in R2 !), for some 8 and c, and then 
7r(d£0 n H n HI n n2 ) = {x e 7r(H n HI n E2 ): 2; is of Type 1 or Type 2}, and there are at most 
two points of Type 2 in this set. £] 
Proof 5.25:
Obviously, if the cardinal 7r(d£0 n H n HI n H2 ) > l f v(d&> n H n IIi n H2 ) = c.
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Suppose an orthogonal transformation Ol has been applied such that n = [1, 0] T . Suppose (C, 77^ 
;r(H) is a Type la point. Then
a(C - &)2 + 27(C - fcOfo! - 770)
^(1-C2 - 2^ ) = 1, (5.154)
C -J^MC- 60 + 7foi -»fo)] = &, (5.155)
!7i-r l [7(C-&)+/?foi-ifo)] = 0, (5.156)
/or some A; < 0, by Theorem 5.21.
Suppose (f , 772) /s a further contact point. Then
(5.157)
772 ^ f?i •
It will also be noted, by Lemma 5.15 that C > f o 
The difference of equations (5.154) and (5.157) leads to
27(C ~ &) + Pfa + I? - 2770) - 6 fa + jyi) - 0. (5.158)
The matrix formed from the coefficients of j3 and 7 in this equation and equation (5.156) is non- 
singular as £o 7^ C and ^2 7^ f/i, ^o t/jese equations can be solved simultaneously for J3 and 7. The 
result of doing this can be substituted back into equation (5.154) and it can then be concluded that
(5.160)
7 = jr. (5.161)
s ~ so
of a,/? ana1 7, «(C ~ &)2 + ^ (C ~ &)(»/ - *?o) + /?(»/ - y/o) 2 + <f (1 - C2 - ^72 ) = 1
for a// 77 e [--y/1 - C2 , y^1 - C2]/ 50 a" °^ f^ese points are Type 1 points provided that (C, 77) 
7r(£0 n HI n n2). ^wf, obviously, ifrj e (mm{771 ,772 },max{771 ,772 }) / tn/s condition is satisfied. 
Then, either
o,. - C6> - max{770r7: (C, 17) 6 ir(d€o 0 Hn Hj 0 n2 )}
(5.162)




P = S, (5.165) 
7 = 0 (5.166)
'1-CS 
??o = 0. (5.167)
The restrictions on S in equations (5.162) and (5.167) are necessary to ensure that an equation 
like (5.155) holds for at least two values ofrj and that a/3 - rf > 0 holds.
It is now desirable to write the relations (5.159) to (5.163, and relations (5.164) to (5.167), which 
ensure that d£Q D H = {x € H : x is of Type 1} ; in a form which is unaffected by rotations 
0\ which affect only ei and e2 . This is done by noting that a = nTQ~ln, /3 = nLrfQ~lnL , 
7 = nT (3~ 1 n-L , £0 = nTc and 770 = ±n-LTc, where n1 is one of the two unit vectors perpendicular 
to n. This, together with the facts that Q~l = (nTQ-ln)nnT + (nT<5- 1 ra-L )(rm1T + nLn?) + 
(ra-LT<5- 1 ra-L )n1 rrLT andc = (nTc)n+(n-LTc)ri J- means that relations (5.159) to (5.163), or (5.164) 
to (5.167), which ensure thatd£oC\M. — {x G H: x is of Type 1}. can be written as relations (5.144) 
to (5.148), or (5.149) to (5.153) respectively. • 
Now some sets can be defined.
Definition 5.5: Let S be a connected component of 7r(d£0 n d£2 fl [Kf UH5"UlHlJUlHIJ]). 7/5 
consists of a single point of Types Ob, la, Ib or 2, S will be described as being TOb, Tla, Tib or 
T2 respectively. If S has infinitely many points, the sets SC\7r(I$), where H 6 {Hj1", H]", IHDj", Oj }, 
will be described as being M.T if they consist of more than one point. Q 
A slight diversion will be made here to investigate what happens when H contains two points 
of Type Ib. 
Theorem 5.26: Let the definitions of Theorem 5.25 hold. If H contains two points of Type Ib,
T _ 2(C — n c) — n c
(5.168)
nTc <
CTC < 1, (5.170)
S 6 (0,0], (5-172)
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for some c <E E2 , /?, S £ E.
Proof 5.26: Now suppose (C, r/i) and (C, -?/i) are distinct Type Ib points (and ^ > Q). 
Then the coincidence conditions
a(C - &)2 + 27 (C - &)(±m - ^ o) + £(±171 - 7?0 ) 2 - 1, (5.173) 
no/d, wn/cn means that
= 1, (5.174) 
(C - &) - 2/fyiife = 0. (5.175)
5/nce & < C a"^ *?i > 0, these equations can be solved for a and 7:
_ l-fll-C'-qg). (5>176)
7 - 7 — j- (5.177) s ~~ Co
77?e second components of the tangency conditions are
±<fyi - 7(C - &) - /?(±^7i - *>) = ^2±[7(C - &) + /?(±^7i - ^ o)], (5.178) 
wnere k2± < 0, or
0 (5.179)
so &2+ = A;2- = /3~ 1 6 — 1 and 5 < /3. This, together with equations (5.176) and (5.177) and 
Lemma 5.15 lead to equations (5.168) to (5.172) by the methods of the previous Theorem. I 
The task of eliminating combinations of contact points will now be returned to. 
Theorem 5.27: If H e {Kf , Hf , Mj , Bj } is such that ?r(H) contains two Type Ib points or 
infinitely many Type 1 points, then the opposite hyperplane H' contains 0 or infinitely many points 
of Type la. If H' contains infinitely many Type 1 points, then so does H. [] 
Proof 5.27: Suppose H = K~I ({X e E2 : nTx = (}), H' = TT~ I ({X € E2 : nTx = £'}), wnere 
[raT , 0]T is the outward normal to the strip bounded by H and H'. Suppose n has been taken into 
[1,0] T by an orthogonal transformation and that there is a Type la point on Tr(H') given by (C',»/)- 
If H contains infinitely many points of Type 1, then (3 = 6, by Theorem 5.25. /r"H contains two 
Type Ib points, j3 > 8, by Theorem 5.26. But /3 < 8, by Theorem 5.21 and the existence of 
a Type la point on H', so (3 = S in this case too. Consequently, the second component of the 
tangency condition for the Type la point (£', 77) is
&) = 0, (5.180) 
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so
1 = T, (5.181)
by Theorem 5.25. But, of course, £' ^ £, so T/O = 0 and 7-0. This implies that every point 
(C', T/) € 7r(H') U Tr(H') /s a Type 1 point. • 
Theorem 5.28: Let the conditions and definitions of Theorem 5.25 hold. If infinitely many points 
of Type la are contained in H and a further, distinct, contact point (£3,7/3) is known, then (£3 ,7/3 ) 
cannot be of Type Ob. rn 
Proof 5.28: Let the orthogonal transformation of Theorem 5.25 be applied, if necessary. Then, 
dearly, £3 < C-
Suppose (£3 ,7/3) is a Type Ob point. Then the associated coincidence condition is, by Theorem 5.20 
and equations (5.159) to (5.163) or equations (5.164) to (5.167):
- £o)(r/3 ~ »/o) + £(1 -&- 2W?o + *ll) = 1, (5.182)
o
and the tangency condition is
- 6) -
o - (6 - &)
fe -60
(5.183)
/or A;3 < 0.
Eliminating k$ between the first and second components of equation (5.183) yields
[& - ((i - C2 )& - C%2
= 0.
(5.184)
Suppose 7/o = 0. Then equation (5.182) becomes
[£3 + C - 2(1 + £3C)£o + (£3 + C)£o2 ]* = 6 + C - 2£0.
If the coefficient of 8 in this equation is 0, £0 = |(& + C)/ and tne coefficient of 6 becomes |(C2 -
(5.185)
which can only vanish //£3 = -C- But, then £0 = <),»& = ±0 - C2 and equation (5.184) becomes 
±(S- 1)C\/1 - C2 = 0, so <J = 1. Bwt, substituting this, together with £0 = 0 /n equations (5.164) 
to (5.167) would lead to the conclusion that £2 = £0 .
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Now assume that the coefficient of S in equation (5.185) does not vanish (a consequence of this is 
that £0 ^ |(& + C)/ Then that equation can be solved for S:
~ 6 ~ C
When this is substituted into equation (5.184), the result is rj3 (2£Q - f 3 - f)(f - f3)f0 = 0, and 
the only solution of this that is consistent with the assumptions in force is £0 = 0. But, when this 
is put into the equation above, the result is S = I, and, by equations (5.164) to (5.167), £2 = £0 . 
Thus, ifrjQ = 0, the contradiction £2 = £o follows. Hence, rj0 ^ 0, and it may be assumed without 
loss of generality that T/O > 0.
Then, equations (5.182) and (5.184) can be solved for £3 and rj3 , as (5.182) is linear in 773 (with 
nonzero coefficient for 7/3 j, and the result of substitituting the solution of (5.182) for 773 in (5.184) 
has a numerator which is the product of two factors which are linear in £3 , one of which is the 
positive quantity f — £3. The other factor has a nonzero coefficient for f3 , as a consequence of the 
fact that £0 ^ C- When the result of solving (5.182) and (5.184) for £3 and 773 is substituted back 
into the equation £| + r/| = 1, the result is 4£27/o(C — £o)2 times
- (3 + C2 )fo ~ (1 + C2 )»7o
l-(%-C)2 = 0.
(5.187)
the other factors do not vanish, the solutions of this equation determine S:
[1 - C2 + 2«o - (3 + C2 )eo2 + 2«o3 - (1 + C2
±2(C - fo)V(C-eo) 2g - (1 - C
The functions 8± are continuous on the set {(f0 , ??o): fo € (-1, C)> 'fo € (0? \A ~~ fo)} a/l<* ^C.X are 
rea/ iv/?e/j t/?e quantity under the square root in the above equation is nonnegative. This is the case 
when & e ((-oo, -|(1 - C)] U [|(1 + C), oo)) n (-1, C) = (-1, -|(1 - 01 ™d when r?2 < $}(&) 







The equation £+(f0 ,7?0 ) = 0 has the solutions f0 = ±|(1 ± 0- 
of tne boundary of Si is
(5.191)
(5.192)
on the upper part
X
1 + C2 - 2Cfr + xAl - C2 )[l - Wo
(5.193)
This quantity is negative, and, moreover, <L(£o,*?r+(£o)) 's c'ear/X tne same function of£0 . By the 
continuity of 8± , £±(£0,7/0) < 0 on the set
>4/ong y/o = 0, £+ nas
f 1 - C + 2£o
1 + C
(5.195)
<y+(&,0) > 0 for & € (-1, -|(1 - 0) U (-|(1 - C),C), and so, by the continuity of 8+f 
> 0 on the set
-i,-(i - C) , u
Along r/o = 0, 8. has the value
i + C - 2&




Thus, <L(f0 , 0) > 0 for f0 e (-£(1 - C), C), ^nd so, by the continuity of <L, £_(&, r?0 ) > 0 on the 
set










1 011 011 01 
zeta = 0.4_____ _____zeta = 0.6____ ____zeta = 0.8____
(5.198)
1 1 1 1
Figure 5.2: Regions of SQ where 5± are real and positive. The set Si is black, the region where both 6± are 
real and positive is dark green, and the region where <£+ alone is real and positive is light green. The curves 
which are to be included in those regions of positive, real 6± whose boundary they intersect are cyan, and those 
which are to be excluded are red.
The requirement that 8 < 1/(1 - Cfo - max{?7o7?: (C,»?) € ir(d€o H H n HI D n2 )}) implies that
8 < 1/(1 — C£0 — \/l — C2??o) if "Ho > 0. This condition is equivalent to at least one of the following 
conditions holding:
2. i-to-
The equation ??o) = 1/(1 - C&) on^ nas the solutions
l-C2 (5.199)
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for rfa, but, as these are both negative, they can be disregarded as they do not lead to real solutions
for 770. The function <J+(f0 , rfo) - 1/(1 - C£o) of£o and r]0 has no singularities on $2 and so has the 
same sign on each connected component of 82 as it does on the portion ofrj0 = Q that forms part 
of the boundary of that component. But
(5.200)
o
jff >ftC° - '
which is obviously positive, so the condition 8 < 1/(1 - (£0 ) cannot hold if 8 is given by £+(&, TJO ). 
The equation (1 - ff0 - ^ (fo^o)" 1 ) 2 = (1 - C2 )*?o has the sole solution
_»/t - _
and even tn/s /s a solution only when £0 > 0. 77?e on/y new discontinuities in (1 — 
8+ (£Q ,rj0)- i y - (1 - C2 )»?o are tne zeros °^^+(fo,y/o), wn/cn are at £0 = -|(1 - ()• To de- 
termine the sign of (I — £fo — £+ (fo, ^o)" 1 ) 2 - (1 - C2 ) 7?? lt suffices to examine it along rj0 = Q and
along the lower part of the boundary of Si n t>0 , given by TJO ~ 1/77^(^0) for ^0 € [-|(1 - C), C) • 
/Wong 770 = 0
= c - 2£> (5.202)
wn/c/? /s positive, so the condition (1 — C6> — ^ 
e/t/»er f0 < 0, or f0 > 0 and T/O <
(1 - C + 2&)2 
< (1 — C2 ) 7?^ cannot hold when 8 is given by
o) • Along 770 =
(C ~ & - C
2&-C)
(5.203)
is positive for £0 G [-|(1 - C),C)- 7%"^ //<!> is given by £+(£0,^0), f/»e condition (1 - 
< (i _ ^2^2 cannot hold anywhere on 52 . Consequently, the condition 1/(1 - Cfo - 
> ^ cannot hold anywhere on S2 when 8 is given by 8+(£o,r}0 ), and so 8 cannot be
given />y <$+(&, ?7o).
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By a similar argument, 8 cannot be given by <L(f0 , rjQ ) f and so (f3 ,7/3) cannot be a Type Ob point.
m
Theorem 5.29: If more than one point of the set HI <E {H+,H~,H+ ,Kf } is a Type 1 point and 
more than one point of the H2 e {H+ ,H^,H+,HJ } - {Hi} is a Type 1 point, then no point of 
Hs G {H+,H7,H+,H2-}-{H1 H2 }canbeaTypelpoint.
Proof 5.29: Suppose more than one point of the set HI is of Type 1, where HI = ^({z G E 
[l,0]z = C}) (if necessary, an orthogonal transformation Oi may be applied to bring this about). 
Then, by Theorem 5.25,
a = (f M2 ' t 5 '204) vs - £o;
(3 = 6, (5.205)
7 = T. (5.206)
Suppose more than one point of the set H2 is of Type 1, and there exists a point (£3,7/3) of 
which is of Type 1. There are two possibilities:
2 is parallel to HI and HS is not parallel to HI ;
2 is not parallel to HI and HS /s parallel to HI or to H2 . Without loss of generality, let HS />e 
parallel to HI .
First, suppose H2 is parallel to HI . TVjen, H2 = ir" l ({z £ R2 : [l,0]z = (2}), where (2 < C- Again, 
by Theorem 5.25,
I—0(1 — (, 2 — 7/oJ / K on^Na = ——77——T^——' (5>207) 
IC2 - £oj
(3 = 8, (5.208)
7 = (5-209)
As f2 ^ (; t/je ^ -equations (5.206) and (5.209) mean that 7 = r/0 = 0. 7/jen t/ie a-equations 5.204 
and 5.207 mean that either £2 = -C < 0 and
a = (5.210)
ft = S, (5.211)
7 = 0, (5.212)
& = 0, (5.213)
% = 0, (5.214)
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or S is given by
C + C2 ~ 2& (5.215)
so
C + C2a = c + c2 - 2(1 (5.216)
7 = 0 (5.218) 
7/0 = 0. (5.219)
Since Ek is not para//e/ to HI, Hfe = ^~ l ({z G E2 : [cos0,sin0]2 = &}), for some 0 suc/J that
s'mi
Suppose that (£3,7/3) is a Type Jfa point. Then, by Theorem 5.21,
- 1, (5-220)
«(&-&) = kcosO, (5.221)
0 = fcsin0, (5.222)
when equations (5.210) to (5.214), or (5.215) to (5.219), hold. Clearly, k = 0 as sin0 ^ 0.
If equations (5.210) to (5.214) hold, then equation (5.221) means that either f3 = 0 or S = 1. But,
if f3 = 0, equation (5.220) implies that 8 = 1. tfence, £ = 1 and £2 = ^o-
//" equations (5.215) to (5.219) hold, then equation (5.221) means that either £0 = 0 or & =
|(C + Ca). If So = Q,£2 = €o, and, if (3 = |(C + Ca), ^^ & = 0 or (C + C2 ) 2 = 4CC2 , wA/c* /s
impossible, as (2 ^ C- Consequently, 52 = 5o again.
/Vow suppose (£3,7/3) /s a Type I/? point. 7~nen equation (5.220) holds and f| + r/| = 1. /f
equations (5.210) to (5.214) hold, then equation (5.220) becomes (S - 1)(C2 - f|) = 0. lf& = C,
(&, rfr) cannot be a Type 1 point, and, as (2 = ~C the same is true if & = ~C- But then 5 = 1
and £2 = £Q.
If equations (5.210) to (5.214) hold, then equation (5.220) becomes &(6 - C)(6 - £2) = 0 and so
fo - 0, as again & ^ C, Ca- &" t/?e/? ^2 = 6>.
Now suppose H2 /s not para//e/ to HI . Then H2 = Tr' 1 ( {z e E2 : [cos 0, sin 0]* = Ca}), ^ some 0
such that sin 0^0. Tnen r/2 = (Ca - 6 cos O)/ sin 0 for points (f2 , 7/2 ) 6 7r(H2 ).
By Theorem 5.21,
[(a- J) sin 0-27 cos
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2[(7& + <tyo) cos 0 - (a£0 + 77?0) sin 9 + 76]6 + 
o + 27^0^70 + fan + ^ — 1) sin 0 — 1Ci(~i£n 4- Snn] =0 (^ 99^}
'" / J* V / SU I "'/U/ V \^tj'£j£nj]
«& + 7( 7 o-csc0) = k2 (r)2 )cos6 (5.224)
iin0 (5.225)
for some k2 (rj2 ) < 0, where equation (5.205) has been used to aid in the simplification. When k3 is 
eliminated between equations (5.224) and (5.225),
[(S - a) sin 0 + 27 cos 0]£> + (a£0 + 7770) sin 0 - (7£0 + <tyo) cos 0 - 7C2 = 0 (5.226)
results. As equations (5.223) to (5.225) are to hold for more than one value of r?2 , both the 
coefficient of^ and the constant term in equation (5.226) must vanish. The result of substituting 
the rest of equations (5.204) to (5.206) into equation (5.223) and the coefficient of 7?2 and the 
constant term in equation (5.226) is
(6 - CX-6 + 2£0 - 6&2 + 6^/0 + 2& c& - C - ^ C - C&2 ) sin e -
= 0,
(5.227)
fo sin 0 = 0,
(5.228) 
- sin^ = 0.
(5.229)
As smO ^ 0, the coefficient ofS in equation (5.229) cannot vanish and so equation (5.229) can be 
used to obtain an expression for 8. When this is done, the result can be put into equations (5.204) 
to (5.206) to obtain
(C - &)[(! - 2«o + S - ng) sin $ + 2(C - ^ 0)770 cos 0] ' 
_ ____________ sin# ____________
2C& + g - i)g) sin 0 + 2(( - &)i» cos 0 ' (5 '231)
___________ 770 sin 0 ____________ 
7 = (C - &)[(! - 2C& + eo2 - ^ ) ^ n 0 + 2(C - &)•» «» »] '
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If the new expression for S is substituted into equation (5.227) or (5.227),
£2 sin2 9 - 2fi>»fo sin 0 cos 0 - rfc sin2 0 + r/0 (C2 + C cos 0) sin 0 - £& sin2 0 = 0 (5.233)
resu/ts.
M*, (&,»&) € TrOEfe) = -0 e E2 : [1,0]* = Cs} for some (3 < f, so f 3 = f3 .
Suppose (&, 773) « a Type Ja point. Then, by Theorem 5.21, Srj3 - 7(C3 - &) - /3(i& - T?O ) = 0, 
or using equations (5.230) to (5.232), r/0(( - £3) sin 0 = 0, which means that r/0 = 0, as Cs ^ (, 
sin0 ^ 0. But 7/o = 0 /n equation (5.233) yields (C - Cs)(C - ?o)£osin0 = 0, which means that 
£o = 0 as £ ^ £3 , £o> anc/ t/j/s means that £2 — £0 .
Now suppose (f3 , 7/3) /s a 7ype Jfb po/nt. Then, (f + 7?| = 1 ancf, by Theorem 5.21, a(C3 - ^ 0) 2 + 
- &)(±0 - C32 ~ *?o) 2 + /?(± >/l ~ C32 - »?o) 2 = 1, or, using equations (5.230) to (5.232),
cos ^ + (fo - C& ~ r/o) sin 0 = 0. (5.234) 
When this equation is multiplied by sin 0 and equation (5.233) is subtracted,
[C3 cos 0 ± Yl - C| sin 0 - C2 ]*7o sin 0 = 0 (5.235)
is obtained. If the quantity in the square brackets here were to vanish, (£3 ,7/3 ) would not be a
Type Ib point, so TJO = 0, again implying that £0 = 0 and £2 = £o-
Theorem 5.30: If there is a Type Ob point, the set of remaining contact points cannot
1. consist of two Type Ib points on the same hyperplane;
2. consist of three or more Type Ib points distributed over a pair of opposite hyperplanes. 
If there are no Type Ob points, the set of contact points cannot
3. consist of three or four Type Ib points belonging to a pair of opposite hyperplanes.
D
Proof 5.30: If S = 7r(d£2 0 d(£0 0 HI 0 E2 )) consists entirely of Type ib points, ^(S) 0 
d(£0 D HI fl n2 ) consists entirely of points in a (p — 2)-dimensional subspace ofRp, and so the 
minimum-volume ellipsoid about 7r~ l (S) n d(£o fl HI ft H2 ) cannot be the minimum-volume ellipsoid 
about d(£o n HI n n2). This means that at least one of the tangency conditions associated with the 
Type ib points must be active (that is, at least one of the k s in the tangency conditions must be 
zero), and so, by Remark 1, either a Type Ob point is governed by equations like those for a Type Oa
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point, or a Type Ib point behaves like a Type la point or a Type Ob point. But, by Theorem 5.23, a 
Type Ob point cannot behave like a Type Oa point, and so there must be a Type Ib point behaving 
like a Type la point or a Type Ob point.
Suppose there is already a Type Ob point. Then, by Theorem 5.24, there must be a Type Ib point 
behaving like a Type la point. If there were just two Type Ib points on a single hyperplane (in 
addition to the Type Ob point), or three or four Type Ib points distributed across a pair of opposite 
hyperplanes, the argument of Theorem 5.27 would hold, so there cannot be just two Type Ib 
points on a single hyperplane, or three or four Type Ib points distributed across a pair of opposite 
hyperplanes.
Suppose there is not already a Type Ob point. If one of the Type Ib points behaves like a Type la 
point, then, if there are four Type Ib points belonging to a pair of parallel hyperplanes, the argument 
of the previous paragraph holds. On the other hand, if one of a pair of Type Ib points lying on the 
same hyperplane behaves like a Type Ob point, then, after a co-ordinate rotation if necessary, the 
following equations hold: - -
CK 0Q7\7 = 7 — r» (5.237) 
s — So
(by Theorem 5.26 — and the fact that the equations for a Type Ob point actually imply those for 
a Type Ib point)
a(C - &) ~ 7(±r/ - *>) = fci± + Ma(C-fo) + 7(±'?-'7b)]. (5.238) 
7(C - &) ~ P(±ri ~ rj0 ) = fc2±[7(C-&) + /?(±»? -»*>)], (5.239)
(by Theorems 5.20 and 5.21) where ki± < 0 and k2+ = 0 and k2- < 0, or k2+ < 0 and k2- =0. 
Substituting equations (5.236) and (5.237) in equation (5.239) reveals that (3 = 6, which would 
mean the existence of a H7 set, a contradiction which proves the Theorem, except for the cases 
where there are three Type Ib points, as then it is possible that the Type Ib point which behaves 
like a Type la point is opposite the other two Type Ib points.
When there are three Type Ib points distributed over a pair of parallel hyperplanes, the above 
argument can be used to show that one of them behaves like a Type la point or a Type Ob point. 
If it behaves like a Type Ob point, one of the others must behave like a Type la point. Then the 
rest of the argument can be adapted to prove the Theorem. • 
Theorem 5.31: There are at most four distinct Type zb points. Q 
Proof 5.31: Suppose there are five distinct Type ib points. After making a rotation if necessary,
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these can be chosen to be (& , r/0, (& , -^), (£2 , ^), (£3 , 773), aiicf (£4 , r/4 ), wnere ^ > 0, 6, £3, 
and # + 17? = !,« = 1,2,3,4, so
,- - £0 )(r/t- ~ Tfo) + /%; - r/0 ) 2 = 1, (5.240) 
fori = 1, ... ,4 and
~ £o) 2 + 27(6 - &)(-m - r/0 ) + /?(-!/! - 770)' = 1. (5.241)
Q = 0, equation (5.240) with i = 1 y/e/ds /? = 17(77! - rjQ ) 2 , and putting this in equation (5.241) 
gives 4r/0 r/i/(7/i - 7/0 ) 2 = 0, which means that 770 = 0 as 771 > 0. Then {3 = l/rfc. 
When the above results are put in equation (5.240) with i = 1, the facts that£2 ^ £1 and 77? — 1 -£?
allows the deduction that
-
. (5.242)
If this is substituted, along with the results for j3, ^0 and T/O , '" equation (5.240) with i = 3, it may 
be deduced that
= 0. (5.243)
/Vow, suppose the coefficient of 7 vanishes in this equation. This means that the term not involving 
7 a/so vanishes, so either £1 = 0 or £3 = £2 - 7"^e second case means that rj3 = — 7/2/ and t/jen tne 
vanishing of the coefficient of ^  means that 7/2(6 ~ 6) = 0, so ij2 = 0 and (£3,773) = (£2,772), a 
contradition for distinct points. The first case means that TJI = 1, and the vanishing of the coefficient 
of'j then means £3772 = £2 rj3, or £3 = -£2 , 773 = -ty. Then a = 1 - 27737/^3, /3 = 1, f0 = ??o = 0, 
and putting these into equation (5.240) fori = 4 results in the equation ^^4(^4 — £4^2) = 0. But 
£4 ^ 0 as £1 = 0 and £2 ??4 - £4^2 = 0 would imply either £4 = £2 and 774 = 772 or £4 = -£2 = £3 and 
774 = —772 = 773, so 7 = 0 and consequently £2 = £0 . 
Now suppose the coefficient of 7 in equation (5.243) does not vanish. Then
(£2 — £s)£i /e _ . .v7 = -37-7 —— - — r  i —— - —— T-r, (5.244) 
- ^ ) - £3^72
and putting this and equation (5.242) in equation (5.240) with i = 4 yields
(£4 - £Q(£4y?3 + 1/46 - £4^72 - fofe + £3^72 - y/4£3 )£i
- £3772
As £4 ^ £j, fne numerator of the left-hand side of this equation only disappears when |£4 | — |£3 | = 
|£2 | = 1, which is not possible.
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Thus, //fo — f! a contradiction results.
Suppose now £0 ^ 6- 7~nen, f/ie simultaneous solution of equation (5.240) with i = I and
equation (5.241) yields
a = (£ -tV ' <5 '246)
\ j *• o" /
7 = ^-. (5.247)
Substituting this in equation (5.240) with i = 2 y/e/cfe
6-6
x(6 - fo
[((6 + 6)£02 + 27^0 + (6 - 6)%2 - 2(1 + 66)6) - 26&7/0 + 6 + 6) /?-
= 0.
(5.248)
There are similar expressions with £2,^/2 replaced by £3,7/3 and £4,774, and, 6y symmetry, if the 
coefficient of j3 does not vanish in all three such expressions, it may be assumed without loss of 
generality that it does not vanish in equation (5.248). But, if the coefficient of j3 vanishes in all 
three expressions, then 6 + 6 - 2£0 = 6 + £3 - 2£0 = ft + & — 2£0 = 0, which would mean that 
£4 = £3 = £2/ vWi/cn not possible.
Thus, it can be assumed that equation (5.248) may be solved for j3. If this is done and the result is 
substituted into equation (5.240) with i = 3 or i — 4, the following equation will be seen to hold:
(6 - 6ho + (2fe - »*)& + fa - 7/2)6 + 17.-6 - 6»fctod + 6((6 - 6)(6 - &) = 0. (5.249)
7/je resw/t of eliminating T/Q between this equation with i = 3 and i = 4 AS
»fo(6 + 6 - 2&)(-f4% - »fe& + ^46 - 1746 + hrfr + 6^/2) - 0. (5.250)
If the solution 770 = 0 is chosen here, it will be seen that f0 = 0 as well, by substituting T?O = 0 back
into the previous equation, and then £2 = £Q.
If the solution £0 = |(fi+6) ^ substituted back, it will be seen t/»af (f3 -f2 )(4^-4r/277o+f?-^) =
(& - 6)(4i7j - 47737/0 + e2 - &2 ) = 0. As & = & - 6 is impossible, (4^ - 47/2 r/0 + g - f2 ) - 0,
w/?/cn means T/O = fa ± »7i)/2. Botn of these solutions for T/O , when substituted into the current
expressions for (3, imply that j3 = 0, a contradiction.
Thus, there are at most 4 Type ib points. H
Theorem 5.32: If there is a Type Ob point, there are at most three distinct Type ib points. []
Proof 5.32: Suppose there is a Type Ob point and at least four Type ib points, including the
Type Ob point. By Theorem 5.24, there is exactly one Type Ob point. In a similar fashion to the
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proof of Theorem 5.31, the Type Ob point can be set to (&, f/i), and the other three Type ib points 
to (6,-T/I), (£2,7/2) and (6,7/3). Then, an equation like equation (5.240) will hold for i = 1,2,3 





a(?l - &) + 7(^1 - 7/0)
7(6 - &) + P(n\ - 7/0)
= Jb "(f i - &) -f 7(7/1
7(6 - &) + P(rfr - r/o)
will hold for some k < 0 (replacing equation (5.240) for i = 3 in Theorem 5.31).
The method of Theorem 5.31 can be followed up to points before equation (5.240) for i — 3 was
deployed. Hence,
either f0 - & /n tA/s case, 770 = fo = 6 = 0, T^ = 1, £3 = -&, r/3 = -772, ft = I and 
a = 1 — 27727/6- 77iis nieans t/?af equation (5.251) becomes
-7
= k 7 (5.252)
has the solutions k = —1, 6 = Q, which is impossible, and 7 = 0, A: = (6 — /?)//?. The 
latter solution implies £2 = £Q , a contradiction;
or £o 7^ f i tare equations (5.246) and (5.247) hold. These can be substituted into equation (5.251) 
to yield
(S -
= k 6-eo (5.253)
which has the solution k = (S — ft]jft, ft — 1/(1 — fifo — 771^70). /Vow, (f2 — 6) 
equation (5.240) with i — 3 minus (£3 — fi) times equation (5.240) with i — 2 y/e/cfs 770(^1 — 
&)(-fi7/2 + 67/i + &T/3 - ^ 773 - £317! + £3772) = 0. Ifrjo = 0, equation (5.240) with i = 2 
becomes f0 (6 - fi)(fi - Co) = 0. £ut, if f0 = 0, £2 = £b, anc/ (fi - f0 ) anc/ (-67/2 + 67/1 + 
fi 7/3 — £2^73 — &»/i + £37/2) cannot vanish without violating the current assumptions.
Thus, the assumption that there are at least four Type ib points leads to a contradiction, establishing 
the Theorem. • 
There are two more Theorems like this, which can be proven in a similar way: 
Theorem 5.33: If there is a OT set, then there can be at most two Type ib points. 
Theorem 5.34: If there is a HTT set and a Type la set, then there can be no Type ib points. 
The eventual aim is to find a set of polynomial equations in the six variables {a,/?, 7,<$, £o, 770} 
and reducing this set as far as possible to find a solution of the problem of minimising the 
volume of the corresponding ellipsoid.
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As a first step in this direction, it is necessary to rewrite the conditions satisfied by points of
Types Ob and la.
Theorem 5.35: Suppose there exists a point of Type Ob. Then
W[(cTQ- l c) 2 - (Trace(5- 1 )(cT0- 1 c)(cTc) + (det Q- 1 )^)2] = 0.
(5.254)
D
Proof 5.35: Suppose the Type Ob point is x — (£1,771), where, of course, fj + r/2 = 1. An 
orthogonal transformation O\ may be applied to make 7 = 0. This will be used in
- c) = 1, (5.255) 
and Sxi — Q~ I (XI — c) = kQ~ 1 (xi — c) for some k < 0. This last expression is equivalent to
(SI2 - k'Q-1 )^ = k'Q~ l c, k' < 1. (5.256) 
In addition,
x^^Ii - Q-l }xL > 0, ifk' < 1;
SI2 -Q-l >Q, ifk'=l, (5.257)
where XL = (-r/i,6).
One of the following must hold: Sl2 — k'Q~l = 0; S12 — k'Q~l is degenerate but nonzero; 6I2 -k'Q~l 
is non-degenerate. It will be shown that the first two possibilities cannot occur and that the third 
leads to the expression of the statement of the Theorem.
S12 - k'Q~ l = 0: Here equation (5.256) yields S = k'a and j3 — a, and £0 = "no — 0 as Q is 
positive definite. A consequence of 8 — k'a is that k' G (0, 1]. Equation (5.255) means that 
a = 1, so det Q~l = aj3Sp~2 = k'p~2 <l, a contradiction.
S12 - k'Q~l ^ 0, det(JI2 - k'Q' 1 } = 0: Here, P ^ ct and either S = k'a or 6 = k'j3. Without loss 
of generality, S = k'a will be chosen, which requires that k' 6 (0, 1]. Then equation (5.256) 
means that £ 0 = 0 and 7/1 = -j3rj0/(a - /?). Equation (5.255) becomes





which implies either /3<a<lorj3>a>l.
is a contradiction.
(5.259)
The first of these implies that detQ"1 =
Thus, /3 > a > 1. But
which implies /3 > a2 .
a(/3 - a)
[0,1), (5.260)
Finally, x^(8l2 - Q-^x, = (8- a)tf + (<J - /%2 = (k' - 1)017? + (k'a - /?)(! - ^ ) = 
fc'a -/?+(/?- a)??2 = fc'a - j3/a > 0 w/i/c/j results in the contradiction 1 > k' > /3/a2 > 1. 
Obviously, setting 8 = k'(3 will lead to a similar contradiction.
det(£I2 — k'Q~l ) ^ 0: Now equation (5.256) can be solved for x\:
-k'(8l2 - k' (5.261)
and
= -8(812 - (5.262)
also holds.
Therefore, x^x = 1 becomes
'2k
and equation(5.255) becomes
a Co — i (5.263)
it2Co — i--~-L - 4. • (5.264)
= a, then the above equations imply that 8 = ±k'a. But 8 = k'a, j3 = a reduces to 
the case SI? — k'Q~l = 0, which has already been dealt with, and substituting 8 — —k'a in 
equation (5.256) yields xi = ^c, which would mean XITXI — |CTC < \, contradiction.
Thus ft ^ a, which means that equations (5.263) and (5.264) can be solved for fg and rfa:
(5.265)
K'~U~\^(J~ — U.~ )
(-s+ep)>(e*d>-s>) .
1o = ————,.nnlm——————• (5 -266)
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These two equations mean that
which is equivalent to a quadratic in k' which can be solved for k'2
.
This equation can then be substituted into the quadratic factors k'2 j32 — 2/36k' + 62 and 
a2k'2 — S2 of the numerator of the right-hand side of equation (5.266) to give two quantities 
linear in k' . The product of these quantities will again be quadratic in k', and equation (5.268) 
can then be substituted into this product and the denominator of the right-hand side of 
equation (5.266). The result of doing this is an equation for rfl the right-hand side of which 
has a numerator and denominator which are both linear in k' . This equation can be solved for 
k' to yield:
8017? - 2(a + P)(Q + r}2 )((a + 3/?)e2 + (3a
But now this can be put back into equation (5.267) to obtain
- 4] + 16(a - /?) 2gijJ = 0. (5.270)
To finish, it is now necessary to express this equation in terms of quantities which are unaffected 
by rotations O\ leaving vectors in the subspace orthogonal to ei and e2 unchanged. The 
quantity 16(a - /3) 2 ^o 77o can be so expressed by eliminating £%rfc from the equations giving the 
expansions of(cTc) 2 , (c^cJ^Q^c) and (cTQ~l c)2 . This procedure supplies (a - /?) 2fo^o = 
-(cTQ-l c) 2 + (TraceQ- 1 )(cTc)(cT(3- 1 c) - (detQ-l )(cTc)2 and then equation (5.254) can 
easily be derived from (5.270).
Theorem 5.36: Suppose there exists a point of Type la belonging to H:= ir~ l {z € > 9 T' • n 7 — k »it & 
e {Kf ,H^,Hj,ej}, forn e M2 such that nTn = 1. Then, either
(5.271)
c = (5 -272) 
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for some S € (0,1/(1 - C2 )) and f0n + r)QnL € £0 fl HI fl n2f or 
= ! =
c =
•^••n 4- rm M 4- fin^n^-*- /'KO'7Q\v _ n -r nil ) -\- on n , (o.z/oj
s — £o
(5.274)
for some S e (0,oo), /? e (0,oo), 7 e (-A/a^,^/^) and f0n + y/o^1 G ^o n Hj 0 II2 , provided 
that a = nTQ~ l n is positive. In both the alternatives, n1- = [—n2 ,ni]. [] 
Proof 5.36: /.et a rotation O\ be applied that takes n into [1,0]T . Let the transformed Type la 
point be (f, ?/). Then the coincidence equation a(( — £0 ) 2 + 2l(( — ?o)0? — »?o) + ^ (77 — ?7o) 2 + 6(1 — 
(2 - rf] = 1 ancf t/?e tangent Srf - 7(C - fo) - /?(»/ - T?O) = 0 6ot/» hold. If ft ^ 8, the tangent 
equation implies
w/ien t/?/s rs pof />?fo the coincidence equation, equation (5.273) is derived by solving fora and 
applying the inverse ofOi.
On the other hand, if (3 — S, the tangent condition implies that 7 = <^7o/(C — £o)- If this and (3 = 6 
are put into the coincidence equation, equation (5.271) can be derived.
The remainder of the Theorem is trivial. I 
It will, of course, be noted that the first alternative of the preceding Theorem implies that more 
than one point of H is a Type la point.
A similar expression, not involving £ or 77, resulting from the existence a Type Ib point (£, T/) 
on a hyperplane defined by nTz = ( can be derived, but it is sufficiently complicated that it is 
better to add a variable (corresponding to 77) to the system of equations and supplement the 
system by rj2 = 1 — £2 - 
Now some theorems dealing with the minimum number of contact points will be derived.
Definition 5.6: Let the distance p(S, T) = inf(2:i j/) €5xT ^/(x — y)T (x — y). For a point y, this 
notation will be slightly abused by writing p(y, T) for p({y},T). [] 
Lemma 5.37: Suppose x^i = l,...,m are contact points and suppose that if x £ 7r(d[£0 fl 
n 1 nn2])-{zi,...,xm} l then (x-c^Q-^x-^+S^-x^x) < 1. Obviously, the appropriate 
Jacobian conditions also hold for x\,... , xm .
If there exist an interval [0,fc0] ^ 0 and continuous functions a'(fc),/?'(&),7'(fc),£'(&),&(&) and 












and the appropriate Jacobian conditions continue to hold with Q, c and 6 replaced with Q'(k), c'(k) 
and 6'(k), then there exists kf G (Q,k0]suc\\that(x-c\k))TQf- l (k)(x-c\k))+6'(k)(l-xTx) < 1 
for all x G 7r(#[£0 H HI fl U2]) - {zi, . . . ,xn} and all k G [0, &'] and the x t- remain contact points
for £(</(*), Q'(fc)). [] 
Proof 5.37: 5/nce £Q and £2 are ellipsoids, the Hf 2 are hyperplanes and Xi is an isolated contact 
point, it can be verified that there exists an open neighbourhood Vi of Xi such that for all paths 
y(l) in 7v- l (Vi) H £2 for which y(0) G K^fa) and *(y(l) - y(0))T7r(t/(^) - y(0)) is a strictly 
increasing function of t, p(y(l),£0 D Hi 0 n2 ) is a strictly increasing function of i. Let Ui C K 
be a closed neighbourhood of xt/ with x^ G Iff. It can also be verified that, because of the 
continuity of the functions a'(fc), P'(k), 7'(fe), S'(k),£b(k) and rj'0 (k), there exists ki > 0 such that 
for each k G [0, ki] the set of paths y(l) in Tt- 1^) n £(c'(k), Q'(k)) for which y(0) G Tr" 1^) ^nd 
*(y(t) ~ y(0))T7r(y (£) - y(0)) is a strictly increasing function oft, is such that p(y(l), £0 H HI 0 E2 ) 
is a strictly increasing function of I.
Thus, for each i = 1, . . . , n, there exists ki G [0, k0] and an open neighbourhood t/,° of Xi such that 
for all x G (Ui° 0 7r(£0 n Hx n H2 )) - {Xi} ; (x - c'(k))TQ'-l (k)(x - c'(k)) + <y'(fe)(l - XTX) < 1. 
/.et jfc" = mini<,-<B {&,-}. Then, for all k G [0,F] a/7d a// x G (7r(50 n HI n H2 ) 0
sets F = £Q n HI n II2 - ^ (Ui^xn tfi°) ancf ^£2 are compact and so the distance p(F, d£2 ) 
will be positive, 2e, say.
As the functions a'(k), /3'(k), i'(k), 6'(k), £'0 (k) and »7o(^) are continuous, the distance 
p(f,d£(c'(k),Q'(k))) > c for all k G [0,fc'"] for some k"1 > 0. Then the k1 of the statement 
of the Lemma will be mm{k",k'"}.
Theorem 5.38: There are at least three contact points.
Proof 5.38: Clearly, there are at least two contact points. Suppose there are exactly two contact
points, Xi = [&, r/t ] T , i = 1, 2, x2 ^ xi- An orthogonal rotation Oi may be applied to make 6 = 6-
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77?e difference of these two equations implies that
- (5 .280)
as 7/2 ^ »?i and j3 > 0.
Substituting equation (5.280) back into equation (5.278) produces a quadratic in £0 , which has a
real solution if
A = [fo, - ri/3 + (r,, + r,2 )S}* - 4/?[l - *(1 -$- %2)] > 0. (5.281)
(The left-hand side of this inequality is symmetric in r/! and 7/2 , despite its initial appearance.) 
As there must be a real solution for £0 , /? and 6 can only be varied in such a way that relation (5.281) 
continues to hold. If the inequality holds in relation (5.281), this is no problem, as then it will only 
be a question of making sure that ($ and S remain in a certain neighbourhood. However, if equality 
holds in relation (5.281), (/?, S) can only vary in certain directions.
As xi and x2 are contact points, Jacobian conditions must hold. For x\, these are one of the 
following sets of conditions:
1. l-S
2. (a) nfT (I - 6-lQ-l )n± > 0, t = 1,2;
(b) nt- T (I-6-lQ-l )nt- > 0, i = 1 or 2, ur^I-^Q-1 )™1 > 0, where w = Q~I (X!-C) 
and n± is one of the two (in R2) unit vectors perpendicular to HI;
3. (a) n±T (I - ^ Q-1)^ >Q,i = lor 2; 
(b) wL>I (l-8-lQ-l }wL >Q;
4. no conditions.
As above, if the relation ">" can be replaced by ">" throughout the set of conditions, the set 
of conditions will be satisfied if (a, /?,7,£) remains within a certain neighbourhood of its original
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value. The consequence of this is that det Q~ l = SP~2 (a/3 - 72 ) can be increased if ">" can be 
replaced by ">" in the set of conditions connected with the contact point x lt in the set of conditions 
connected with the contact point x2 and in relation (5.281).
Suppose this replacement cannot be made everywhere. It can be shown that combining the condi­ 
tions associated with xi with those associated with x2 results in one of the sets of conditions:
1. l-S^Q-1 >0;
2.
(b) n^^-S^Q-1)^ > 0, « = 1 or2, wj- T (l-S- lQ- l )wf > 0, 
j = 1 or 2;
(c) w^(l - 6- lQ-l }wj- > 0,» = 1,2;
3. (a) n^(l - 6- lQ-l )n± >Q,i = lor 2; 
(b) w^Q-S-iQ-1 )*,*- >0;
4. no conditions.
Suppose I — S 1 Q 1 > 0 holds, but I — S 1Q~ 1 > 0 does not. Then, S — a or S = j3, and both of 
these imply that 7 = 0, or (S — o)(S — {3} — 72 = 0. In any case, S > CK, /3.
Suppose first that S = a or S = j3. If A is not equal to zero, a'(k), /3'(k), ^'(k), S'(k) can be set 
to a'(k) = /3'(k) = 6'(k) = ft + k and i'(k) = 0. Then det Q'(k)~ l = (/? + k)p will increase in an 
interval such that A'(fc) - [(772 - rn)P'(k) + (r/x + 7?2 )^(A;)] 2 - 4/?'(fc)[l - ^ (Jfc)(l - g - r/2 )] > 0. 
If A = 0, a^fc), /?'(*) ant/ 7'(/b) can 6e set to a'(k) = a, p*(k) = j3 + k, <y'(k) = 0. 6'(k) will be 
chosen such that dS'/dk > 1 (so that 6'(k) > P'(k)) and
> 0. (5.282)
This requires that either 1 — £j — 771772 > 0 and
dk
or 1 - f? - 7/1772 = 0 an</ (1 - Q - mrj2 )/3 > I, which implies \rfr\ = |r/2 | = \/l ~S an^ ^i^ < 0 
iv/j/c/j vvow/t/ mean that A wow/c/ be independent of S, which could then be increased to increase
detQ~ l .
Now inequality (5.283) is a lower bound on dS'/dk and so S'(k) can be chosen to increase sufficiently
rapidly and then det Q'^)-1 Wl11 also 'Increase-
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If (6 - a)(S - 13) - 72 = 0, a, 0 < 6, then 7 ^ 0, and so | 7 | can be decreased to increase det Q' 1 
without affecting A.
Hence, if I - ^ Q-1 > 0 no/cfe but I - ^ Q-1 > 0 does not hold, detQ~ l can be increased to 
yield an ellipsoid with smaller volume. 
Now the weaker condition
-S 1Q 1 )u = vT(l-S 1Q l )v = Q, (5.284)
for linearly independent u, v will be investigated. If these equations are solved for a and 7, it will 
be seen that
det Q~l = ——^[-(uivt + u2v1 ) 2 S2 + 2(t*;t72 + 2«Ju? + u\vl)p8 - (u^ - «2«i) 2/?2], (5.285)
provided that «i,vi ^ 0 (1*1^2 7^ u2vi as u and u are linearly independent, so HI = «i = 0 /s 
impossible). Set /3'(k) = j3k, S'(k) = Sk and let (a'(fc), V(A;)) fee t/ie so/at/on of equations (5.284), 
with a, (3, 7 and 8 replaced by a'(k), P'(k), i(k] and S'(k). The quantities a'(k), /3'(k) and S'(k) 
will remain positive so long as k belongs in a certain neighbourhood, as will a'(k)j3'(k) — i'(k} 2 . 
As equation (5.285) becomes homogeneous of degree 2 in k if j3 and 8 are replaced by ot'(k) and 
8'(k) respectively, it increases as k increases. In addition, A'(fc) will increase as A > 0. If u\ = 0 
or vi = 0, S = /3 and a = 8 — 2u27/t>i. Here, the assignments a'(k) = a, (3'(k) = Sf(k) = 8k, 
l'(k) = 7/t will result in det Q~l increasing and A; (fc) remaining nonnegative. 
Thus, an ellipsoid with smaller volume can also be chosen when the conditions (5.285) hold. 
So, if &
-
+ ?/2 - 2770) 7 = —————— — - —— — —————— . (5.286)
r/?ese /eacf to
1 = <P-2 (a/?-72 )
2(2 -
(f i - &)2
(5.287)
/f t/?/s quantity is not a maximum for the values of/3 and 8 which enter into the definition of €2, then 
j3 and 8 can be varied to give a larger value of det Q~l . But a necessary condition for a maximum
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of det Q l is that
4 - 2(7,2 - r^YD + 2(2 - T/2 - r,l - 1g
(ti - ?o)2 
2(2 - r,\ - r,\ - 2g)0 -
(5.288)
both vanish. lfri\,i% ^ 1 — ?2 , t/i;s requires that
()=- + (5 '289)
/s negative, a contradiction. If either »/J = 1 — fj or T/| = 1 — fj, t/»e quantities in equa­ 
tions (5.288) cannot both vanish. Hence, det Q"1 cannot have a maximum, and so £2 cannot have 
exactly two contact points.
lf£0 — fx , then equations (5.286) can be satisfied for any a and 7. so det Q~l can be increased 
by varying these quantities, and again the possibility that £2 has exactly two contact points can be 
rejected. B 
Theorem 5.39:
If the points (6 5 *?) are TYPe ! contact points for 77 € (771,7/2) C [-\/l ~ £i> \A -{?]• where 
r/i < 772, then there is at least one further contact point.
D
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can be continuously replaced by a smaller one passing through the same Type 1 points by varying S.
m
Lemma 5.40: Let £2 be the minimum-volume ellipsoid about £0 H HI D n2 . Suppose the set of 
contact points consists of nob TOb sets, nia Tla sets, nlb Tib sets, n2 T2 sets and nH HT sets. 
Then £2 is also an ellipsoid of locally minimum volume among the family of ellipsoids containing the 
same Tib, T2 and JHTT sets, and nia Tla and nob sets, where the Tla sets remain associated with 
their original hyperplanes. D 
Proof 5.40: Suppose 62 can be continuously varied to give a smaller ellipsoid £'2 , where the 
variation does not change the Tib, T2 and H7 sets, but may move the points in the TOb and Tla
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sets, while maintaining the tangency and Jacobian conditions for the points in all the sets. Then, 
there must be a variation £% of £2 which does not introduce new contact points but has smaller 
volume than £2 . But then €% D £0 0 HI 0 II2 and vol£2' < vol£2 , contradicting the minimality of
£2. • 
Here the results of the Theorems will be summed up in some rules:
1. There are at least three contact points (Theorem 5.38);
2. If there is a HIT set, then either there is a further HT set, or there is at least one TOb, 
Tla, Tib or T2 set (Theorem 5.39);
3. If there is a Tla set, no further contact point can lie on its hyperplane (Theorem 5.25);
4. There are no Type Oa points (Theorem 5.23);
5. There is at most one TOb set (Theorem 5.24);
6. There is no Tla set opposite two Tib sets (Theorem 5.27);
7. There is no TOb set if there is an MT set (Theorem 5.28);
8. There cannot be a Tla set opposite an HT set (Theorem 5.27);
9. There cannot be two Tib sets opposite an HIT set (Theorem 5.27);
10. If there are two IHTT sets, there cannot be a Tla set (Theorem 5.29);
11. Theorem 5.30 holds;
12. There are at most four Type z'b points (Theorem 5.31).
13. If there is a Type Ob point, there are at most three points Type zb points (Theorem 5.32).
14. If there is a HIT set, there are at most two points Type zb points (Theorem 5.33).
15. If there is a HIT set and a Type la point, there are no Type zb points (Theorem 5.34).
In Figure 5.3 the possible dispositions of the hyperplanes relative to the original ellipsoid are 
illustrated. The possible combinations of the Types of sets are given in Tables 5.3 to 5.3. The 
example of the case (3, 1) of Figure 5.3 is illustrative.
There are four possible candidate Tib sets and one candidate T2 set. Each of the three 
possible HIT sets can supply at most one Tla set (rule 3). In what follows, "choosing a TOb
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(0,0) (1,0) (2o, 0) (2a, 0)
(2,1) (3,0) (3,1) (3,2)
(4,0) (4,1) (4, 2o) (4, 2a)
(4,3) (4,4)
Figure 5.3: The possible cases, ignoring occurrences of Type 2b points. The first digit gives the number of 
hyperplanes bounding So D HI fl H-2, with "o" (for opposite) or "a" (for adjacent) appended where necessary. 
The second digit gives the number of pairs of hyperplanes which intersect in the interior of £Q , again with "o" 
or "a" appended as appropriate.
set" means choosing whether there exists a TOb set, and "choosing a Tib set" means choosing 
the hyperplane on which the Type la point lies. If there are three contact points, these might 
consist of the union of one TOb and two Tla sets (3 ways of choosing these); or one TOb, one 
Tla and one Tib set (8 — Tib cannot be on same hyperplane as the Tla set — rule 3); or 
one TOb, one Tla and one T2 set (1 — rule 3); or one TOb and two Tib sets (5 — rule 11); or 
one TOb, one Tib and one T2 set (4); or three Tla sets (1); or two Tla sets and one Tib (4 
— rule 3); or two Tla sets and one T2 (0 — here, only theoretically possible — at least one 
of the Tla sets' hyperplanes must contain the point in the T2 set); or one Tla and two Tib 
sets (5 _ ruie 6); or one Tla, one Tib and one T2 set (2 — rule 3); or three T2b sets (3 — 
rule 11); or, finally, two Tib and one T2 set (6). Thus, there are 42 ways of choosing three 
contact points.
When there are four contact points to be chosen, this can be done by choosing one TOb and 































































Table 5.1: Number of different combinations of sets of contact points for Cases (0, 0) to (2, 1).
Tib sets (5); or one TOb, one Tla, one Tib and one T2 set (2); or, one TOb, two Tib and one 
T2 set (6); or one Tla, two Tib and one T2 set (1 — rule 3); or four Tib sets (1); or three 
Tib and one T2 set (6). So, there are 26 ways of doing this.
When there are five contact points to be chosen, this can be done by choosing one TOb, one 
Tla, two Tib and one T2 set (1) or four Tib and one T2 set (1). So, there are 2 ways of doing
this.
There are no ways of choosing six contact points, but the choice of one HIT and one further
point can be made by choosing one HIT and one Tla (3 — rule 8); or, one HIT and one Tib
(8); or, one HT and one T2 (1). This can therefore be done in 12 ways.















































Table 5.2: Number of different combinations of sets of contact points for Case (3, 0).
sets (6 — rule 9); or, one HT, one Tib and one T2 set (2). This can therefore be done in 8
ways.
The choice of one HT and three further points can be made by choosing one HT, two Tib and
one T2 set (1).
Finally, there are three ways of choosing two HT sets. Any further contact point would have to 
be a Type 2 point, but the only available such point lies in at least one of the HT sets. Thus, 
there are 106 possible ways of choosing the connected components of the set of contact points. 
For each of the sets of contact points present, there is a polynomial equality to be satisfied, 
possibly augmented by nonempty tangent and Jacobian conditions expressed as polynomial 
inequalities. In addition, equation (5.38) holds. In order to find the BLJ ellipsoid about 
So n El 0 n2 , the following procedure can be adopted:
1. if Ci, (2 obey the conditions of Theorem 5.12 or Corollary 5.14 as appropriate, then £2 = £o5
2. the disposition of the possible contact points according to the classification of Figure 5.3 
is determined;
3. the appropriate Table 5.3 to 5.3 is worked through, from top to bottom. If an ellipsoid 









































































Table 5.3: Number of different combinations of sets of contact points for Case (3, 1).
Table, then the BLJ ellipsoid for £0 D HI fl n2 will be the minimum-volume ellipsoid 
containing EQ fl HI fl 112 from that section, as sections below will correspond to ellipsoids 
conforming to a greater number of constraints than at least one ellipsoid from the higher 
sections;
4. for each of the combinations of contact points listed in the Table:
(a) the appropriate polynomial equations are determined;
(b) det Q~l = Sp~2 (a/3 — 72 ) is maximised subject to these equations. This will require 
that further polynomial equations be solved in conjunction with those arising from 
the proposed existence of the contact points and equation (5.6);


























































Table 5.4: Number of different combinations of sets of contact points for Case (3, 2).
determined by converting the tangent or Jacobian inequalities to equalities. The 
resulting collection of polynomials can then be completed by following step 4b above.
Note that the derivation of the polynomials for each combination of contact points needs to be 
done once only. This will produce a set of polynomials in a, /?, 7, 8, £0 and 770 with coefficients 
in terms of geometric quantities related to the disposition of the hyperplanes relative to the 
original ellipsoid. For each particular occurrence of a combination of contact points, the relevant 
geometric quantities will be substituted into the coefficients to produce the corresponding set 
of polynomials for that combination.
Although it is not certain that each particular occurrence of a combination in the appropriate 
Table will result in a valid ellipsoid, it is certain that at least one will result in the BLJ ellipsoid. 
It will now be useful to give a Lemma enabling the reduction of a set of polynomials to a more
tractable set.
Lemma 5.41: Suppose A\ and A2 are irreducible polynomials in HI and M2 . Let S be the solution


































































Table 5.5: Number of different combinations of sets of contact points for Case (4, 0).
where 5,- is the solution set of BH(UI, u2 ) = B2i(u2) = 0 and S- is the solution set of (7j(«i, ^2) = 0 
for some polynomials BU and Cj in HI and u2 and B2i in u2 . [] 
Proof 5.41: If AI and A2 are not irreducible, they can be written AI — A\\A\i . > . A\m and 
A2 = A2iA22 ...A2n for irreducible Aij, and then S = U;,-5y, where Sij is the solution set of 
Au(ui,u2 ) = A2j (ui,u2 ) = 0.
Now assume AI and A2 are irreducible. If degt A2 > 0 (where degt is the degree in u\ of a 
polynomial), there exist unique rational functions FQ, FR, polynomial in u\ which are such that 
AI = FQA2 + FR, where de^ FR < degt A2 , by the Eulerian property of polynomials of one
variable.
If FR = 0, FQ G R by the irreducibility of AI and A2 , and AI and A2 can be replaced by C\ — A\,
that is S = Si.
lfFR ^ 0, there exist unique polynomials PQ , PR, PQD , PRD such that






















































































Table 5.6: Number of different combinations of sets of contact points for Cases (4, 1). The "set families from 
previous section of table" are, of course, those that do not already contain a TOb set and contain less than four 
Tib points.
2. POD and PRD 3re polynomials in w2 alone and are monic;
3. PQ and PQD are coprime;
4. PR and PRD are coprime;

































































































Table 5.7: Number of different combinations of sets of contact points for Case (4, 2o).
PQ 0(1*2) PR(ui,u2 ) = 0.
Suppose POD PR — ^31 • • • Ask where each A& is irreducible. Then S is contained in the union of














































































Table 5.8: Number of different combinations of finite sets of contact points for Case (4, 2a).
Applying the same argument, where degj A& > 0, to each of the pairs A? and A3j , leads to the 
conclusion that the Lemma holds. • 
Corollary 5.42: Suppose AI, . . . ,Am are polynomials in «i, . . . ,un . Then the solution set 5 of 
A\ («i,..., un ) = • '• = >4n («i, . . . , Mn ) = 0 is contained in (JjSj, where Sj is the solution set of 
Bj(u2 , ...,««) = Q/(wi,...,Un) = ••• = CjLX"!'- ••>"») = °' for some polynomials Bjt Cjk , 
where possibly £j = 0. D 
Proof 5.42: Follows from the Lemma by noting that u2 can stand for the set {w2 , • • • , un} and, if 






































Table 5.9: Number of different combinations of sets of contact points for Case (4, 2a), where at least one set 
is infinite.
G(ui,u2 ) = 0, then the union of the solution setsofDi(ui) = £,-(«i,w2 ) = #(«i,«2 ) = 0 contains 
the solution set of F(ui,u2 ) = Cr(wi,u2 ) = H(ui,u2 ) =0. • 
The following Corollaries are immediate consequences of the preceding one. 
Corollary 5.43: Suppose AI, ..., Am are polynomials in «i,... ,un . Then the solution set 5 of 
I, ...,«„) = ••• = A«(«i, ...,«„) = 0 is contained in Uj-5,-, where 5j is the solution set of 
i,...,«n) = Cji(ui,...,un) = ••• = Ci-LX«2»-••>«») = 0, for some polynomials £j? C,-*, 
where possibly Lj = 0. D 
Corollary 5.44: Suppose AI, ..., Am are polynomials in MI, ... ,«n . Then the solution set S of 
A!(«!, ...,««) = ••• = An («i,. ..,«„) = 0 is contained in U^S,-, where S, is the solution set of 
either BJ(UI, ... ,«„) = Cfj/(w2 , • • • ,«„) = C^MS,. • • ,«n) = ••• = CJL^LJ+I, • • - ,Un) = 0, for 
some polynomials Bj, Cjk, when Lj > 0, or of Bj(u^ ..., wn) = 0. Q 
The above Corollary may enable the reduction of the polynomials to a tractable set, but it does 
not guarantee that the initial set of polynomials is simultaneously soluble, nor that a solution 
necessarily consists of an isolated point. It also generates spurious solutions. However, in the 
current context at least one set of polynomials has an isolated solution, as the BLJ ellipsoid 
is guaranteed to exist, and spurious solutions will automatically be eliminated by the fact that 
they will not correspond to ellipsoids, or to ellipsoids not containing £0 H IIi 0 H2 , or to larger 





























































































Table 5.10: Number of different combinations of sets of contact points for Case (4, 3).
The number of cases to be investigated is quite large, but the number reduces considerably for 











































Table 5.11: Number of different combinations of sets of contact points for Case (4, 4).
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5.4
When p = 2, the major differences with the case where p > 2 are:
1. 6 does not exist, and, consequently, equation (5.6) does not apply;
2. Type Ib points do not exist.
The methods which apply when p > 2 can still be applied, but, in line with item 2 above,
Tables 5.3 to 5.3 become Tables 5.4 to 5.4.

































































































































































































































Table 5.17: Number of diiferent combinations of sets of contact points for Cases (4, 1). The "set families from 














































































































































TOb sets and set families from previous section of table
2Tlb, 2T2 3 Tib, 3T2


































































Table 5.21: Number of different combinations of sets of contact points for Case (4, 4).
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5.5 Conclusion
The present chapter contains the elements of a "meta-algorithm" to find the BLJ ellipsoid about 
5onn1 nn2 . Section 5.1 provides the basis for the later sections, as well as equation (5.38). Then 
Section 5.2 provides sufficient conditions for £2 = £o5 if these are met, there is no need to proceed 
further. Finally, Section 5.3 provides a family of sets of polynomials each of which can be 
used as constraints in the maximisation of det Q~l to produce further polynomials augmenting 
the family. The simultaneous solution of one of these augmented families corresponds to the 
required BLJ ellipsoid.
In order to turn the meta-algorithm into an actual algorithm, it is necessary to reduce the 
sets of polynomials as far as possible. The result will be a family of sets of polynomials whose 
coefficients are functions of geometric quantities related to the disposition of the strips relative 
to the original ellipsoid. The reduction needs to be done once only, and then the members 
of the family need to be solved with the appropriate geometric quantities for particular cases 
substituted into their coefficients.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Further Work
6.1 Conclusions
As well as considering the performance of the Fogel-Huang algorithm both empirically and 
theoretically, this thesis has looked at the possibility of improving the accuracy of the Fogel- 
Huang algorithm. As there already exist algorithms for the calculation of the unique minimum- 
volume ellipsoid containing a given bounded convex set, it would be pointless to provide an 
algorithm with computational complexity approaching that of those algorithms calculating the 
minimum-volume ellipsoid.
The first approach considered, that of recycling the data (as contemplated by Belforte and 
related by Pronzato and Walter[22]), results in average improvements which are considerable 
after the first few cycles, but provides very little improvement thereafter. The ellipsoid obtained 
after these cycles is still some way from having the BLJ ellipsoid's volume. Moreover, the most 
dramatic improvement is for data which are particularly resistant to the Fogel-Huang algorithm, 
leaving the ellipsoids resulting from more tractable data little changed (i.e., on average, having 
a characteristic length roughly twice that of the BLJ ellipsoid). Of course, it is useful to have an 
approach which addresses the particular weaknesses of the Fogel-Huang method, but it would 
also be nice to have an approach which improves on that method for more general data sets. 
Recycling also requires that at least some of the data be collected beforehand, so it is a departure 
from strict "onlineness".
An approach better than that of recycling "blind" is to calculate the volume resulting from the 
application of the algorithm before applying it, and then choosing the hyperplane pair yielding 
the smallest volume. This choice of "best" hyperplane pair from those available at each stage,
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results in an algorithm which, on average, outperforms both the single pass (through the data) 
Fogel-Huang algorithm and the recycling version, in that after a number of steps equal to that in 
a cycle, M , say, the "best" choice algorithm gives an ellipsoid with much smaller characteristic 
length than the single pass, and, after each additional M steps the ellipsoid has a smaller 
characteristic length than the ellipsoid from recycling. The "best" hyperplane pair algorithm 
almost always reaches a smaller ellipsoid after, say, K cycles, and approaches it more rapidly. 
Of course, this approach is as distant from pure "onlineness" as is recycling. 
The next approach to the problem was to consider what happens when two hyperplane pairs 
"added" to the ellipsoid in the same way that one is "added" in the derivation of the Fogel- 
Huang algorithm (i.e., the inequalities defining the hyperplane pairs (as degenerate ellipsoids) 
are added to the inequality defining the ellipsoid , after multiplying by parameters qi and 
(72)- The family of ellipsoids resulting from this "addition" is investigated in order to find the 
minimum-volume member of the family. Although this is, in general, not the BLJ ellipsoid 
about the intersection of the two strips bounded by the hyperplane pairs and the original 
ellipsoid, it was hoped that it would be smaller than the ellipsoids produced by applying the 
Fogel-Huang algorithm sequentially to one hyperplane pair and the original ellipsoid, and then 
to the other hyperplane pair and the resultant ellipsoid.
This hope is in fact well-founded, but the resulting ellipsoid, after 12 steps, is still quite far 
from the BLJ ellipsoid. 
Improvements were made in two ways:
1. the two hyperplane pairs were chosen out of strict sequence, so that the first pair was 
applied in the unmodified Fogel-Huang algorithm, then the first and second were applied 
in the two-hyperplane modified algorithm, then the first and third, the second and fourth, 
the third and fifth, and so on, the idea being that information "lost in the approximation" 
from the pair being re-used would be refreshed;
2. the hyperplanes were kept as they were encountered, and the "best", in the sense of 
most rapidly diminishing the volume of the resultant ellipsoid as its ^-parameter was in­ 
creased from zero, was selected to be the partner of the current pair in the two-hyperplane 
algorithm.
The first of these changes results in a slight improvement, and the second, precisely because of 
its departure from onlineness, leads to a somewhat greater one.
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Finally, a change in the basic algorithm was made to produce an s-hyperplane algorithm (where 
s is not greater than the dimension of the parameter space), which relied on approximating 
s — 1 hyperplane pairs by s — 1 hyperplane pairs which are mutually (J-orthogonal and each 
Q-orthogonal to the remaining hyperplane pair. The performance of this algorithm is a little 
disappointing, being between that of the two-hyperplane pair algorithm with the different 
orders for the application of their hyperplanes. However, for low-dimensional parameter spaces 
at least, this s-hyperplane pair algorithm appears to be relatively cheap, and might be employed 
in preference to the two-hyperplane algorithms.
To sum up, algorithms making substantial, if not startling, improvements over Fogel-Huang 
have been derived, and these might be used where there is room for more expensive methods, but 
not enough resources to calculate the minimum-volume ellipsoid or to utilise exact descriptions 
of the feasible parameter set. In particular, where individual parameters are important, such 
as when there is a simple description of the physically possible parameters consistent with the 
model (e.g. positive decay rates for processes which do not admit negative ones), use might 
be made of these algorithms. In addition, where the volume of the feasible parameter set is 
important, the effective improvement is greater.
These improvements have been the motivation for investigating methods leading to the acutal 
BLJ ellipsoid about the intersection of two strips and an ellipsoid. When this is derived, it can 
be used in the same way as the "family-optimal" ellipsoids described above. 
However, as the number of cases to be investigated in conjunction with some dispositions of 
the strips is quite large, "hybrid" methods which use the "family-optimal" ellipsoids when the 
derivation of the BLJ ellipsoid is too complicated may be useful.
A spin-off from the work of finding the BLJ ellipsoid for the intersection of an ellipsoid and 
two strips will be the BLJ ellipsoid for the intersection of two half-spaces (in general, with 
nonparallel boundaries), which corresponds to the cases (2a, 0) and (2, 1) of Figure 5.3 and is 
useful in non-linear estimation.
6.2 Further Work — Extensions
It would be nice to replace Conjecture 4.12 (which states that the smallest volume is attained 
by a particular ellipsoid in the family there considered, in the derivation of the s-hyperplane 
algorithm) by a Proposition! 
In conjunction with this, it might possible to improve the procedure employed to find the Q-
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orthonormal hyperplane pairs, without increasing the complexity too much, bearing in mind 
that, when s = p, p(p — 1) possible shifts of hyperplanes are already considered. 
Another possibility for improving on the two- and s-hyperplane pair algorithms is to look for 
different families of ellipsoids containing the intersection of an ellipsoid and two or more strips 
bounded by hyperplanes, and then optimising for volume over these families (the problem is 
finding a family for which the algebra is tractable).
A further extension would be to investigate the expected behaviour of the Fogel-Huang algo­ 
rithm in more depth, possibly with a simpler model of the process whose parameters are being 
identified, such as a MIMO system with known inputs, or with inputs with known statistics. 
Under this heading, experiment design for the algorithm could be included: what sequence of 
inputs is the most likely to provide information valuable in the context of parameter bounding? 
A track to investigate further is the possibility of recycling the modified algorithms. The first 
results show that the improvement due to choosing the hyperplane pair which leads to the 
greatest reduction in volume at each step in the single-hyperplane pair Fogel-Huang algorithm 
is far greater than that due to utilising the modified algorithms in fixed-order recycling.
6.3 Further Work — Finding and Exploring the Use of 
the BLJ Ellipsoid for Two Strips and an Ellipsoid
The major outstanding work is the investigation of the tranformation of the "meta-algorithm" 
into an algorithm. This require the one-off reduction of the families of sets of polynomials of 
Chapter 5. Preliminary efforts have been made in this direction, but these have foundered 
on the limitations on the size of algebraic objects in Maple^ 1 . These efforts have used the 
reduction methods of Chapter 5 in interactive Maple^ sessions. It is possible to circumvent 
the restrictions mentioned by replacing polynomial algebra by array arithmetic (see, e.g., the 
Appendix), and a great saving in (human) time expenditure will by made by utilising Maple^'s 
programming facilities rather than working interactively. However, it might be more fruitful 
to investigate the automated use of Grobner bases[3] to simultaneously solve the polynomials 
involved. (Maple®'s built-in Grobner methods also run into problems concerning the size of 
the algebraic objects involved here, but it may be possible to avoid this problem). 
A work-plan for producting an algorithm for the full one-ellipsoid, two-strip BLJ problem would 
000 terms for a polynomial
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first aim at solving cases (2a, 0) and (2, 1), as these are useful elsewhere. 
The next topic to be addressed on the solution of (part of) the one-ellipsoid, two-strip BLJ 
problem would be the investigation of simulations using the resulting ellipsoids, either alone, 
or in hybrid algorithms with the family-optimal ellipsoids discussed earlier.
6.4 Further Work — Different Directions
Walter and Pronzato[26] mention the possibility of investigating the image of the posterior set 
S under a transformation Ta . In particular, Ts might map to the characteristic polynomial of 
the system in question, so Tj^(0) could be examined for stability for each 0 £ S. There would 
be an associated set-valued function, PT, say, consisting of all possible poles of polynomials in
This poses the possibility of using, in ellipsoidal bounding, size criteria which are tailored to 
a particular map Ts . If the posterior set is reduced to a point, then PT(&) would be a set of 
points and have volume zero. If S were an ellipsoid, what would be the volume of PT(S} (not 
necessarily in the usual measure)? Could this volume be used as a size criterion for ellipsoids 
in the parameter space?
The errors-in- variables approaches mentioned in Veres and Norton [24] can be adapted to 
deal with models nonlinear in parameters, as described Pronzato and Walter[22] (the model 
ym(k,0) = $(&,#) is replaced by ym (k,0) — ram (A;,0)T0 and the regressor error tn (k,0) = 
nk — nm (k : 0) is defined, where rik is known. If it can be said that e%.(k) < en .(fc,0) < e™.(fc), 
a transformation from a nonlinear problem to an errors-in- variables one has been made), and 
then, corresponding to each data item there is a pair of hyperplanes (in general, nonparallel) 
for each orthant, between which the intersection of the feasible set with the orthant must lie. 
Clearly, the origin and the orientation of the parameter space must affect any algorithm at­ 
tempting to utilise this fact to bound the feasible set. The question is, can shifts in the origin 
and rotations (linear reparameterisations) be used to good effect in this bounding? 
Also attempts should be made to answer the question of which size criteria for ellipsoidal 
bounding are the most appropriate to what problems.
When the noise bounds for a problem are difficult to estimate in an a priori fashion, they can 
be subsumed into the parameter estimation as additional parameters. For a linear model, the 
bounds resulting from this approach do not lead to a bounded polytope, but rather to a cone in 
parameter space. What outer-bounding geometries are analogous in this situation to ellipsoidal
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bounds in the case of bounded polytopes?
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